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U.S. Department
of Transportation

Federal Aviation
Administration

OCT - 3 ?017

Re: Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request 2017-008763
This letter responds to your July 14, 2017, Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to the
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) seeking copies of the meeting minutes for the FAA
Safety Management Systems (SMS) Committee during calendar years 2015, 2016 and 2017 to
date.
An electronic search was performed in the Office of Accident Investigation and Prevention and
54 pages of meeting minutes were located. However. portions have been redacted under FOIA
·
Exemption 5.
FOIA Exemption 5 allows agencies to withhold recommendation. opinions, and analyses under
the deliberative process privilege. In this case. the withheld information contains the opinions
and deliberations of the committee members. We have determined that their disclosure would
reasonably discourage the open and frank discussions of agency employees that are necessary in
order for the FAA to efficiently and effectively set aviation safety policy. Their disclosure
would also create confusion in those cases where those opinions and recommendations are not
adopted.
The undersigned is responsible for this partial denial. You may request reconsideration of this
determination by writing the Assistant Administrator for Finance and Management (AFN-140).
Federal Aviation Administration, 800 Independence Avenue, SW, Washington DC, 20591 or
through electronic mail at: FOIA-Appeals@faa.gov. Your request for reconsideration must be
made in writing within 90 days from the date of this letter and must include all information and
arguments relied upon. Your letter must state that it is an appeal from the above-described
denial of a request made under the FOIA. The envelope containing the appeal should be marked
--FOIA Appeal."
You also have the right to seek dispute resolution services from the FAA FOIA Public Liaison
via phone (202-267-7799) or email (7-A W A-ARC-FOIA(a;faa.gov) noting FOIA Public Liaison
in the Subject or the Office of Government Information Services (https://ogis.archives.gov) via
phone (202-741-5770 / toll-free--1-877-684-6448: fax--202-741-5769): or email
(ogis(a)nara.gov ).
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There is no cost for processing this request because the time required for us to complete this
search was less than 2 hours, and your request is less than 100 pages.
Sincerely,

1___
Executive Director
Office of Accident Investigation and Prevention
Enclosures

FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, January 20, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB lOA Room 840
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202-267-8780
202-267-4321
202-507-2259
' 202-267-7072
I 202-267-8437
I 202-267-9446
I
703-661-0529
202-267-2942
703-661-0598
i 202-267-7602
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1 202-267-8285
I 202-267-3075
202-2672-2726
: 703-525-5333 X 1115
I 202-494-8417
I 609-485-8877
I
202-267-2733
202-267-5164

NOTES:
FAA Executive Council Discussion: Reauthorization Language

Paula Martinez shared that Peggy Gilligan and John Hickey have deliberated the addition of Risk-Based Decision Making (RBDM)
language to the FAA code/reauthorization; pros and cons were presented to support the discussion. Such language (e.g., "Safety
Management" and "RBDM") will be proposed at the next FAA SMS Executive Committee Meeting. The committee also raised the
following question: How can the FAA ensure RBDM is observed? RBDM is not a stand-alone initiative; it is central to the agency's
actions and goals. However, incorporation of RBDM language would likely require that the FAA show evidence of RBDM, as outside
entities such as the Office of Management and Budget may require it. FAA Sub-Initiative 2A, dealing with plan changes and
incorporating safety into decision making, could help cover the use of RBDM. The committee members agreed that RBDM must be,
more than anything else, a cultural change. In short, more policy will not help if we do not first adhere to current policy.
Significant Safety Issue Status

Tamara Nicholson briefed the committee members on the Significant Safety Issue (SSI) status, reporting that the effort is moving
forward as planned. SSls from each Line of Business (LOB) are due by the end of March, and an FAA-level risk list will be compiled by
the end of April. The SSI FAA process document offers a template that LOBs may use to complete status lists with input from their
respective Subject Matter Experts.
Oversight Model: RBDM Expected End-State and Activity le

Greg Kirkland clarified that SMS does not aim to reduce safety inspectors; rather, it aims to target areas of greatest risk using safety
data. The burden of data collection and hazard identification will shift upward to allow LOBs access to one another's safety risk
databases. This involves the sharing of resources between LOBs for efficiency. Greg also expressed the need for Memoranda of
Understanding between the FAA and industry stakeholders (e.g., Certificate Owners) to encourage sharing of and more access to
safety risk-related data. End products will include best practices for LOBs' consideration and final philosophy for the application of
RBDM. The SMS Committee will oversee the RBDM activity, and all sub-activities should report to the SMS Committee.
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Status of SMS-Related Activities
SMS for Part 121: This SMS rule was published on January 9, 2015, and becomes effective March 9, 2015. As of the aforementioned
effective date, Certificate Holders (Part 121 Operators) will have six months to produce implementation plans and the FAA will have
one year to approve those plans for full implementation within three years. The new SMS rule formalizes Safety Risk Management
and Safety Assurance and, more notably, defines the "Accountable Safety Executive" responsible and accountable for safety. Part 5
was designed such that other rules (including the new SMS rule) could reference it, as needed, in the future.

January 20, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, February 3, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB l0A Room 840
ATTENDEES:
Name

Daum, James
Demidovich, Nickolas
Geraghty, Maggie
Glasow, Chris
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NOTES:
Runway Incursion Mitigation Program Briefing

The program to align Runway Safety Areas with safety standards will near completion by December 31, 2015, with only
about 40 airports with outstanding action items. The Office of Airport Safety and Standards (AAS) plans to make the
Risk-Based Decision Making (RBDM) Office of Airports (ARP) Runway Incursion Mitigation (RIM) Program the next big
effort, with a focus on nonstandard airport geometry. Michael O'Donnell briefed the committee members on the RIM
Program, reporting that the effort has already received enthusiastic support from Michael Huerta.
AAS used Runway Incursion (RI) data to identify areas at our nation's airports that have nonstandard geometry and
made an inventory of these locations (roughly 6,705 geometry location points) using the airport Geospatial Information
System. Some of these points are already identified locally as locations on an aerodrome movement area with a history
or potential risk of collision or RI where heightened pilot/ vehicle operator attention is necessary, commonly known as
Hot Spots. Others were not yet identified in the system as Hot Spots. Though airport geometry is a key cause of Rls at
these locations, AAS may discover other causal factors affecting the rate of Rls. AAS will retain evidence of any causal
factors they uncover for possible future use.
All members agreed that the RIM Program is related to RBDM and the FAA Significant Safety Issue (SSI) Identification
Process. Michael O'Donnell wanted to ensure that the RIM Program was part of the conversation and asked the FAA
SMS Committee how the RIM Program should fit in with SSls and RBDM. Michael explained that the RIM Program is
high priority for ARP and would likely be their top SSI.
Office of Aviation Policy and Plans Request: Tower Assessment

the FAA is assessing low-activity towers to determine the costs/benefits of keeping
them open. During sequestration, Congress passed a law preventing the FAA from closing contract tower

February 03, 2015
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The Safety Collaboration Team (SCT) would likely support the safety risk assessment because it recently became the
technical arm of the FAA SMS Committee. Paula Martinez requested revision of the SCT charter to better align with the
FAA SMS Committee. The Air Traffic Organization (ATO) recommended that the SCT coordinate with Tom
Skiles (ATO/AJT-2) and Jonathan Gray {ATO/AJl-15) to evaluate current progress
. The next step is for the ATO
to set up a meeting with the SCT.

Status of SMS-Related Activities
551 Identification and Funding: Each LOB has multiple cross-organizational issues. If an issue is not included on the 551
list, should it still receive funding? Paula Martinez reminded members that the goal of,RBDM is to prioritize resources
based on risk. The Committee did not come to a consensus on whether LOBs would undermine the objective of RBDM if
they devote resources to issues beyond the 551 list. The FAA SMS Committee asked its role in the 551 process: Should the
FAA SMS Committee be the oversight body that halts any projects not included on the 551 list?

February 03, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, February 10, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB l0A Room 840
ATTENDEES:
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Ali, Rahat
Anderson, Brian
Daum, James
Davenport, Phil
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Scott. Van Bu ren@faa.gov
Michael.Virga@faa.gov
Kellie.Weibrecht@faa.gov
Amer.Younossi@faa.gov

Phone
202-267-8780

202-267-4321
202-507-2259
202-267-7072
202-267-9361
703-855-7885
703-661-0598
202-267-7602
571-481-2013
202-267-8285
703-525-5333
202-494-8417
609-485-8877
202-267-7337
202-267-5164
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NOTES:

Compliance Philosophy Rollout Plan {Sub-Initiative 3)

A compliance philosophy order owned by various oversight Lines of Business (LOBs), including AVS, ARP, ASH, AST, and AOV, will be
signed shortly. Paula noted that when the new order is signed, messaging will be an important component of the rollout effort and
each LOB will need a messaging plan. The Office of Communications has volunteered to support compliance philosophy messaging
efforts to ensure that each LOB's plan is consistent with the overarching FAA messaging. Messaging for the new compliance
philosophy order will be a big topic of discussion for the next FAA SMS Executive Council Meeting.
FAA SMS Executive Council Meeting

The next FAA SMS Executive Council Meeting is scheduled for Friday, March 6, 2015, from 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM. The meeting
agenda will include a status update (highlighting challenges and accomplishments) for each of the FAA Administrator's priority
initiatives and sub-initiatives and the FAA Significant Safety Issues. Paula noted that sub-initiatives lA, 18, and lC have merged and
are now managed as one. During the last meeting, the executives requested that each LOB identify any efforts relating to RiskBased Decision Making. The council will decide whether to increase the frequency of their meetings from quarterly to bimonthly.

February 10, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, February 24, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB lOA Room 840
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Rahat.Ali@faa.gov
Brian.Anderson@faa.gov
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Jonathan.Carter@faa.gov
James.Daum@faa.gov
Phillip.Davenport@faa.gov
Nickolas.Demidovich@faa.gov
sking@qedllc.com
Calvin.Ko@faa.gov
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
Kelsey.CTR.Muka@faa.gov
Tamara.Nicholson@faa.gov
Lona.Saccomando@faa.gov
Chris.J.Scott@faa.gov
Bshaw@qedllc.com
Scott.VanBuren@faa.gov
Michael.Virga@faa.gov
Kellie. Weibrecht@faa.gov
Amer.Younossi@faa.gov

I Phone

i 202-267-8780
I 202-267-4321
[ 202-267-9616
i 202-267-9409
; 202-507-2259
i 202-267-7072
: 202-267-84
I 703-855-7885
I 202-267-2942
i 202-267-7602
I 571-481-2013
I 202-267-8285
i 202-267-3075
I 202-267-2726
I 703-525-5333 x 1115
202-494-8417
609-485-8877
202-267-7337
202-267-5164

NOTES:
FAA Executive Council Meeting Briefing

The next Executive Council Meeting is scheduled for Friday, March 6, 2015, from 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM. Paula presented the draft
briefing to the SMS committee members (SO minutes) and requested that they prepare their executives to discuss the content on
March 6th .
Paula presented a status update (highlighting challenges and accomplishments) for each of the FAA Administrator's priority
initiatives and sub-initiatives and the FAA Significant Safety Issues. Paula noted that sub-initiatives lA, 18, and lC have merged and
are now managed as one. During the last meeting, the executives requested that each LOB identify any efforts relating to RiskBased Decision Making. The feedback from each LOB has been incorporated into the briefing.
The committee members raised concern that slide #8 (on initiative ld) was very detailed about proposed distribution of O&M costs,
when that might vary based on the number of users. Paula proposed adding the Risk-Based Decision Making (RBDM) Office of
Airports (ARP) Runway Incursion Mitigation (RIM) Program to the list on slide #18 (on Other FAA SMS Related Topics).

February 10, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, March 4, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB lOA Room 840
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NOTES:
AVP Safety performance Management Group

Amer delivered a presentation on the Accident Investigation and Prevention (AVP) Safety Performance Management Group. The AVS
Safety Performance Management Group is a new organization within AVS operates under the direction of the AVS Safety
Management System Board and the requirements in the FAA Order VS 8000.367A, Aviation Safety {AVS} Safety Management System
Requirements, support it. The new mission of the organization is to "develop, organize, and operate the FAA and AVS safety

management functions so that new hazards and ineffective controls for the most significant system-wide safety issues are identified,
analyzed, and mitigated, and safety performance is measured and managed." Several new positions will need to be created to
support the activities of this new organization.
FAA Order 8000.369A Revision Effort

Danko provided a presentation to update the committee members on the effort to revise the FAA Order 8000.369A, Safety
Management System. The revision effort requires that a cross LOB team of SM Es be established. Danko requested that each LOB
identify subject matter experts by the next SMS committee meeting. These SME would provide input to draft order, participate in
comment resolution meetings, and coordinate with home organization regarding order revision. Additionally, Danko noted that
Safety oversight offices within the FAA will also need to be involved in the 8000.369 revision effort.
Status of SMS-related Activities

FAA Significant Safety Issue (551) list-Tamara shared that each LOB has delivered (or will this week) their SSI list. The team is in the
process of adjudicating comments received from ATO, AFS, AST, and ARP on the draft FAA SSI Committee Identification Process.
Tamara confirmed that the SSI effort is on track.

March 5, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, March 17, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB l0A Room 840
ATTENDEES:
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Andresen, Kevin
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202-267-5164
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NOTES:
FAA Sub initiative ld - Hazard Tracking

Lona presented a briefing on the cost and proposed long-term capability of the HIRMT Core System (HCS), an effort that falls under
FAA Strategic Initiative ld. She explained that the HCS is being built in phases, or sprints, so that each piece of the tool can be tested
as it is developed. The expectation is that the HCS will integrate with each LOBs processes for hazard tracking, to allow for tracking
of and insight into FAA-level hazards and mitigation efforts.
There was robust discussion regarding how HCS would be funded in FY16 and FY17. Paula noted that it is becoming increasingly
difficult to secure funding in today's budgetary climate, where resources can be scarce. It was asked why HCS did not proceed
through the JRC process, to secure long term funding for the development of the system. It was recalled that in the beginning of the
project, various development/funding options were presented and the team was directed that the JRC process was not required and
would likely take too long to meet RBDM goals.
The committee members agreed that it is important to clearly identify the capability that each LOB would receive and who will use
it. Lona's team has developed the criteria for what items must be entered into the HCS and it is under review by the AVS SMS
Coordination Group members. Once complete at the AVS level, it will be sent to the FAA SMS Committee for official review;
however, Lona reiterated that the LOB representatives on her team helped develop the criteria and should have shared it will
management.
All were in agreement that the policy differences between FAA Order 8040.4 and individual LOB hazard tracking related orders may
cause issues down the road. For example, the ATO uses a different methodology to rank risk than the methodology used at the FAA
level (e.g., a hazard that the ATO ranks as HIGH in SMTS, may show as MEDIUM in the HTS). ATO was concerned that risk
acceptance falls with the LOB and they cannot accept a HIGH risk hazard, even if it happens to fall in the MEDIUM category as per
the FAAO 8040.4A matrix. Kevin Andresen noted that this is a policy issue, not a tool issue as the tool can be built to meet whatever
policy is agreed upon. Lona noted that the tool can easily capture multiple risk levels and can easily allow the user to denote an LOB
risk level versus the FAA risk level, and this information can be reported in whatever manner is desired (LOB only, FAA only, or both).
Since these policy differences could ultimately affect the usefulness of the information that comes out of the tool, Paula suggested
that the next revision to FAA Order 8040.4 help align those differences.

March 17, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, March 24, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB 10A Room 840
ATTENDEES:
Name
Ali, Rahat
Carter, Jon
Demidovich, Nickolas
Davenport, Phillip
I Glascow, Chris
! King, Sue
I Martinez, Paula
Muka, Kelsey
Nicholson, Tamara
Saccomando, Lona
Shaw, Brian
VanBuren, Scott
Weibrecht, Kellie
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! Email
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AVP
ASH/ADG
AST
AAS-300
ASH
AVP/QED
AVP-300
AJl-311/SENTEL
AVP-300
AVP-300
AVP-300/QED
AVP
AVP-300

! Rahat.Ali@faa.gov
! Jonathan.Carter@faa.gov
i Nickolas.Demidovich@faa.gov
Phillip.Davenport@faa.gov
Chris.Glasow@faa.gov
sking@qedllc.com
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
Kelsey.CTR.Muka@faa.gov

202-267-8780
202-267-9409
202-267-8437
202-267-7072
202-267-9446
703-855-7885
202-267-7602
571-481-2013
202-267-8285
202-267-3075
703-525-5333 X 1115
202-494-8417
202-267-7337

! Tamara.Nicholson@faa.gov

I Lona.Saccomando@faa.gov
: Bshaw@qedllc.com

i Scott.Vanburen@faa.gov
: Kellie.weibrecht@faa.gov

NOTES:

Chris Glascow is retiring after a 31 year career in government service (twenty-five years of which was spent working with the FAA).
Paula thanked Chris for his service to the FAA and involvement with the FAA SMS Committee over the years. Chris's last day will be
March 31 st •
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SMS Activities - Updates
Risk Based Decision Making (RBDM) Sub initiative ld (Agency-wide Hazard and Mitigation Tracking) - Paula clarified that the official
term for the FAA level hazard tracking tool associated with sub-initiative ld is the "Hazard Identification, Risk Management and
Tracking (HIRMT)", the term "Hazard Core System (HCS)" will no longer be used.
Messaging for FAA Strategic Initiatives - There will be interactive sessions held for executives starting the week of April (in DC,
Atlanta, Fort Worth, and Seattle) to help ensure that FAA strategic initiatives are understood and embraced across the agency. Each
session will cover all 4 initiatives. These sessions will provide executives with the opportunity to discuss the FAA Strategic initiatives
so that they may understand and verbalize how each initiative affects their employees and functions. This will better enable
executives to promote this message within their respective organizations, to help employees understand how what they do supports
the FAA Strategic Initiatives. Paula noted that the FAA Strategic Initiatives is essentially safety management from an agency level
perspective and RBDM helps enables that.
Safety Collaboration Team (SCT) - The SCT is in the process of being repositioned to support the activities of the FAA SMS
Committee with SM Es. The new charter for the SCT is close to final and will be sent to this group for review soon.

March 24, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, April 7, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB lOA Room 840

ATTENDEES:

i Name

i
i
!

I
I
I
I
1

i
i
i
1

;

Garcia, Cynthia
Geraghty, Maggie E
Daum, James
Davenport, Phillip
Deberry, Keith
Demidovich, Nickolas
Dumesnil, Chris A
King, Sue
Ko, Calvin
Krahe, Bob
Martinez, Paula
Muka, Kelsey
Nicholson, Tamara
Saccomando, Lona
Shaw, Brian

Smith, Joseph
1 Stein, Fred
I VanBuren, Scott
Walcourt, Leslie
Younossi, Amer
i

Organization
AMA-200
ATO
ANG-33
AAS-300
AMA-200
AST-4
AFN
AVP/QED
AVP-300
AFS-900
AVP-300
AJl-31/SENTEL
AVP-300
AVP-300
AVP-300/QED
AQS-500
AJl-33
AVP-5
ANG-B3/CSSI
AVP-300

i Email

!

i

i
I

,
1

;

I
I
I

Cynthia.Garcia@faa.gov
Maggie.E.Geraghty@faa.gov
James.Daum@faa.gov
Phillip.Davenport@faa.gov
Keith.Deberry@faa.gov
Nickolas.Demidovich@faa.gov
Chris.A.Dumesnil@faa.gov
sking@qedllc.com
Calvin.Ko@faa.gov
Robert.CTR.Krahe@faa.gov
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
Kelsey.CTR.Muka@faa.gov
Tamara.Nicholson@faa.gov
Lona.Saccomando@faa.gov
Bshaw@qedllc.com
Joseph.Smith@faa.gov
Fred.Stein@faa.gov
Scott.Vanburen@faa.gov
Lesley.CTR.Walcourt@faa.gov
Amer.M.Younossi@faa.gov

Phone
405-954-6465
202-267-9163
202-507-2259
202-267-7072
405-954-8700
202-267-8437
405-954-6465
703-855-7885
202-267-2673
703-661-0598
202-267-7602
571-481-2013
202-267-8285
202-267-3075
703-525-5333 X 1115
405-954-5721
202-267-9348
202-494-8417
202-600-7595
202-267-5184

NOTES:
Operational Research Analyst (ORA) Organizational Structure

Keith Deberry presented a briefing on the Risk Based Decision Making (RBDM) Sub Initiative lE, Safety Risk & Data Analysis
Competencies. The goal of Sl-lE is to achieve optimal data analysis effectiveness by linking and grouping the right people together,
to leverage the expertise and skill levels of the FAA's workforce. The team's Fiscal Year (FY) 2015 deliverable for Sl-lE was to review
and determine optimal organizational and reporting structure for Operations Research Analyst (ORA). The deliverable was met by
the March 30 th 2015 milestone. The purpose of Keith briefing the FAA SMS Committee was to provide an overview of Sl-lE and
obtain approval (or recommendations) so that the team could move forward.
Keith shared that the team was able to determine several assumptions based on a job task analysis that they conducted, one of
which being that some functions performed within the FAA require human activity with automation assist. In the SMS operational
model that Keith presented, the ORA role begins where the safety assessments occur and data flows into the process. To identify
NAS level hazards, it is important to create a data exchange between the analytics and operational workforce using existing Safety
Risk Management (SRM) and Safety Assurance (SA) processes. The team found that pairing operational and analytics·workforces
together helped ensure optimal data analysis effectiveness.
The SMS Committee Members raised the question: Why were ORAs the only job series considered? Keith explained that ORAs were
just a starting point because other job series are valuable for safety data analytics functions (e.g. safety engineers, acquisitions SM Es,
etc.). Calvin pointed out that safety engineers are valuable often do not want to perform operational research analysis and that
operational experts with data analysis skills are rare and expensive. Paula asked that members reach out to Keith directly for
individual briefings regarding Sl-lE and submit feedback on the approach.
Taxonomy Workshop SME Request

Warren presented a briefing on the Risk Based Decision Making (RBDM) Sub Initiative lA, Common Aviation Safety Taxonomy. The
focus of Sl-lA was development of a common taxonomy for consistent use across FAA, industry, and internationally. When the team
provided a paper outlining their approach to the executive sponsors, they were asked to avoid the "top down" approach by

April 07, 2015
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comparing existing taxonomies and identifying commonalities. The desire from leadership was to have a common taxonomy for use
as soon as possible, but Warren acknowledged that taxonomy will continuously evolve.
The role of the FAA SMS Committee with regard to taxonomy would be to approve hazard taxonomy before it is socialized
throughout the agency. A community of interest (COi) is in the process of being established to evaluate the level one taxonomy, but
a validation workshop will be needed in the future. Paula suggested that the sub-initiative 2A/2B teams should be consulted to start
thinking about how the taxonomy may apply to the analyses that they are planning to conduct.
Risk-based Decision Making Activity 2A/2B Recommendations

Scott Van Buren explained that there is a business plan target requiring him to brief the FAA SMS Committee on RBDM SI 2A/2B and
that his briefing would satisfy that requirement. Scott presented the teams methodology, recommendations, and proposed actions
for implementation. The team compiled a list of short comings and lessons learned from cross organizational SRM pilot projects,
conducted a high-level functional analysis, and conducted a high-level gap analysis linked to the short comings identified.
The team recommended that the FAA develop a common, coordinated Safety Risk Management (SRM) capability to address hazards
and their associated risk that span the responsibilities of more than one FAA Line of Business (LOB) and/or Staff Office (SO). Scott
noted that some of the recommendations were purposefully vague to allow flexibility in how they are implemented.
Recommendations impact both FAA level and LOB level SMS policy and guidance (e.g. FAA Order 8000.369, ATO SMS Manual).

SMS Activities - Updates

FAA Executive Council Meetings -The next FAA Executive Council meeting will be held in June.

April 07, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, April 14, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB 10A Room 840
ATTENDEES:

i
i

i'

i
I
i
,

Name

Organization

I Email

Phone

Carter, Jonathan
Geraghty, Maggie E
Daum, James
Davenport, Phillip
Demidovich, Nickolas
King, Sue
Martinez, Paula
Nicholson, Tamara
Scott, Chris
Shaw, Brian
VanBuren, Scott
Virga, Mike
Walcourt, Leslie

ADG-001
AJl-31
ANG-33
AAS-300
AST-4
AVP/QED
AVP-300
AVP-300
ANG-B3
AVP-300/QED
AVP-5
AJl-313
ANG-B3/C:SSI
AVP-300
AVP-300

! Jonathan.carter@faa.gov
i Maggie.E.Geraghty@faa.gov

202-267-9409
202-267-9163
202-507-2259
202-267-7072
202-267-8437
703-855-7885
202-267-7602
202-267-8285
202-267-2726
703-525-5333
202-494-8417
609-485-8877
202-600-7595
202-267-7337
202-267-5184

• Weibrecht, Kellie
; Younossi, Amer

;

I
i

i
i
1

i

James.Daum@faa.gov
Phillip.Davenport@faa.gov
Nickolas.Demidovich@faa.gov
sking@qedllc.com
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
Tamara.Nicholson@faa.gov
Chris.J.Scott@faa.gov
Bshaw@qedllc.com
Scott. Van bu ren@faa.gov
Michael.virga@faa.gov
Lesley.CTR.Walcourt@faa.gov
Kellie.Weibrecht@faa.gov
Amer.M.Younossi@faa.gov
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'
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NOTES:
FAA "SMS Manual"

There is a need for FAA-level guidance material for the "how-to" aspects of SMS within the Safety Risk Management and safety
assurance components. For Safety Policy and Safety Promotion, the U.S. State Safety Program covers these aspects of the SMS. This
document should be at a sufficiently high level so that the supporting FAA LOBs and organizations can develop more detailed, lowerlevel guidance. The document should describe how to do FAA-level safety management. The focus of the document will be to
address cross-LOB safety issues. The goal is not to replace a specific LOBs SRM or safety assurance approach; however, it can be
used in cases where none exists. Before the Committee develops an FAA-level SMS how-to guidance, policy on how to address crossLOB safety issues has to be established and implemented consistently across the different FAA LOBs/organizations.
Addressing/Managing FAA Significant Safety Issues

There was discussion using the safety collaboration team to address SSls based on "planned changes" to the NAS. These planned
changes would be "pre-decisional" and would not replace safety assessments that, for instance, have been done as required by the
Acquisition Management System. Alternatively, these planned changes can be assessed by a separate organization within AVP.
There are concerns regarding scope and resources. In particular, if resources are limited to those provided by AVP, the safety issues
assessed may be only those prioritized by AVS. Other FAA LOBs and organizations will have to determine if they will provide
resources to support a standalone group that assesses FAA SSls.
RBDM 2c Proposed Activities

The Committee was provided a briefing that outlined activities proposed as part of RBDM 2c. They are as follows:
•

Examining linkages among current safety activities and programs throughout the FAA, and establishing a cohesive safety
program.

•

Updating Order 8000.369

•

Updating Order 8040.4 and associated "guidance" to include the FAA SMS Manual

•

Develop and FAA SMS Committee Charter and an FAA SMS Executive Council Charter

•

Operationalize the FAA SSI process

•

Determining the end-state for the FAA SMS safety programs,

FAA Executive Council Discussion Items

April 14, 2015
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The Committee discussed agenda items for the June 3 FAA SMS Executive Council Meeting, which includes:
•

Low-activity towers project

•

Expected use and purpose for HIRMT

•

Deep dive on RBDM activities

FAA SSI List

The prioritization process will be finalized. The consolidated list was distributed, and the criteria will be applied to the submitted
candidates. The prioritized list will be provided to the FAA SMS Committee by May 15.

April 14, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, April 28, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB l0A Room 840
ATTENDEES:
I

!

Name

i Bruno, Jimmy

1

:
!
1

!
;
I

I

Butters, Anthony
Geraghty, Maggie E
Daum, James
Debban, Steve
Demidovich, Nickolas
Knight, James
Martinez, Paula
Muka, Kelsey
Nicholson, Tamara
Rahat, Ali
Saccomando, Lona
Scott, Chris
Shaw, Brian
Toth, Carol
VanBuren, Scott
Walcourt, Leslie
Ward, Beth
Weibrecht, Kellie

Organization

I Email

Phone

AVP-300

I James.Bruno@faa.gov

202-267-8293

AAS-300
AJl-31
ANG-33
AAS-100
AST-4
AVP-300
AVP-300
AJl-31/GGTI
AVP-300
AVP-300
AVP-300
ANG-B3
AVP-300/QED
ASH
AVP-5
ANG-B3/CSSI
AOA/SIG
AVP-300

Anthony.Butters@faa.gov

1

!

!
1

!

I
I
I

l
!
I

Maggie.E.Geraghty@faa.gov
James.Daum@faa.gov
Steven.Debban@faa.gov
Nickolas.Demidovich@faa.gov
James. Kn ight@faa.gov
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
Kelsey.CTR.Muka@faa.gov
Tamara.Nicholson@faa.gov
Rahat.Ali@faa.gov
Lona.Saccomando@faa.gov
Chris.J.Scott@faa.gov
Bshaw@qedllc.com
ctoth0l@verizon.net
Scott.Vanburen@faa.gov
Lwalcourt@cssiinc.com
Beth.Ward@faa.gov
Kellie.Weibrecht@faa.gov

I

202-267-9616
202-267-9163
202-507-2259
202-267-8664
202-267-8437
202-267-4375
202-267-7602
571-481-2013
202-267-8285
202-267-8760
202-267-3075
202-267-2726
703-525-5333 X 1115

I

i
I
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202-494-8417
202-600-7595
202-267-1035
202-267-7337

I

I

Safety Collaboration Team (SCT) Charter

The draft charter aligns the SCT under the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Safety Management System (SMS) Committee. The
SCT will perform safety risk analyses for Significant Safety Issues (SSls) and "pre-decisional" acquisition issues. 1 There will be three
chair organizations including Office of NextGen (ANG), Air Traffic Organization (ATO), and Aviation Safety (AVS), with members from
Commercial Space Transportation (AST) and Office of Airports (ARP). Supporting groups will be called upon, as needed. The revised
draft charter will be shared with the FAA SMS Committee, with comments due by COB May 15th. Those comments will be
adjudicated, and a revised draft will be sent back to the FAA SMS Committee. The SCT chairs and members will sign the charter
when it is final.
SSI List

The 551 identification activity resulted from the Risk-Based Decision Making sub-activity 2b, develop and implement safety risk
enhancements to cross-organizational issues, in August of 2014. The FAA-level 551 identification process was developed in parallel to
the fiscal year 2015 business plan target (for AVS, ATO, ARP, AST, and Security and Hazardous Materials Safety) to develop cross-Line
of Business (LOB)-level 551 identification processes and lists, which Tamara confirmed was met by the March 31, 2015 deadline.
Tamara provided an overview of the 551 scoring process, results, and criteria definitions, as well as the Top 10 FAA SSls list, next
steps, and recommended schedule.
The 551 list criteria were intended to help the agency prioritize resources available to perform Safety Risk Management (SRM) work
needed. not to implement mitigations. The most challenging criteria to determine was "estimated risk exposure" because it
involved establishing an estimate of the safety risk level associated with an issue without performing a rigorous analysis. Tamara
noted that with regard to "potential systemic outcome" criteria, there was debate as to what a "component" was (e.g., airports,
regulations, LOBs). Further, the human factor component is a challenge when determining the "viability of developing and
implementing effective controls" criteria because it cannot be assumed that all controls (e.g., regulations, policies) will actually be
followed (e.g., Unmanned Aircraft Systems regulations are difficult to enforce).
Acquisition-related safety issues that exist before a National Change Proposal exists

April 28, 2015
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The list started with 14 LOB SSls, but was reduced to a final list of 10. The final list represents the SSls of highest concern based on
data available, not necessarily of the highest risk, because comprehensive risk assessments have not yet been performed. The
Wea~her Dissemination 551 (submitted by ATO and AVS) was merged and treated as a cross-organizational issue. The Lithium Battery
Fire or Ignition during Flight 551 was scored with passenger and cargo merged, but will be split into two separate SRM panels.
Tamara noted that planned changes are relevant to safety but not considered "emergent" issues from an operational perspective,
because they do not pose a threat to safety unless they are changed. As a lesson learned for the future, planned changes will be
considered for the "pre-decisional" list, not the SSI list. Issues that did not make the final list can still be worked at the
organizational level. The SSI identification process allows for "pop-up" issues to be forwarded to the FAA SMS Committee.
The team will brief the Executive Committee on June 3, 2015. Paula recommended that the team be prepared to provide
information to the executives regarding what activities are already underway to address each SSI, as well as the maximum number
of SSls that can undergo SRM per year based on resources. Additionally, executives will need to decide what happens after the SSls
have undergone SRM (i.e., after safety risk has been established). They must consider what set of criteria will be used to help the
agency prioritize resources available to mitigate the SSls of highest safety risk.
Safety Management Communications

The FAA has decided to take a corporate approach to agency-wide messaging for SMS communication. The team intends to start
acting on this by building relationships with the safety management communications Points of Contact (POCs) within each LOB.
Kelly asked the FAA SMS Committee members to provide her with a list of their respective SMS POCs, including POCs for various
SMS-related publications (e.g., Safety Matters). Kelly also encouraged everyone to explore the recently updated FAA Safety
Management intranet website.

April 28, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, May 05, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB 10A Room 840
ATTENDEES:

i Name
1

i

!'

i

Carter, Jonathan
Geraghty, Maggie E
Daum, Jim
Davenport, Phillip
Demidovich, Nickolas
King, Sue
Martinez, Paula
Nicholson, Tamara
Scott, Chris
Shaw, Brian
Toth, Carol
Calvin Ko
Saccomando, Lona
VanBuren, Scott
Walcourt, Leslie
Weibrecht, Kellie
Younossi, Amer

Organization

ADG-001
AJl-31
ANG-B3
AAS-300
AST-4
AVP/QED
AVP-300
AVP-300
ANG-B3
AVP-300/QED
ADG-001
AVP-300
AVP-300
AVP-5
ANG-B3/CSSI
AVP-300
AVP-300

! Email

Phone

I

' Jonathan.carter@faa.gov

I
·

I

i

i
i
I
I

Maggie.E.Geraghty@faa.gov
James.Daum@faa.gov
Phillip.Davenport@faa.gov
Nickolas. De midovich@faa.gov
sking@qedllc.com
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
Tamara.Nicholson@faa.gov
Chris.J.Scott@faa.gov
Bshaw@qedllc.com
Ctoth01@verizon.net
Calvin.Ko@faa.gov
Lona.Saccomando@faa.gov
Scott.Vanburen@faa.gov
Lesley.CTR.Walcourt@faa.gov
Kellie.Weibrecht@faa.gov
Amer.M.Younossi@faa.gov

202-267-9409
202-267-9163
202-507-2259
202-267-7072
202-267-8437
703-855-7885
202-267-7602
202-267-8285
202-267-2726
703-525-5333
301-452-3712
202-267-2942
202-267-3075
202-494-8417
202-600-7 595
202-267-7337
202-267-5184
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NOTES:
Low-Activity Towers

Scott Van Buren provided a briefing on Low-Activity Towers study. The study assessed the extent of the "Tower Effect" or the safety
benefit of air traffic control towers. The focus of this study was to develop a statistical model to quantify the tower effect. The
findings based on the statistical model were compared to a previous human factors study, and a study of subject matter experts.
The statistical analysis provided estimates of accident rate reduction based on the presence of an air traffic control tower. The SME study identified spemfc
situations from actual accidents where the presence of a tower would have mitigated the accident. The human factors study
identified the mechanisms whereby controllers intervene to help pilots in trouble. This study was based on job-task analysis.

Safety Collaboration Team

During the Committee meeting, it was clarified that the SCT covers "pre-decisional" issues, which are planned activities. With these
"pre-decisional" issues, funding may not have been secured, neither has a specific way of addressing them been identified. These
issues will be separate from those identified as FAA Significant Safety Issues, which are considered "current" concerns affecting the
NAS today. The SCT needs representatives from AST and ARP as members.

This issue is potentially at topic for 551 and for the SCT. The chosen scope of the UAS issue will determine its priority on the 551 list or
whether it is to be addressed by the SCT.
Upcoming Meetings

The subsequent meetings over the next few weeks will be deep dives into Risk-Based Decision-making activities.

May 5, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, May 12, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB 10A Room 840
ATTENDEES:
Name
i Carter, Jonathan
I Garcia, Cynthia*
I Geraghty, Maggie E.
Gottlieb, Steven
Griffin, Wendell
Davenport, Phillip
: Demidovich, Nickolas*
: Dumesnil, Chris*
Kasibhotla, Ramana
King, Sue
Larson, Wayne
Ley, Aloha
Martinez, Paula
McMahon, Steve*
1 Muka, Kelsey
I Nicholson, Tamara
i' Randolph, Warren
i Saccomando, Lona
i Scott, Chris*
' Shaw, Brian
Sood, Vivek
i Toth, Carol*
i VanBuren, Scott
I Virga, Michael
I Ward, Beth
I Weibrecht, Kellie
I Younossi, Amer M.
1

Organization
ADG-001
AMA-200
AJl-31
AVP-002
AVP-001
AAS-300
AST-4
AMA-900
. ASP-210
AVP-300/QED
ADE-200
AVP-001
AVP-300
AJl-33
AJl-31/GGTI
AVP-300
AVP-220
AVP-300
ANG-B3
AVP-300/QED
AVP-200
ASH
AVP-5
AJl-313
AOA/SIG
AVP-300
AVP-300

Email
Jonathan.Carter@faa.gov
Cynthia.Garcia@faa.gov
Maggie.E.Geraghty@faa.gov
Steven.Gottlieb@faa.gov
Wendell.Griffin@faa.gov
Phillip.Davenport@faa.gov
Nickolas.Demidovich@faa.gov
Chris.A.Dumesnil@faa.gov
Ramana.V.Kasibhotla@faa.gov
Sking@qedllc.com
Wayne.Larson@faa.gov
Aloha.Ley@faa.gov
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
Steve.McMahon@faa.gov
Kelsey.CTR.Muka@faa.gov
Tamara.Nicholson@faa.gov
Warren.Randolph@faa.gov
Lona.Saccomando@faa.gov
Chris.J.Scott@faa.gov
Bshaw@qedllc.com
Vivek.Sood@faa.gov
Ctoth0l@verizon.net
Scott. Van bu ren@faa.gov
Michael.Virga@faa.gov
Beth.Ward@faa.gov
Kellie.Weibrecht@faa.gov
Amer.M.Younossi@faa.gov

I
I
I

I

Phone
202-267-9409
405-954-6337
202-267-9163
202-267-9614
202-267-9612
202-267-7072
202-267-8437
405-954-6465
202-267-6026
703-855-7885
202-261-1210
202-267-4285
202-267-7602
202-267-9282
571-481-2013
202-267-8285
202-267-9207
202-267-3075
202-267-2726
703-525-5333 X 1115
202-267-4571

N/A
202-494-8417
609-485-8877
i 202-267-1035
i 202-267-7337
202-267-5164

*Phone

NOTES:
Risk Based Decision Making Sub-Initiative 1. Activities la/b/c. Deep Dive
Vivek Sood provided a briefing on the Risk Based Decision Making (RBDM) Sub-Initiative (SI) 1, "Improve standardization, data
access, and modeling integration," activities:
la - Establish common data taxonomies to be used consistently across the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA}, with
industry, and internationally;
lb - Align modeling assumptions in systems that simulate and predict National Airspace System safety risk; and
le - Obtain greater access to sources of data and improve the ability to share data both internally and external to the FAA.
When the FAA launched the RBDM initiative, the relationship between these activities and what success would look like was unclear.
It has since been clarified that the administration's goal is to make more informed decisions using safety risk-related data and that
providing the necessary tools and empowering the workforce to do so constitutes success.
The type of data currently collected and the way in which it is organized does not meet the RBDM needs of the FAA. Today, the
FAA's safety data are organized using a variety of taxonomies that are specific to each system, with a wide array of uses and terms.
Users seeking data, analytical tools, and methodologies need one centralized location with a common taxonomy. The RDMB SI 1
Team recognized that the consolidation of data processing and the development of a common taxonomy that is feasible to
May 12, 2015
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SSI List - Long Term

For the longer term, the committee members shared their perspectives regarding what the SSI List should be based on.
Some felt that the SSI List would be most useful if it ranked all issues, not just cross-organizational
issues, because organizational-level issues could be highest risk without being cross organizational. Additionally, in order to make
risk based decisions, the administrator would need a list based on safety risk after full safety analyses had been performed at the
organizational level. Most attendees were in agreement that resources available to mitigate SSls, whether they are
cross-organizational or not, would eventually need to be prioritized based on the highest risk.
SMS Activity Updates

Safety Collaboration Team (SCT) Charter-The SCT charter was signed by allthree chair organizations including the Office of
NextGen, the ATO, and Aviation Safety, with members from Commercial Space Transportation and ARP. Signatures are still needed
from the FAA SMS Committee Representatives.
FY 2016 Business Plan Targets -There is a list with proposed owners, but the structure of the RBDM items will differ from that of the
previous fiscal year. The committee recommended changing 4.2 to one SSI and 4.3 to one planned change on the first slide of Kellie
Weibrecht's presentation.
Hazard Tracking - The comment period ended, a consolidated comments matrix was created, and the revised document was
distributed.
FAA Order 8040.4 Update Team -The team updating FAA Order 8040.4, Safety Risk Management Policy, needs representatives from
each LOB. Each Point of Contact (POC) will be responsible for representing their organization and carrying information back to their
leadership. POC name and contact information should be provided to Scott Van Buren by the end of June. Meetings and draft
review cycles will begin in July.

June 2, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting

Tuesday, June 16, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB lOA Room 840
ATTENDEES:
Name

I Ali, Rahat*
i Carter, Jonathan
Davenport, Phillip
Deberrv, Keith
Demidovich, Nickolas
1 French, Steve*
King, Sue
Ko, Calvin
Martinez, Paula
Muka, Kelsey
Nicholson, Tamara
Scott, Chris•
Shaw, Brian
Toth, Carol*
Virga, Michael
Walcourt, Leslie
Ward, Beth
Weibrecht, Kellie*
Younossi, Amer M.
Zimmer, Dawn
"Phone

!

Organization

Email

Phone

AVP-300
ADG--001
AAS-300

Ra hat.Ali@faa.gov
Jonathan.Carter@faa.gov
Phillip. Daven port@faa .gov
Keith.Deberry@faa.gov
Nickolas.Demidovich@faa.gov
Stephen.CTR.French@faa.gov
Sking@qedllc.com
Calvin.Ko@faa.gov
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
Kelsey .CTR.Muka@faa.gov
Tamara.Nicholson@faa.gov
Chris.J.Scott@faa.gov
Bshaw@qedllc.com
Ctoth01@verizon.net
Michael. Virga@faa.gov
LWalcourt@cssi.com
Beth.Ward@faa.gov
Kellie.Weibrecht@faa.gov
Amer.M. Younossi@faa.gov
Dawn.Zimmer@faa.gov

202-267-8780
202-267-9409
202-267-7072
405-954-8700
202-267-8437
276--873-0763
703-855-7885

AMA-200

AST-4
AJR-11
AVP-300/QED
AVP-300
AVP-300
AJl-31/GGTI
AVP-300
ANG-83

AVP-300/QED
ASH
AJl-313
~NG-B3/CSSI
AOA/SIG
AVP-300
AVP-300
AFN-3

i

!
I

!

I

202-267-7602
571-481-2013
202-267-8285
202-267-2726
703-525-5333 X 1115

:
i

'
I
I

N/A

609-485-8877
202-600-7595
202-267-1035
202-267-7337
202-267-5164
202-267-4029

NOTES:
The group mourned the loss of Jay J. Pardee (of AIR-100) who passed away Friday afternoon. Paula introduced Dawn Zimmer as a
new and pleasingly vocal representative on the FM SMS Committee for the Office of Finance and Management (AFN-3).
Brief-out on June 31d FAA SMS Executive Committee Meeting

The last FAA SMS Executive Committee Meeting was extended by a half hour and went very well. Tamara and Chris did an excellent
job answering questions and guiding the discussion. Executives appreciated the definition of Aerospace System Level (ASL) criteria
that was added to the briefing and acknowledged that the Significant Safety Issues (SSI) list was just a start. Long term, Executives
agreed that the each Line of Business (LOB) should track their high risk hazards and then submit those forth to be added to the FM
SSI list. The long-term goal is to provide a list of the highest risk hazards to the administrator, so that he/she may prioritize resources
for the mitigation of hazards in the NAS based on higher risk. Executives agreed upon the top two SSl's that were generated:
1) Light Emitting Diodes Lighting of Airfields, Obstacles, and Aircraft.
2) Mid Air Collision with Unmanned Aircraft Systems.

Some of the other activities have work that is ongoing and will continue to be tacked at the FM-level.
Hazard Tracking: Update on ASL Criteria Comments

Executives recognized that some SSl's were more actionable (e.g. more data was available to assess safety risk) than others and
requested that a new criteria be added to account for this factor. Executives also requested that the 'political sensitivity' criteria be
removed and it has since been removed. Based on the recommendations, AVS is developing a work plan for the FAA SMS Committee
that includes policy and guidance updates; updates to charters; and developing an FM-level SMS "how to" document that pulls
everything together. Joseph {ATO) was adamant that the work plan, containing dates and deliverables, as well as the FAA-level
"how-to" document be made available as soon as possible.

June 16, 2015
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Paula noted that before "how-to" guidance can be developed (for meeting FAA-level SMS requirements), the overarching FAA SMS
policy (e.g. FAA Order 8040.4) must be revised to align how each LOB assesses and accepts safety risk. The 8040.4 revision effort will
begin in July 2015. Currently, LOBs can all agree on the five steps of the Safety Risk Management {SRM) process, but insist upon
using different risk matrices and accepting risk differently. The FAA SMS Committee recognized that if the 8040.4 revision effort is
to be successful and the FAA is to have a consistent methodology for SRM, someone will need to change.
Risk Based Decision Making (RBDM) Sub-Initiative {SI) Activity le: Competencies

Keith explained that the RBOM SI le team is in the process of analyzing the survey results to generate recommendations and has 33
visionaries lined up for interviews across several LOBs. Some of the survey questions focus on what was needed in the future to
improve RBDM. The results of the survey and interviews will feed RBOM SI 2b by helping to articulate any gaps with
recommendations for how to fill those gaps. A KSN portal has been set up to house lessons learned, best practices, tools as a central
"knowledge-base" for Operations Research Analysts {ORAs). Keith noted that FAA Human Resources {HR) will need to be onboard
for success moving forward. The transition plan will be developed with HR, to ensure the hand-off of RBDM SI le is seamless. Keith
will provide a status update on the transition plan during the next FAA SMS Committee meeting.
Safety Collaboration Team (Sq) Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Pathfinder Update

The Office of Primary Responsibility (OPR) for the Mid Air Collision with UAS SSI is the Flight Standards Service - Unmanned Aircraft
Systems {UAS) Integration Office (AFS-80). Chris Scott and Angel Luna will co-facilitate the UAS SRM panel scheduled for July 7-lOth •
Last week, a list of recommended SRM panel participants was generated. Chris explained that while Memorandums of
Understanding (MOUs) will be used to secure panel members this time, MOUs belabor the SRM work that needs to be done.
Therefore, in the future the FAA SMS Committee will be called upon to help round up representatives for SSI SRM panels.

SMS Activity Updates
RBDM SI Activity le: Feedback on Pion - The draft work plan for the revision of FAA Order 8040.4A was shared (on 6/4/15) with the
FAA SMS Committee to give representatives a better sense of proposed timing. Each LOB must determine who their organization's
POC will be on the 8040.4 revision team. Each Point of Contact (POC) will be responsible for representing their organization and
carrying information back to their leadership. POC name and contact information should be provided to Scott VanBuren by the end
of June.
Hazard Identification, Risk Management and Tracking (HIRMT) Core System (HCS)-At the last FAA Executive Council meeting, Chris
briefed plans to incorporate the ASL criteria into FAA Order 8040.4, Safety Risk Management Policy, to mandate the "up-leveling" of
all ASL safety issues/hazards to be shared FAA-wide using the HIRMT HCS. Calvin noted that the requirement for hazards to be
uploaded to the HIRMT HCS would not be retroactive, though the sharing of historic information using the tool is encouraged. The
HIRMT HCS allows for the ATO's safety cases to be attached to FAA-level safety cases (e.g. the UAS S51 may have several ATO level
safety analyses to support it).

June 16, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, September 08, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB lOA Room 840

ATTENDEES:
-*',

1

Name

Organization

Email

Phone

Bornhorst, Richard
Davenport, Phillip
Fee, Jim*
French, Steve*
King, Sue
Ko, Calvin
Martinez, Paula
Mineck, Kristen
Muka, Kelsev
Robeson, Bob
Saccomando, Lona
Shaw, Brian
Toth, Carol*
Van Buren, Scott
Virga, Michael
Walcour-tL~esley
Younossi, Amer M

ADG-300
AAS-300
AJl-33
AJR-11
AVP-300/QED
AVP-300
AVP-300
AVP-300
AJl-31/GGTI
APO-300
AVP-300
AVP-300/QED
ASH
AVP-001
AJl-313
ANG~l3_3/CSSI
AVP-300

Richard.Bornhorst@faa.gov
Phillip.Davenport@faa.gov
James.Fee@faa.gov
Steohen.CTR.French@faa.aov
Sking@qedllc.com
Calvin.Ko@faa.1wv
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
Kristen.Mineck@faa.gov
Kelsev.CTR.Muka@faa.gov
Bob.Robeson@faa.gov
Lona.Saccomando@faa.gov
Bshaw@qedllc.com
Ctoth01@verizon.net
Scott.VanBuren@faa.gov
Michael. Virga@faa.gov
LWalcourt(9)cssi.com
Amer.M.Younossi@faa.gov

202-267-9443
202-267-7072
202-267-4572
276-873-0763
703-855- 7885
202-267-2942
202-267-7602
202-267-9379
571-481-2013
202-267-9509
202-267-3075
703-525-5333 X 1115

.......

-

i
!

j

i
I
i

!

i
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I
!

N/A

I

202--494-8417
609--485-88 77
202-600-7595
202-267-5164

NOTES:
FAA SMS Executive Council Briefing Review

Paula Martinez briefed the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Safety Management System (SMS) Committee on the outcome of
the last FAA SMS Executive Council (EC) Meeting, which included mostly director-level leadership and their alternates (e.g., Beth
Mack for Terry Biggio). Due to executive involvement in the "FAA Safety Day," the next FAA SMS EC Meeting is tentatively scheduled
for December 4, 2015. At that time, executives will be asked to present SMS lessons learned and success stories; Aviation Safety will
provide a template for lessons learned. Additionally, the EC decided to push the discussion of planned, cross-organizational National
Airspace System (NAS) changes until their next meeting. Lesley Walcourt will share documentation regarding planned NAS changes
with the FAA SMS Committee and will brief this package during the next meeting.
Focus Area

2: UAS Extended Visual Line of Sight IEVLOSJ, Rural

Michael Virga updated the committee on progress for Pathfinder Focus Area (FA) 2. PrecisionHawk, a manufacturer, will survey
crops in rural areas using unmanned aircraft flying outside of the pilot's direct vision. The Safety Risk Management (SRM) panel will
begin on September 15, 2015.
Michael asked who would be responsible for approving the list of SRM panel members {e.g .• the FAA SMS Committee, the EC). Paula
noted that this question also came up during the EC Meeting and it was decided that executives need to know who the panel
members are, though they may not need to approve them. In the future, Paula asked that a list of panel members be provided to
the committee for all cross-line of Business (LOB) safety issues. The list should include the topic, organization, name, area of
expertise, and why each member was invited to be on the panel.
Risk Acceptance and Workgrpup Membership Approval

The committee discussed the review and approval process for draft Safety Risk Management Documents (SRMDs) produced by
cross-LOB SRM panels. The members agreed that such reports for planned changes should first pass through the Safety
Collaboration Team {SCT) to undergo a technical review and then through the FAA SMS Committee to verify completeness and
undergo an additional technical review. The FAA SMS Committee would then provide the draft SRMD to the appropriate Office of

September 08, 2015
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Primary Responsibility (OPR), which would obtain the required signatures and enter the information into the Hazard Identification,
Risk Management, and Tracking (HIRMT) System.
The committee also considered who should designate the organization responsible for implementing mitigations in the SRM
documentation (i.e., the Hazard Analysis Worksheet). Some held that the OPR should determine who owns the mitigations to
preserve the neutrality of the panel and shield the panel from political sway.
In the Air Traffic Organization (ATO), the SRM panel typicafly determines both the mitigations and the organization responsible for
implementing them. Lona Saccomando noted that HIRMT cannot assign mitigations to the responsible organization; the OPR is
responsible for following up with the responsible organization and populating the required data in the HIRMT System. The
committee agreed that it was not in the best position to designate who should implement mitigations, because participants may not
be familiar enough with the topic to make that determination.
FA 3i

UAS Bevond Visual Line of Sight tBVLOSJ, Rural

Michael updated the committee on progress for Pathfinder FA 3. BNSF Railway will explore the challenges of using Unmanned
Aircraft Systems (UASs) to inspect their rail infrastructure beyond visual line-of-sight in isolated areas. The SRM panel was held in
August 2015. The primary organizations affected are the Aircraft Certification Service, Aviation Flight Standards, and the ATO.
One of the challenges of UAS operations is that they do not meet FAA requirements for "See and Avoid." Currently, the Pathfinder
FA 3 SRM panel is divided (i.e., six to eleven members) regarding the application of definitions for common cause failure and
single-point failure. The FAA requires that the UAS remain within the visual line of sight of the operator at all times to ensure the
vehicle does not conflict with other aircraft. However, because the pilot of manned aircraft cannot always see and avoid the UAS,
six panel members believe that the UAS pilot is a single-point or common cause failure if he or she cannot ensure separation.
Maggie Geraghty (AJl-31) advised the panel that the ATO definitions of common cause failure and single-point failure were intended
for hardware and software rather than for h urn an factors. Regardless of the intent behind the definitions, the committee insisted
that a representative from human factors be consulted to help determine the validity and effectiveness of "see and avoid" applied
by a ground operator to airborne aircraft

The committee also discussed whether the legal department should be involved in cases where risk acceptance by a non-FAA entity
is required. The committee agreed it would be difficult to avoid involving legal in some cases but that this question should be
answered by upper management.

September 08, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting

Tuesday, June 16, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB IDA Room 840

ATTENDEES:
··-

Name

Organization

Email

Phone

Ali, Rahat•
Carter, Jonathan
Davenport, Phillip
Deberry, Keith
Demidovich, Nickolas
French, Steve*
King, Sue
Ko, Calvin
Martinez, Paula
Muka, Kelsey
Nicholson, Tamara
Scott, Chris•
Shaw, Brian
Toth, Carol*
Virga, Michael
Walcourt, Leslie
Ward, Beth
Weibrecht, Kellie*
Younossi, Amer M.
Zimmer, Dawn

AVP-300
ADG--001
AAS-300

Rahat.Ali@faa.gov
Jonathan.Carter@faa.gov
Phillip.Davenport@faa.gov
Keith.Deberrv@faa.Rov
Nickolas.Demidovich@faa.gov
Steohen.CTR.French@faa.Rov
Sking@qedllc.com
Calvin.Ko@faa.gov
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
Kelsey. CTR. Muka@faa.gov
Tamara.Nicholson@faa.izov
Chris.J.Scott@faa.gov
Bshaw@qedllc.com
Ctoth01@verizon.net
Michael. Virga@faa.gov
LWalcourt@cssi.com
~
Beth.Ward@faa.gov
Kellie. Weibrecht@faa.gov
Amer.M. Younossi@faa.gov
Dawn.Zimmer@faa.gov

202-267-8780
202-267-9409
202-267- 7072
405-954-8700
202-26 7-843 7
276-873-0763
703-855-7885

AMA-200

AST-4
AJR-11
AVP-300/QED
AVP-300
AVP-300
AJl-31/GGTI
AVP-300
ANG-B3

AVP-300/QED
ASH
AJl-313
_, ANG-B3/CSSI
AOA/SIG
AVP-300
AVP-300
AFN-3

e•

·••

~••·~-+

~·

• .. •

·•

..

i
i
i

I

i

!

·-

202-267-7602
571-481-2013
202-267-8285
202-267-2726
703-525-5333 X 1115
N/A

609-485-8877
202-600- 7595
202-267-1035
202-267-7337
202-267-5164
202-267-4029

*Phone

NOTES:
The group mourned the loss of Jay J. Pardee (of AIR-100) who passed away Friday afternoon. Paula introduced Dawn Zimmer as a
new and pleasingly vocal representative on the FAA SMS Committee for the Office of Finance and Management (AFN-3}.
Brief-out on June

3!!! FAA SMS Executive Committee Meeting

The last FAA SMS Executive Committee Meeting was extended by a half hour and went very well. Tamara and Chris did an excellent
job answering questions and guiding the discussion. Executives appreciated the definition of Aerospace System Level (ASL) criteria
that was added to the briefing and acknowledged that the Significant Safety Issues (551) list was just a start. Long term, Executives
agreed that the each Line of Business (LOB) should track their high risk hazards and then submit those forth to be added to the FAA
551 list. The long-term goal is to provide a list of the highest risk hazards to the administrator, so that he/she may prioritize resources
for the mitigation of hazards in the NAS based on higher risk. Executives agreed upon the top two SSl's that were generated:
l} Light Emitting Diodes Lighting of Airfields, Obstacles, and Aircraft.
2) Mid Air Collision with Unmanned Aircraft Systems.
Some of the other activities have work that is ongoing and will continue to be tacked at the FAA-level.
Hazard Tracking: Update on ASL Criteria Comments

Executives recognized that some SSl's were more actionable (e.g. more data was available to assess safety risk} than others and
requested that a new criteria be added to account for this factor. Executives also requested that the 'political sensitivity' criteria be
removed and it has since been removed. Based on the recommendations, AVS is developing a work plan for the FAA SMS Committee
that includes policy and guidance updates; updates to charters; and developing an FAA-level SMS "how to" document that pulls
everything together. Joseph (ATO) was adamant that the work plan, containing dates and deliverables, as well as the FAA-level
"how-to" document be made available as soon as possible.

June 16, 2015
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Paula noted that before "how-to" guidance can be developed (for meeting FAA-level SMS requirements), the overarching FAA SMS
policy (e.g. FAA Order 8040.4) must be revised to align how each LOB assesses and accepts safety risk. The 8040.4 revision effort will
begin in July 2015. Currently, LOBs can all agree on the five steps of the Safety Risk Management (SRM) process, but insist upon
using different risk matrices and accepting risk differently. The FAA SMS Committee recognized that if the 8040.4 revision effort is
to be successful and the FAA is to have a consistent methodology for SRM, someone will need to change.
Risk Based Decision Making (RBDM) Sub-Initiative {Sil Activity le: Competencies

Keith explained that the RBDM SI le team is in the process of analyzing the survey results to generate recommendations and has 33
visionaries lined up for interviews across several LOBs. Some of the survey questions focus on what was needed in the future to
improve RBOM. The results of the survey and interviews will feed RBDM SI 2b by helping to articulate any gaps with
recommendations for how to fill those gaps. A KSN portal has been set up to house lessons learned, best practices, tools as a central
"knowledge-base" for Operations Research Analysts (ORAs). Keith noted that FAA Human Resources (HR) will need to be onboard
for success moving forward. The transition plan will be developed with HR, to ensure the hand-off of RBDM SI le is seamless. Keith
will provide a status update on the transition plan during the next FAA SMS Committee meeting.
Safety Collaboration Team (SCT) Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Pathfinder Update

The Office of Primary Responsibility (OPR) for the Mid Air Collision with UAS SSI is the Flight Standards Service - Unmanned Aircraft
Systems (UAS) Integration Office (AFS-80). Chris Scott and Angel Luna will co-facilitate the UAS SRM panel scheduled for July 7-lOth •
Last week, a list of recommended SRM panel participants was generated. Chris explained that while Memorandums of
Understanding (MOUs) will be used to secure panel members this time, MOUs belabor the SRM work that needs to be done.
Therefore, in the future the FAA SMS Committee will be called upon to help round up representatives for SSI SRM panels.

SMS Actjyjty Updates
RBDM SI Activity 2c: Feedback on Plan - The draft work plan for the revision of FAA Order 8040.4A was shared (on 6/4/15) with the
FAA SMS Committee to give representatives a better sense of proposed timing. Each LOB must determine who their organization's
POC will be on the 8040.4 revision team. Each Point of Contact (PO(} will be responsible for representing their organization and
carrying information back to their leadership. POC name and contact information should be provided to Scott Van Buren by the end
of June.
Hazard Identification, Risk Management and Tracking (HIRMT) Core System (HCS) At the tast FAA Executive Council meeting, Chris
briefed plans to incorporate the ASL criteria into FAA Order 8040.4, Safety Risk Management Policy, to mandate the "up-leveling" of
all ASL safety issues/hazards to be shared FAA-wide using the HIRMT HCS. Calvin noted that the requirement for hazards to be
uploaded to the HIRMT HCS would not be retroactive, though the sharing of historic information using the tool is encouraged. The
HIRMT HCS allows for the ATO's safety cases to be attached to FAA-level safety cases (e.g. the UAS SSI may have several ATO level
safety analyses to support it).

June 16, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, July 07, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB lOA Room 840

ATTENDEES:
Name

Organization

Cowell, Deborah
Davenport, Phillip
Demidovich, Nickolas
Geraghty, Maaaie*
Ghimire, Ritesh
Ko, Calvin
Martinez, Paula

AIT

AJl-31

Muka, Kelsey

AJl-31/GGTI

Nicholson, Tamara
Randolph, Warren
Robeson, Bob
Saccomando. Lona
Seder, Josh
Shaw, Brian
Sheg, Susan
1 Tot~, Carol
VanBuren, Scott
Walcourt, Leslie*
Ward, Beth
'------··

AAS-300
AST-4

UAS
AVP-300
AVP-300
AVP-300
AVP
APO
AVP-300
Noblis
AVP-300/QED
Noblis
-

ADG-001
AVP-5

Email

Phone

Deborah.Cowell@faa.gov
Phillip.Davenport@faa.1wv
Nickolas. Demidovich@faa.gov
Ma1rnie.E.Geraghty@faa.1.wv
Ritesh.Ghimire@faa.gov
Calvin.Ko@faa.gov
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
Kelsey.CTR.Muka@faa.gov
Tamara .Nicholson@faa.iwv
Warren.Randolph@faa.gov
Bob.Robeson@faa.aov
Lona.Saccomando@faa.gov
Josh.Seder@noblis.org
Bshaw@qedllc.com
Susan.Sheg@noblis.org
Ctoth01@verizon.net
------- f-·Scott.VanBuren@faa.gov
LWalcourt@cssi.com
-"·---~--~-,--•-~-s

ANG-83/CSSI

Beth .Ward@faa.gov

AOA/SIG

•

202-267-6540
202-267-7072
202-267-8437

202-267-9163
202-267-9522
202-267-2942
202-267-7602
--~-=
571-481-2013
202-267-8285
202-267-9207
202-267-9509
202-267-3075
202-551-1186
703-525-5333 X 1115
202-715-6238
301-452-3712
202-600- 7595
202-267-1035

NOTES:

Enterprise Information Management (EIM)
Deb Cowell and members of the EIM team provided an introduction to the EIM Initiative as the FAA's new holistic approach to data
management. The FAA plans to address the various data management challenges using EIM to help make better business decisions.
One key goal associated with the EIM initiative is shifting the FAA from a "system-centric" culture to a more "information-centric"
culture. Presently, the FAA struggles with data management because trusted, quality information is not always available to those
that need it (e.g. decision makers, safety practitioners, etc.) which hinders decision making and detracts from overall business value.
The EIM team identified overlap among SMS and EIM deliverables and
relationships between SMS and EIM and RBDM and EIM. EIM aims to
deliver information to support various business needs and the SMS relies
upon trusted safety information to improve RBDM. All three have a need
to measure progress based on business value added. Strategic Initiative (SI)
1B is linked to EIM because the completed taxonomies will be managed
and maintained by Enterprise Information Management (EIM} through the
Safety Community of Interest (COi), or a collaborative group of users that
have a shared mission/purpose. Deb emphasized that, both SMS and EIM
are disciplines; are not what your business is, but rather your way of doing
business.

Users need data to be available at a national-level to make decisions, but
often data is collected and managed by many individual groups, preventing it from being visible to those that need it. EIM's holistic
approach allows for the categorization of data into large information domains, or "buckets", for decision makers in need of highlevel information. If there is a business need, the data can then be divided further, into sub-domains managed by a COi, to make the
data visible and available to others.
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Jim Daum noted that the Level 1 EIM Domains should track to the three IT Domains in the architecture. Additionally, he indicated
that there is overlap among the domains at all levels. The committee agreed to continue the conversation regarding ElM and the
Safety COi since there is value to be gained and the objectives will support safety management. In particular, RBOM SI la/b/c
outputs should have a permanent home, which presumably, would be the Safety COi. The Safety COi would maintain and manage
those outputs, as well continue the work started in those activities.

Hazard Tracking
Policy Issues Discussion - Lona Saccornando facilitated discussion of the policy issues related to hazard tracking at the FM level. The
prevalent discussion surrounded whether HIRMT should allow for multiple Offices of Primary Responsibility (OPR), versus just one,
and what responsibility would be associated with that designation. Lona explained that the OPR, from a HIRMT standpoint, would be
responsible for interacting with the tool. Several questions arose:
•
•
•
•

Which organization should be the OPR?
Can/should there be only one OPR?
For safety analyses that involve several risk acceptors, who would be the OPR (and, again, can there be more than one)?
Does the OPR dictate which risk matrix shall be used?

Some representatives felt that the organization accepting risk should be the OPR (or OPRs) because they are most affected by the
hazard. The committee decided that more discussion is needed and Paula asked that this topic be the focus of the next FAA SMS
Committee meeting.
H/RMT Notice - Calvin Ko explained that the Aerospace Level Criteria (ASL) criteria will be introduced using an FAA Notice and will
eventually be incorporated into FAA Order 8040.4, Safety Risk Management Policy, to mandate the "up-leveling" of all ASL safety
issues/hazards for Hazard Identification, Risk Management, and Tracking (to be shared FAA-wide). Calvin will send the draft notice
out to committee members for their review and he requested comments be submitted by COB July 21a.

July 07, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting

Tuesday, July 21, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB lOA Room 840

ATTENDEES:
Name
Chapman, Scott'"
Davenport, Phillip
Demidovich, Nickolas
Geraghty, Mae:e:ie'"
King, Sue
Martinez, Paula
Muka, Kelsey
Saccomando. Lona
Scott, Chris
Shaw, Brian
Toth, Carol•
VanBuren, Scott
Virga, Michael
Walcourt, Lesley
Weibrecht, Kellie
Ward, Beth
Zimmer, Dawn•

Organization
AJl-314
MS-300
AST-4
AJl-31
AVP-300/QEO
AVP-300

AJl-31/GGTI
AVP-300
ANG-83

AVP-300/QED
ASH
AVP-5
AJl-313
ANG-B3/CSSI
AVP-300
-

J\QAf~IG ..
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Email
Scott.Chapman@faa.gov
Phillip.Oavenport@faa.gov
Nickolas.Oemidovich@faa.gov
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Sking@qedllc.com
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
Kelsey.CTR.Muka@faa.gov
Lona.Saccomando@faa.gov
Chris.J .Scott@faa.gov
Bshaw@qedllc.com
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Scott.VanBuren@faa.gov
Michael. Virga@faa.gov
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Kellie. Weibrecht@faa.gov
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Hazard ldentffication, Risk Management and Tracking (HIRMTI System

Lona provided an overview of HIRMT functionality and roles, then explained how the FM Order 8040.4, Safety Risk Management
Policy, requirements were applied. Lona explained that the OPR, from a HIRMT standpoint, would be responsible for interacting with
the tool (e.g. like an "office of primary recording"). If it is not apparent who the QPR should be, then the FAA SMS Committee will
determine the QPR. There is a field in HIRMT for "stakeholders" that could be used to capture other organizations affected by the
safety hazard, not selected as the QPR. The testing phase will conclude by the end of December 2015 and HIRMT will be ready for
use in January 2016. Lona requested that representatives provide her with the names of potential users that may be available for
testing; a formal request will be sent via email.

HIRMJ Application and Policy Discussjon
Lona facilitated discussion of the policy issues related to hazard tracking at the FAA level. The document attached to these notes
captures the discussion points and decisions that were made. According to FAA Order 8040.4, when conducting safety analyses that
cross Lines of Business (LOBs) "... the analysis will be performed using the severity and likelihood tables of the Line of Business
accepting the safety risk. If multiple Lines of Business will accept the safety risk and these Lines of Business cannot agree on which
severity and likelihood definitions to use, the definitions documented in Appendix C of .. " FAA Order 8040.4 will be used.
For three upcoming cross LOB safety analyses 1, the affected LOBs have agreed to use the ATO risk matrix. Michael Virga asked if
HIRMT will allow for selection of the ATO risk matrix, instead of the 8040.4 risk matrix. Currently, HIRMT does not offer the option to
select alternative risk matrices and that functionality can be added a later time, but not before the January 2016 release. Lona
suggested that an interim option would be adding an attachment to indicate that the ATO risk matrix was used. The committee was
concerned that this could create confusion by decision makers to effectively prioritize mitigations for hazards identified. The

The SRM panels for: Takeoff and Landing Performance Assessment (TALPA) program safety analysis, Pathfinder 3 Supplemental Track Integrity
Assessment and Supplemental Track Condition Evaluation for BNSF Railroad, and Pathfinder 2 Extended Visual Line of Sight Flight Environments
(VFR Ops Only).

1
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committee decided that until the HIRMT system becomes available, the ATO's Safety Management Tracking System (SMTS) would
be used for those issues where the ATO risk matrix would be used.
There was discussion regarding what should happen when a new hazard is identified. A new hazard would be something discovered
during the safety analysis that was previously unidentified and warrants attention, but is not related to the original safety hazard or
NAS change being assessed. Scott Chapman offered that in those cases, the hazard would be identified as "out of scope" and the
"risk transfer" mitigation strategy would be applied, resulting in a new safety analysis to assess that new hazard separately. This
would result in a separate record in HIRMT, but that new record could be linked to the other for traceability. However, there is the
potential for a gap in the hazard tracking process because when a new hazard is identified that is NOT an ASL safety issue, it is not
currently mandated to be managed in HIRMT.
The committee questioned when one safety issue has several hazards of different risk ratings, what the overall risk of the safety
issue should be. Currently, HIRMT records individual risk level(s) for each hazard, and allows for the assignment of risk acceptability
for the aggregate 'package' of hazards/risk for a safety issue. The system is designed such that any single Red Risk will force the U!'>er
to the Control Safety Risk and through Safety Assurance process. For risk packages that do not have any red risks, the user can
choose whether or not the 'package' as an aggregate is acceptable or unacceptable. Currently, the FM does not have a process or
method for determining aggregate risk. The decision point in HIRMT will have to be made based on a judgment call by the SMS
Committee based upon the Risk Analysis team's recommendations. Lona noted that FAA Order 8040.4 would need to be revised to
include guidance on how to 'aggregate risk' for a safety issue with multiple hazards. HIRMT can later be modified to incorporate that
process.

Signature Process for Pathfinder Studies
All agreed that the safety analysis (e.g. SRMD or report) and should be generated independent of the approval process approvals
(e.g. risk acceptance and mitigation implementation signatures). Once the FAA SMS Committee receives the safety analysis from the
SRM Panel, three options were considered:
A.
B.
C.

The FM SMS Committee assigns responsibility for accepting risk and mitigation implementation, then sends the safety
analysis out for signature.
The OPR assigns responsibility for accepting risk and mitigation implementation, then sends the safety analysis out for
signature.
The FAA SMS Committee approves the safety analysis (e.g. reviews to ensure the SRM process was adhered to) and then
the OPR gathers risk acceptance and mitigation implementation signatures.

The intent is to create an unbiased environment that is shielded from political pressure and influence.

July 21, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting

Tuesday, August 04, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB lOA Room 840
ATTENDEES:
Name

Carter, Jonathan
Dumesnil, Chris
Demidovich, Nickolas
Geraghtv, Maggie
King, Sue
Ko, Calvin
Martinez, Paula
Robeson, Bob
Saccomando. Lona
Scott, Chris
Shaw, Brian
VanBuren, Scott
Younossi, Amer
Weibrecht, Kellie
Ward, Beth
Zimmer! Dawn
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NOTES:

Risk-Based Decision-making

lE

Chris Dumesnil provided background on RBDM IE subinitiative for competencies. The sub-initiative focused on the operations
research analyst (ORA) position. The group perceived it was a good opportunity to create a job task analysis and a strategic job task
analysis for ORAs. There currently is a lack of training regime that provides a specific path or standardized approach to training and
developing ORAs. The subinitiative team established a national FM SharePoint site for all ORAs' development and coordination. It
functions as a resource for the various types of training for all ORA based on their individual focus areas. The team gathered
information from different organizations and put together a survey, and sent it to 178 ORAs across the FM. There was a 66%
response rate. The survey analysis was used to develop the interviews with the visionaries. Two issues are perceived to have to most
significant impacts on the ORA job task: 1) the shift from reactive issue identification to proactive safety management, 2) and
unmanned aerial systems. In terms of job duties, risk analysis was highly rated, closely behind was as method and model
development. It was determined that the ORAs needed basic technical skills in addition to subject matter expertise in aviation. In the
FAA, often the ORA may not have both the technical skills and the field knowledge. It is perceived that having separate individuals
that possess either of the characteristics can aid in providing unbiased analyses.
Later in August, there will discussion with executive visionaries as to the direction for ORAs based on the survey data, and previous
discussions discussion.
There is a transition plan in work that will support transitioning this information to FM human resources.
What js Risk-Based Decision-making?

Paula presented a paper that describes what is meant by risk-based decision-making to the SMS Committee. In light of this
information, Committee members should send "success stories" related to RBDM to share with Paula and the SMS Committee. The
FM Administrator is interested in making the entire agency aware of the successes from RBDM.
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Significant Safety Issues and QPRs
AVP-300 is responsible for putting together the process steps for managing the significant safety issues. SMS Committee members
must still maintain their roles. To support the communication and management of the SSls, Committee members are expected to be
the first communication leverage point for the SSI to the identified OPR if the issue and OPR reside in a Committee member's
organization.
Review of FAA-level Safety Analyses

There are notions of having a "technical review board" to review the safety analysis developed for the SSls and planned NAS changes
for the SCT. The Pathfinder program is suggested to be the first test case for the "technical review board!' There needs to be a
process that can be common for the SCT and for AVP-310, which reviews SSls. Review activities should somehow be part of the SMS
Committee's function.

Senior Level SRM Training
Paula inquired whether it would it be beneficial for upper management within the FM to have senior-level SRM training? The
Committee generally agreed that it would. Maggie will send SRM executive course to Paula Martinez.

August 4, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, August 18, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB lOA Room 840
ATTENDEES:
Name

Bornhorst, Richard
Carter, Jonathan
Daum, James
Demidovich, Nickolas
Dumesnil, Chris
Geraghty, Ma,u!ie
Helsel, Megan
Kasibhotla, Ramana
King, Sue

Ko, Calvin
Martinez, Paula
Nicholson, Tamara
Penn, Bryant
Randolph, Warren
Scott, Chris
Shaw, Brian
Spande, Stuart
Stein, Fred
Van Buren, Scott
Walcourt, Lesley
Ward, Beth
Younossi, Amer
Virga, Michael
Zimmer, Dawn
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NOTES:
Planned NAS Change Candidate List

Scott Van Buren provided a presentation on the process for prioritization of Cross-Organizational System Safety Assessment (COSSA)
candidates. He identified the list of projects that have been prioritized using the process.
During the discussion, Paula Martinez indicated that the use of the term COSSA creates an unnecessary distinction when compared
to the more commonly used and accepted term, Safety Risk Management (SRM). She advised that the more common term, SRM,
should be used during the SMS Executive Council briefing to minimize the potential for confusion and distraction among executives.
The Committee noticed that some items on the list may already being undergoing SRM within the respective OPR. Scott Van Buren
argues that items that are on the list that are already undergoing safety analysis should be removed from the list. It was reiterated
that the prioritized list is a recommendation presented first to the SMS Committee, and then to the SMS Executive Council.
Additionally, it was clarified that COSSA candidates are not necessarily the top risks for the agency. It was expressed that that
nuance should be clearly explained to FAA executives.
Following the discussion and debate regarding candidate selection, Paula devised an action that the in-depth list with associated
criteria be distributed by Lesley Walcourt to Committee members for further scrutiny. Committee members should review the
detailed list, and be prepared to discuss the candidates on August 25. This follow-up meeting will help prepare for the SMS Executive
Council Meeting.
Leve11 Taxonomy Strategic Initiative

August 18, 2015
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Warren Randolph provided a status review of Strategic Initiative sub initiative la, which developed level 1 and level 2 taxonomies for
the agency to consider and adopt.
As a follow-on task, the technical team has already started putting plans toward developing a hazard taxonomy, though it is an FY16
goal.
In the near term, the goal is to document how the team came up with the taxonomies and present that rationale to the Information
and Data Advisory Board (IOAB) within the FAA for acceptance. IOAB codifies the taxonomy in the FAA's enterprise architecture.
Before this occurs, the taxonomies need to be validated by the pertinent subject matter experts. Mr. Randolph indicated that the
team has leveraged existing taxonomies developed by industry.
What does the FM Aviation Safety Taxonomy mean for data capture? A long-term goal, though not necessarily that of the RBDM la
team, is to map all existing taxonomies to the FM Aviation Safety Taxonomy. There are different levels of precision that
organizations use to map their existing terms and definitions.
There is still work to do with mapping the taxonomies to existing data sources and their data dictionaries.
Updates

Sue King put together a newsletter for RBOM. A piece of it will be used to highlight successes in RBDM. Committee members should
think about success stories in general in terms of safety management to be included in the newsletter. Also provide any lessons
learned and best practices that may have arisen.

August 18, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting

Tuesday, August 18, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB lOA Room 840

ATTENDEES:
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Bornhorst, Richard
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NOTES:
Planned NAS Change Candidate list

Scott Van Buren provided a presentation on the process for prioritization of Cross-Organizational System Safety Assessment (COSSA)
candidates. He identified the list of projects that have been prioritized using the process.
During the discussion, Paula Martinez indicated that the use of the term COSSA creates an unnecessary distinction when compared
to the more commonly used and accepted term, Safety Risk Management (SRM). She advised that the more common term, SRM,
should be used during the SMS Executive Council briefing to minimize the potential for confusion and distraction among executives.
The Committee noticed that some items on the list may already being undergoing SRM within the respective OPR. Scott Van Buren
argues that items that are on the list that are already undergoing safety analysis should be removed from the list. It was reiterated
that the prioritized list is a recommendation presented first to the SMS Committee, and then to the SMS Executive Council.
Additionally, it was clarified that COSSA candidates are not necessarily the top risks for the agency. It was expressed that that
nuance should be clearly explained to FAA executives.
Following the discussion and debate regarding candidate selection, Paula devised an action that the in-depth list with associated
criteria be distributed by Lesley Walcourt to Committee members for further scrutiny. Committee members should review the
detailed list, and be prepared to discuss the candidates on August 25. This follow-up meeting will help prepare for the SMS Executive
Council Meeting.

Level 1Taxonomy Strategic Initiative
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Warren Randolph provided a status review of Strategic Initiative sub initiative la, which developed level 1 and level 2 taxonomies for
the agency to consider and adopt.
As a follow-on task, the technical team has already started putting plans toward developing a hazard taxonomy, though it is an FY16
goal.
In the near term, the goal is to document how the team came up with the taxonomies and present that rationale to the Information
and Data Advisory Board (IOAB) within the FAA for acceptance. IOAB codifies the taxonomy in the FAA's enterprise architecture.
Before this occurs, the taxonomies need to be validated by the pertinent subject matter experts. Mr. Randolph indicated that the
team has leveraged existing taxonomies developed by industry.
What does the FM Aviation Safety Taxonomy mean for data capture? A long-term goal, though not necessarily that of the RBDM la
team, is to map all existing taxonomies to the FAA Aviation Safety Taxonomy. There are different levels of precision that
organizations use to map their existing terms and definitions.
There is still work to do with mapping the taxonomies to existing data sources and their data dictionaries.
Updates

Sue King put together a newsletter for RBOM. A piece of it will be used to highlight successes in RBOM. Committee members should
think about success stories in general in terms of safety management to be included in the newsletter. Also provide any lessons
learned and best practices that may have arisen.
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implement are essential. As such, the team created a list of common data elements from FAA safety-related databases identified by
the RBDM Data Access Team (le) and developed a draft Level 2 FAA Taxonomy. A prioritized resource plan is due by September 30,
2015, and it will be used to help ensure the common taxonomy is actually implemented.

RBDM SI 1, Activity ld Status Update
Lona Saccomando provided a brief overview of deliverables and milestones for RBDM SI 1, activity ld, agency-wide hazard tracking
tool. The Aerospace System Level (ASL) criteria are in "draft" and being reviewed by FAA SMS Committee representatives with
comments due by COB May 15. These criteria will be introduced using an FAA Notice and will eventually be incorporated into FAA
Order 8040.4, Safety Risk Management Policy, to mandate the "up-leveling" of all ASL safety issues/hazards for Hazard
Identification, Risk Management, and Tracking (to be shared FAA-wide).

RBDM SI 1, Activity le Status Update
Chris Dumesnil provided a brief status update for RBDM SI 1, activity le, functional requirements and competencies for safety data
and risk analytics workforce and identification of current personnel with relevant skills. The team met with Sunny Lee-Fanning last
week and the decision was made to suspend implementation of the Operational Research Analyst (ORA) Organizational and
Reporting Structure at this point.

May 12, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, May 19, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB 10A Room 840
ATTENDEES:
Name
Geraghty, Maggie E.
! Daum, James
/ King, Sue
i Mack, Beth
Martinez, Paula
i Muka, Kelsey

Nicholson, Tamara
Nguyen, Huan

i Scott, Chris
\ Shaw, Brian

I VanBuren, Scott
I Virga, Michael
Walcourt, Lesley
Ward, Beth
Weibrecht, Kellie

Organization
AJl-31
ANG-B3

AVP-300/QED
AJl-3
AVP-300
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AVP-300
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NOTES:
Risk Based Decision Making Sub-Initiative 2. Activity 2a. Deep Dive

Scott Van Buren provided a brief status update on the Risk Based Decision Making (RBDM) Sub-Initiative (SI) 2a:
• Develop and implement processes to identify safety hazards of planned changes in the aerospace system (e.g., acquisitions,
procedural changes, new regulations);
Major milestones for the SI 2a activity are complete and Paula has notified the Executive Sponsors that the activity is nearing its
conclusion. Beth recommended that the team spend a few minutes explaining what the Safety Collaboration team's (SCT) role and
function is at the next Executive Council (EC) meeting on June 3. The draft charter aligns the SCT under the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) Safety Management System (SMS) Committee. The SCT will perform safety risk analyses for Significant Safety
Issues (SSls) and "pre-decisional" acquisition issues. 1 There will be three chair organizations including Office of NextGen (ANG), Air
Traffic Organization (ATO), and Aviation Safety {AVS), with members from Commercial Space Transportation {AST) and Office of
Airports (ARP). Supporting groups will be called upon, as needed.
Jim commented that though many of the RBDM activity deliverables are satisfied there is still a lot of work that needs to be done
moving forward with RBDM. Paula emphasized that RBDM is not something new or temporary, but rather RBDM is an enabler to
safety management as part of the FAA Safety Management System (SMS).
RBDM SI 2, Activity 2b. Deep Dive

Scott Van Buren also provided a brief status update on the Risk Based Decision Making (RBDM) Sub-Initiative (SI) 2b:
• 2b - Develop and implement processes to identify and mitigate the safety risk of cross-organizational issues that are found to

exist as a result of incidents in the system;
Major milestones for SI 2b activity are complete and the SSI process is being institutionalized. When the Magnetic Variation
(MagVar) safety analysis was conducted, the team realized the importance of protecting the SRM panel from management
influence. This, and additional lessons learned through the application of SRM to MagVar will be incorporated into FAA Orders
8000.369 and 8040.4 during the next revision cycles.
The committee members agreed that it is each organization's responsibility to identify the appropriate individual to represent their
organization during SRM assessments performed on SSls and pre-decisional issues. By providing that representative, organizations

1

Acquisition-related safety issues that exist before a National Change Proposal exists
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commit resources and support for the SRM panel's final assessment.
Paula recommended that issues be resolved at the lowest level possible, unless the panel
member list could not be agreed upon; only then might it be sent to the EC for approval.
The committee recommended that the requirement to elevate the SSI panel member list should be incorporated into FAA SMS
policy (e.g. FAA Order 8000.369 and/or 8040.4). Until this requirement can be added, the committee agreed that an interim solution
would be the signing of a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) among the participants on SSI panels, to solidify membership and
support for the final assessment from each organization.
RBDM SI 2 1 Activity 2c, Deep Dive

Paula Martinez provided a briefing on activity:
Design and implement changes to FAA SMS decision-making and governance structure including potential changes to the
FAA SMS Executive Council roles and responsibilities;

• 2c

Paula noted that the deliverables from RBDM Sis 2a and 2b roll into SI 2c. While the FAA SMS Committee must update the charter
(containing the EC's role}, the EC does not have action assigned to them under SI 2c. Paula recommended that standard language for
teams be used in team charters, so the RBDM SI team charters remain aligned. Paula noted that, as the FAA SMS Committee
oversees the integration of RBDM practices to enable the FAA SMS, member organizations will need to be mindful of the resources
that will be required to support expanded activity.

May 19, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, May 26, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB l0A Room 840

ATTENDEES:
Name

Organization

Carter, Jonathan

ADG-001

Chapman, Scott
Gelgelu, Gemechu
Daum, James
King, Sue
'
I Luna, Angel
i Martinez, Paula
Norek, Gary

AJl-314
AJV-11
ANG-B3
AVP-300/QED
AJl-314
AVP-300
AJV-11

I

i Penn, Bryant

AJl-311/GGTI

i Rumberger, Paul

AJR-13

: Rushforth, Brian
: Scott, Chris
I Shaw, Brian
: Saunders-Hodge, Sabrina

AAS-300
ANG-B3
AVP-300/QED
ANG-C2

Sweatte, Clifford
Syptak, William
VanBuren, Scott
Virga, Michael
Walcourt, Lesley
I Ward, Beth
Weibrecht, Kellie
I Younossi, Amer

AFS-084
AJM-3112
AVP-300
AJl-313
ANG-B3
AOA/SIG
AVP-300
AVP-300

i Email
i Jonathan.Carter@faa.gov
Scott.Chapman@faa.gov

Phone

!

202-267-9409

Gary .A. Norek@faa.gov

202-267-9192
202-267-9413
202-507-2259
703-855-7885
202-267-7150
202-267-7602
202-267-9239

Bryant.CTR.Penn@faa.gov

571-481-2037

Paul.M.Rumberger@faa.gov
Brian.Rushforth@faa.gov
Chris.J.Scott@faa.gov
Bshaw@qedllc.com
I Sabrina.SaundersI Hodge@faa.gov
: Clifford.Sweatte@faa.gov
William.Syptak@faa.gov
Scott.VanBuren@faa.gov
Michael.Virga@faa.gov
Lesley.CTR.Walcourt@faa.gov
Beth.Ward@faa.gov
Kellie. Weibrecht@faa.gov
! Amer.M.Younossi@faa.gov

202-267-6634

! Gemechu.Gelgelu@faa.gov
James.Daum@faa.gov
Sking@qedllc.com
Angel. Lu na@faa.gov
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov

202-267-9617
202-267-2726
703-525-5333
202-267-9993

I

i
I

i
I

X

1115

I

I
I
I

703-230-7664
202-267-8485
202-494-8417
609-485-8877
202-600-7595
202-267-1035
202-267-7337
202-267-5164

NOTES:
UAS Pathfinder Program Briefing

Bill Syptak provided a briefing on the Pathfinder sUAS program, which has three focus areas: visual line of sight, beyond visual line of
sight, and extended visual line of sight. The first focus area targets urban environments and activities like news gathering. The
second focus area targets rural environments and activities including agriculture and infrastructure inspection. The last focus area
targets rural areas as well, but concentrates on activities that in which the UAS may not actually be physically seen by the operator.
These activities may include long-range infrastructure inspection for pipelines and railroads. The three focus areas for the Pathfinder
program have industry partners who have identified a need to use UASs in the manners undergoing review. The purpose of the
program is to gain operational approval for limited UAS operations for those partners. Pathfinder may open the door to further
safety analysis into other potential uses for UASs. The goal of the briefing was to solicit assistance from the SMS Committee and its
representatives in facilitating/supporting the required safety analyses for the three focus areas. The SMS Committee voted to hand
the program to the Safety Collaboration Team to identify a suitable approach to performing the necessary safety analyses.
Issues and Considerations:
•

Pathfinder was not intended for NAS-wide implementation; however, the SRM panels will examine the feasibility.

•

There are concerns about flying sUAS over "uninvolved" people (i.e., general public not associated with the operation) that
need to be discussed during the SRM panels.

•

Aspects of the proposed sUAS operation that should be examined include airspace, aircraft, and the operator.

•

The organization(s) responsible for accepting the safety risk is unclear, as well as the sponsor for the proposal(s).

•

Make-up of the three SRM panels was a concern, as well as the level of expertise expected of participants.

May 26, 2015
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•

There was discussion about legal boundaries and operational limitations, and how those criteria might be conveyed as an
output of the FAA SRM process.

There will be three panels, one for each focus area. Focus areas 1 and 2 will be scheduled for October and November. Focus area 3
will be scheduled for July.
FAA SMS Executive Council Risk-Based Decision-making Activity 2 Status

Chris Scott provided a dry-run overview of the briefing to the SMS Executive Council on Pre-Decisional, planned changes.
The SMS Committee provide edits to incorporate. Primarily, the briefing will be revised to refer to "Cross-organizational
System Safety Assessment" instead of "Integrated System Safety Assessment." The SMS executive council meeting is
scheduled for June 3.

May 26, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, June 2, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB l0A Room 840
ATTENDEES:
I

! Name

Carter, Jonathan
Geraghty, Maggie E. *
Daum, James
Davenport, Phillip
Demidovich, Nickolas*
King, Sue
Martinez, Paula
Muka, Kelsey
Nicholson, Tamara
Saccomando, Lona
Scott, Chris
Shaw, Brian
Toth, Carol*
VanBuren, Scott
Walcourt, Leslie
Ward, Beth
Weibrecht, Kellie
Younossi, Amer M.

Organization
ADG-001
AJl-31
ANG-B3
AAS-300
AST-4
AVP-300/QED
AVP-300
AJl-31/GGTI
AVP-300
AVP-300
ANG-B3

AVP-300/QED
ASH
AVP-5
ANG-B3/CSSI
AOA/SIG
AVP-300
AVP-300

Email

Jonathan.Carter@faa.gov
Maggie.E.Geraghty@faa.gov
Janies.Daum@faa.gov
Phillip.Davenport@faa.gov
Nickolas.Demidovich@faa.gov
Sking@qedllc.com
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
Kelsey.CTR.Muka@faa.gov
Tamara.Nicholson@faa.gov
Lona.Saccomando@faa.gov
Chris.J.Scott@faa.gov
Bshaw@qedllc.com
Ctoth01@verizon.net
Scott.Vanburen@faa.gov
LWalcourt@cssi.com
Beth.Ward@faa.gov
Kellie.Weibrecht@faa.gov
Amer.M.Younossi@faa.gov

Phone
202-267-9409
202-267-9163
202-507-2259
202-267-7072
202-267-8437
703-855-7885
202-267-7602
571-481-2013
202-267-8285
202-267-3075
202-267-2726
703-525-5333 X 1115

N/A
202-494-8417
202-600-7595
202-267-1035
202-267-7337
202-267-5164

*Phone

NOTES:
FAA SMS Executive Council Meeting

At the next FAA Executive Council Meeting, to be held on Wednesday, June 3, executives will receive a status update for Risk-Based
Decision Making (RBDM), Activity 2. During the last FAA SMS Committee Meeting, Paula Martinez asked that each representative
pre-brief their executives regarding the Prioritized FAA Significant Safety Issue (SSI) List and asked that they share feedback.
•

The Office of Security & Hazardous Materials Safety was satisfied that the "Lithium Battery Fire or Ignition during Flight"
safety issue ranked fifth on the SSI List.

•

The Office of Airports (ARP) was satisfied that the "Runway Incursion Mitigation" safety issue ranked third; however, ARP
may still advocate moving the issue higher on the list .

•
Tamara Nicholson noted that one of the reasons that the "Lithium Battery Fire or Ignition during Flight" safety issue did not fall
higher on the list was because there are some existing controls that exist in the industry. Additionally, the most challenging criteria
to determine was "estimated risk exposure," because it involved establishing an estimate of the safety risk level associated with an
issue without performing a rigorous analysis.

The list generated by
the RBDM Sub-Initiative (SI) 2 Team was based on a set of criteria intended to help the agency prioritize resources available to
perform necessary Safety Risk Management work. All issues that scored a two or higher on the first SSI criterion, Potential Systemic
Outcome, were considered cross-organizational. Some Lines of Business (LOBs) expected the list to contain issues already being
addressed at the organizational level in addition to cross-organizational issues. For example, the Air Traffic Organization (ATO) was
expecting a SSI List based on safety risk rather than a list that places more importance on the cross-organizational factor. Regardless,
the approach was briefed by the RBDM SI 2 Team and acknowledged by executives periodically as the RBDM SI 2 progressed.

June 2, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday,September0l,2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB 10A Room 840
ATTENDEES:
Name

Butters, Anthony
Oemidovich, Nickolas
French, Steve•
Ivory, Peter
Martinez, Paula
Mcgloughland, Janet
Muka, Kelsey
Nicholson, Tamara
Saccomando, Lona
Scott, Chris
Shaw, Brian
Toth, Carol•
Virga, Michael*
Ward, Beth
Walcourt, Leslie
, Younos~i, AITJer M -- ·- Zimmer, Dawn
"Phone

Organization

Email

Phone

ARP-001
AST--4
AJR-11
APO-300
AVP-300
ADG-001
AJl-31/GGTI
AVP-300
AVP-300
ANG-B3
AVP-300/QEO
ASH
AJl-313
AOA/SIG
ANG-B3/CSSI
AVP-300
AFN-3

Timothy.Butters@faa.gov
Nickolas. Demidovich@faa.gov
Stephen.CTR.French@faa.gov
Peter.lvory@faa.gov
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
Janet. Mclaughlin@faa.gov
Kelsey.CTR.Muka@faa.gov
Tamara.Nicholson@faa.gov
Lona.Saccomando@faa.gov
Chris.J.Scott@faa.gov
Bshaw@qedllc.com
Ctoth01@verizon.net
Michael.Virga@faa.gov
Beth. Ward@faa.gov
LWalcourt@cssi.com
Amer.M.Youn<J_s_s_i~f~,3:SCJII.
Dawn.Zimmer@faa.gov

202-267-6141
202-267-8437
276-873-0763
202-267-3314
202-267-7602
202-267-9419
571--481-2013
202-267-8285
202-267-3075
202-267-2726
703-525-5333 X 1115

--·-

,.,.

I
I

i

N/A

..

609-485-8877
202-267-1035
202-600-7595
202-267-5164
202-267--4029

NOTES:
FAA SMS Executive Council Briefing Review

Paula Martinez presented briefing slides for the next Executive Council (EC) Meeting. At that meeting, executives will also receive a
deliverables packet. Peggy Gilligan (AVS) expects the executives to discuss the topics covered in the briefing.

Hazard Identification, Risk Management, and Traclcing {HIRMT)- Two million dollars in funding has been received for HIRMT and
will be divided among three groups: the Air Traffic Organization {ATO), Aviation Safety (AVS), and the Office of Information and
Technology. HRMIT user testing will begin on September 9; both the primary and secondary users should be present for the kick-off
meeting.
Common Taxonomy- Paula provided an overview of accomplishments to date and a plan for where the effort will go in the future.
Taxonomy Levels 1, 2, and 3 were depicted in the EC briefing. Levels 1 and 2 have been developed and Level 3 will be determined
during fiscal year (FY) 2016. HRMIT is mapped to this taxonomy.
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS}- Comments on the Hazard Analysis Worksheet (for UAS Focus Area 3, UAS Beyond Visual Line of
Sight (BVLOS), Rural) were due August 31. The team is working to adjudicate those comments this week. It is possible that more
Safety Risk Management work will be required for each UAS focus area. The candidate list for Significant Safety Issues (SSls) will be
released in December 2015. However, when the ATO submitted its SSls, the FY16 Top 5 items were not included because they were
not yet available.
Each Line of Business will be asked to share Risk-Based Decision Making (RBOM) Lessons Learned. Paula mentioned that AVS
anticipates generating a newsletter to share RBDM success stories and articles illustrating use of the Safety Management System by
industry partners (e.g., commercial airlines). In light of Joseph Teixeira's recent retirement, Beth Mack (ATO) will attend the next EC
Meeting.

September 01, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday,September0S,2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB lOA Room 840

ATTENDEES:
Name

Bornhorst, Richard
Davenport, Phillip
Fee, Jim*
French, Steve•
King, Sue
Ko, Calvin
Martinez, Paula
Mineck, Kristen
Muka, Kelsey
Robeson, Bob
Saccomando, Lona
Shaw, Brian
Toth, Carol•
Van Buren, Scott
Virga, Michael
Walcourt, ~esle_x .. ...
Younossi, Amer M
•Phone

Email

Organization

ADG-300
AAS-300

AJl-33
AJR-11
AVP-300/QED
AVP-300
AVP-300
AVP-300

AJl-31/GGTI
APO-300
AVP-300

AVP-300/QED
ASH
AVP-001
AJl-313
'- ANG-B_HCSSI
AVP-300

-·

Phone

Richard.Bornhorst@faa.gov
Phillip.Davenport@faa.gov
James.Fee@faa.gov
Steohen.CTR.French@faa.i;?ov
Sking@qedllc.com
Calvin.Ko@faa.aov
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
Kristen.Mineck@faa.gov
Kelsev .CTR.Muka@faa.l!ov
Bob.Robeson@faa.gov
Lona.Saccomando@faa.1,mv
Bshaw@qedllc.com
Ctoth01@verizon.net
Scott.VanBuren@faa.gov
Michael. Virga@faa.gov
L
Walcourt@cssi.com
-~~------·--··•-------- ~---~~---~ -----•~-~
Amer.M.Younossi@faa.gov
~

202-267-9443
202-267-7072
202-267-45 72
276-873-0763
703-855-7885
202-267-2942
202-267-7602
202-267-9379
571-481-2013
202-267-9509
202-267-3075
703-525-5333 X 1115
202-494-8417
609-485-8877
202-600-7595
..
- -- 202-267-5164

FAA SMS Executive Council Briefing Review

Paula Martinez briefed the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Safety Management System (SMS) Committee on the outcome of
the last FAA SMS Executive Council (EC) Meeting, which included mostly director-level leadership and their alternates (e.g., Beth
Mack for Terry Biggio). Due to executive involvement in the "FAA Safety Day/ the next FAA SMS EC Meeting is tentatively scheduled
for December 4, 2015. At that time, executives will be asked to present SMS lessons learned and success stories; Aviation Safety will
provide a template for lessons learned. Additionally, the EC decided to push the discussion of planned, cross-organizational National
Airspace System (NAS) changes until their next meeting. Lesley Walcourt will share documentation regarding planned NAS changes
with the FAA SMS Committee and will brief this package during the next meeting.

Area 2; UAS Extended Visual Line of Sight (EVl.OSJ, Rural

Michael Virga updated the committee on progress for Pathfinder Focus Area (FA) 2. PrecisionHawk, a manufacturer, will survey
crops in rural areas using unmanned aircraft flying outside of the pilot's direct vision. The Safety Risk Management (SRM) panel will
begin on September 15, 2015.
Michael asked who would be responsible for approving the list of SRM panel members {e.g., the FAA SMS Committee, the EC). Paula
noted that this question also came up during the EC Meeting and it was decided that executives need to know who the panel
members are, though they may not need to approve them. In the future, Paula asked that a list of panel members be provided to
the committee for all cross-Line of Business (LOB} safety issues. The list should include the topic, organization, name, area of
expertise, and why each member was invited to be on the panel.
Risk Acceptance and Workgroup Membership Approval

The committee discussed the review and approval process for draft Safety Risk Management Documents (SRMDs) produced by
cross-LOB SRM panels. The members agreed that such reports for planned changes should first pass through the Safety
Collaboration Team (SCT) to undergo a technical review and then through the FM SMS Committee to verify completeness and
undergo an additional technical review. The FAA SMS Committee would then provide the draft SRMD to the appropriate Office of
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Primary Responsibility (OPR), which would obtain the required signatures and enter the information into the Hazard Identification,
Risk Management, and Tracking (HIRMT} System.
The committee also considered who should designate the organization responsible for implementing mitigations in the SRM
documentation (i.e., the Hazard Analysis Worksheet). Some held that the OPR should determine who owns the mitigations to
preserve the neutrality of the panel and shield the panel from political sway.
In the Air Traffic Organization (ATO}, the SRM panel typically determines both the mitigations and the organization responsible for
implementing them. Lona Saccomando noted that HIRMT cannot assign mitigations to the responsible organization; the OPR is
responsible for following up with the responsible organization and populating the required data in the HIRMT System. The
committee agreed that it was not in the best position to designate who should implement mitigations, because participants may not
be familiar enough with the topic to make that determination.

FA 3: UAS s~yond Visual Lin~ of Sight (BVLOSJ. Rural
Michael updated the committee on progress for Pathfinder FA 3. BNSF Railway will explore the challenges of using Unmanned
Aircraft Systems (UASs) to inspect their rail infrastructure beyond visual line-of-sight in isolated areas. The SRM panel was held in
August 2015. The primary organizations affected are the Aircraft Certification Service, Aviation Flight Standards, and the ATO.
One of the challenges of UAS operations is that they do not meet FAA requirements for "See and Avoid." Currently, the Pathfinder
FA 3 SRM panel is divided (i.e., six to eleven members) regarding the application of definitions for common cause failure and
single-point failure. The FM requires that the UAS remain within the visual line of sight of the operator at all times to ensure the
vehicle does not conflict with other aircraft. However, because the pilot of manned aircraft cannot always see and avoid the UAS,
six panel members believe that the UAS pilot is a single-point or common cause failure if he or she cannot ensure separation.
Maggie Geraghty (AJl-31) advised the panel that the ATO definitions of common cause failure and single-point failure were intended
for hardware and software rather than for human factors. Regardless of the intent behind the definitions, the committee insisted
that a representative from human factors be consulted to help determine the validity and effectiveness of "see and avoid" applied
by a ground operator to airborne aircraft

The committee also discussed whether the legal department should be involved in cases where risk acceptance by a non-FM entity
is required. The committee agreed it would be difficult to avoid involving legal in some cases but that this question should be
answered by upper management.

September 08, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, September 15, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB lOA Room 840

ATTENDEES:
Name

Organization

Email

Phone

I

Derman, Debbie
Devaris, Peter
Fee, James*
Garzaro, Amy
Geraghty, Maggie*
Hoff, Mary
Ivory, Peter*
King, Sue
Kirkland, Greg•
Ko, Calvin
Minek, Kristen
Muka, Kelsey
Saccomando, Lona
Santhacruz, Kitherian
Shaw, Brian
Soliman,
Joanne
--" ··-..
Spangenberg, Chris•
Toth, Carol•
Trudeau, Mark*
Van Buren, Scott
Walcourt, Lesley
Ward, Beth
Zimmer, Dawn
•Phone

AVP-300/QED
AAL-201
ATO

Dderman@qedllc.com
Peter.Devaris@faa.gov
James.Fee@faa.gov
Amy.Garzaro@faa.gov
Mai;iQie.E.Geraghty@faa.gov
Mary.Hoff@faa.gov
Peter. lvory@faa.gov
sking@qedllc.com
Greg.Kirkland@faa.gov
Calvin.Ko@faa.gov
Kristen.Minek@faa.gov
Kelsey.CTR.Muka@faa.gov
Lona.Saccomando@faa.gov
Kitherian.CTR.Santhacruz@faa.gov
Bshaw@qedllc.com
Joanne.Soliman@faa:gov
Christopher.Spangenberg@faa.gov
CtothOl@verizon.net
Mark.R.Trudeau@faa.gov
Scott.VanBuren@faa.gov
LWalcourt@cssi.com
Beth.Ward@faa.gov
Dawn.Zimmer@faa.gov

814-883-5424
907-227-8938
202-267-4572
727-559-1387
202-267-9163
480-419-0330 X 238
202-267-3314
703-855-7885
703-661-0529
202-267-2942
202-267-9379
571-481-2013
202-267-3075
703-661-0336
703-525-5333 X 1115
202-267-3203
425-227-2171

i

AIR

ATO
AIR
AP0-300
AVP-300/QED
AFS-900
AVP-300
AVP
AJl-31/GGTI
AVP-300
AFS
AVP-300/QED
AVP

-

AIR
ASH
AFS
AVP-001

ANG-B3/CSSI
AOA/SIG
AFN

I

;

1

N/A

406-449-5270 X 54
202-494-8417
202-600-7595
202-267-1035
202-267-4029

!
I

NOTES:
Risk-Based Decision Making Activity 3a: Current Safety Oversight Policies, Processes, and Tools Final Report

Pete Devaris outlined the approach and status of the Risk-Based Decision making (RBDM) Sub-Initiative (SI) 3a, Redefining the Safety
Oversight Model for Industry. Under this sub-initiative, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) plans to support the Safety
Management System (SMS) rollout, including the development of new surveillance models to oversee industry and conduct
outreach with industry to share safety management lessons learned and best practices.
Peter explained that his team examined definitions of the term "safety oversight" and found that each FAA Line of Business (LOB)
has different views regarding what falls within the scope of regulatory purview for safety oversight. For example, oversight in the
Office of Commercial Space Transportation focuses on ensuring compliance with the regulations to protect the people on the ground
because the organization accepts that commercial space operations involve inherently higher risk. On the other hand, the Air Traffic
Safety Oversight Service not only verifies that the Air Traffic Organization (ATO) is compliant with its own safety regulations but also
aggressively targets areas of safety risk that are identified using safety assurance processes.
The team examined how each LOB plans their oversight activities. Do they take a proactive approach to safety risks that are
uncovered? Are they prioritizing resources to address the areas of highest risk first? The criteria by which each LOB prioritizes
resources to mitigate safety risk were decidedly variable (each LOB prioritizes differently given that LOB's unique needs and
functions). However, the team found that most of the discrepancies in how they conduct oversight activities were justified; each
LOB applies different risk mitigation strategies given the nature of the operations they oversee. Further, a lot of safety data is being
collected without being used for safety oversight purposes. The transferring of safety data between LOBs for the purposes of
assessments, trending, and RBDM, etc., is currently limited. If sharing of safety data and information between LOBs is improved, it
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could alleviate repetitive visits to sites where the risk levels remain consistently low. The systems for transferring or sharing safety
risk between LOBs are not robust. Scott Van Buren posed the following question to the committee: Does the FM need SMS on the
industry side to feed into FM oversight? The committee agreed that regardless of whether there is a requirement for industry to
have an SMS, the FM still seeks the same information from the industry to ensure safety when the agency conducts safety oversight
(i.e., the industry needs to employ basic SMS principles to be able to answer questions asked by the agency).
The team composed a list of recommendations, one of which included the development of an FM-level safety oversight order that
incorporates the FM Administrator's compliance philosophy, RBDM, and the elements of Safety Risk Management. The order will
establish high-level requirements to bound the scope of what needs safety oversight and to help standardize safety oversight terms
used in the FAA. Scott suggested that Peter's team coordinate with the FM Order 8040.4 Revision Team because they seem to have
common objectives. The FM Administrator wants the agency to apply the same safety oversight standards internally (within the
FM itself) as it does externally (to industry). Greg Kirkland and Chris Spangenberg will discuss the scope of the new safety oversight
order in more detail during a future FAA SMS Committee meeting. The same people who were working on RBDM Sl-3a will work on
the new safety oversight order (i.e., this will be a new group, but it will consist of the same individuals).

Planned National Airspace System Changes Update
The Planned National Airspace System (NAS) Changes package will be ready for the next FM SMS Committee Meeting on October 6.
Lesley Walcourt explained that the team developing this package is working very closely with the Significant Safety Issues (SSls)
Team and has drawn lessons learned from that effort by using the SSI package as their template. The purpose of sharing these
materials in advance of the next FM SMS Executive Council (EC) Meeting is for representatives to pre-brief executives on planned
NAS changes. This prepares executives to engage in robust discussion about the issues (rather than how the list was developed).
Lesley and Brian Shaw noted that the SSI discussion at the EC level was very productive because executives were well prepared.

Safety Management Newsletter and RBDM Success Story Template
This year, a monthly Safety Management newsletter will provide the status of RBDM activities and success stories. A template was
previously sent to each LOB to submit these RBDM success stories. At the FM SMS EC meeting, Beth Mack assured the attendees
that the ATO would present lessons learned at the next FM SMS EC Meeting. Maggie Geraghty expressed concern that the Safety
Collaboration Team process needs to be more defined.

September 15, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, September 29, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB lOA Room 840

ATTENDEES:

0

Name

Organization

Email

Phone

Daum,James
Demidovich, Nickolas
French, Steve
Geraghty, Ma,rnie*
King, Sue
Ko, Calvin
Martinez, Paula
Minek, Kristen
Muka, Kelsey
Pokorski, Chris
Randolph, Warren
Robinson, Mindy
Rushforth, Brian
Saccomando, Lona
Scott, Chris
Shaw, Brian
Soliman, Joanne
Toth, Carol*
Van Buren, Scott
Virga, Michael*
Walcourt, Lesley
Younossi, Amer

ANG-83
AST-004
ANG-83/Metron
ATO
AVP-300/QED
AVP-300
AVP-300
AVP
AJl-31/GGTI
AVP-310
AVP-220
AVP-220
ARP/MS-300
AVP-300
ANG-83
AVP:~00/(lED
AVP
ASH
AVP-001
AJl-313
ANG-83/CSSI
AVP-300

James.Daum@faa.gov
Nickolas.Demidovich@faa.gov
Steve.French@metronaviation.com
Mae:rzie. E.Geraghtv@faa.gov
Sking@qedllc.com
Calvin.Ko@faa.gov
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
Kristen. Minek@faa.gov
Kelsev.CTR.Muka@faa.gov
Chris. Pokor ski@faa.gov
Warren.Randolph@faa.gov
Mindy.Robinson@faa.gov
brian.rushforth@faa.gov
Lona.Saccomando@faa.gov
Chris.J.Scott@faa.gov
Bshaw@)q~dllc.com
Joanne.Soliman@faa.gov
CtothOl@verizon.net
Scott.VanBuren@faa.gov
Michael. Virga@faa.gov
LWalcourt@cssi.com
Amer.M.Younossi@faa.gov

202-507-2259
202-267-8437
276-873-0763
202-267-9163
703-855- 7885
202-267-2942
202-267-7602
2020-267-9379
571-481-2013
202-267-9266
202-267-9207
202-267-7197
202-267-9617
202-267-3075
202-267-2726
703-525-5333 X 1115
202-267-3203
N/A
202-494-8417
609-485-8877
202-600- 7595
202-267-5164

.

Phone

NOTES:
Closeout Risk-Based

Decision Making (RBDM) Activity lb

Warren and Mindy provided a brief status of RBDM Activity lb, "align modeling assumptions in systems that simulate and predict
NAS safety risks". The team identified 800 models and databases that are used by the FM to conduct risk analysis. They were able to
whittle this list down to only techniques, methods, tools, and models (i.e. excluding forms, instructions, and databases), which they
made searchable in a database located in an excel file. Mindy noted that the difference between the types was often what the
creator decided to call it. The other 630 were mainly checklists and forms that help users contribute to a database or instructions for
completing the risk analysis process.
Warren explained that the team plans to make their database available to others to use as reference; as this is the most tangible
benefit of activity lb. This is the only searchable database that has been base lined using information from models used to conduct
risk analysis across the agency. Mindy and Warren noted that for Planned Changes, modeling is instrumental because it allows for
the re-use of data instead of needing to generate the same or similar data over again. The committee agreed that modeling offers
the ability to standardize the acceptance of risk (e.g. future traffic modeling). The final deliverable for activity lb is a final report
containing 25 models. The committee recommended that the searchable database and the final report be made available on the
FAA SMS SharePoint website. Additionally, an article in the ATO publication Safety Matters or FAA Focus would raise awareness of
the availability of this new resource.
The committee briefly discussed that as RBDM activities are closed out, the efforts must be carried forward. The committee agreed
that there needs to be "off-ramps" for RBDM activities to carry forward even after they are dosed. The Community of Interest (COi)
would be a good body to move the RBDM effort forward, since it supports the Safety Collaboration Team (SCT) with FAA-level risk
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analysis. Additionally, Paula noted that the Safety Colloquium needs to be revisited as a forum for sharing risk analysis models, tools,
and best practices.

Closeout RBQM Activity ld
Lona provided a brief status of RBDM Activity ld, "establish an agency-wide tool to track hazards and mitigation outcomes". The
Hazard Identification, Risk Management & Tracking System (HIRMT) will be deployed on January 14th of 2016, to bypass the holiday
season leave. The long term expectation is that HIRMT will integrate with each LOBs processes for hazard tracking, to allow for FAA
level hazard tracking.
HIRMT was built in phases, or three week sprints, so that each piece of the tool could be tested as it was developed. User
Acceptance Testing (UAT) was conducted 9/9-9/18 in the training room located in the basement of FAA building 10B. Script-based
testing was used to validate functionality and obtain initial feedback from the end user community (i.e. each user was given steps to
complete for executing a task using HIRMT and asked for feedback). This method of testing was very successful, but the team
identified several lessons learned. Lona noted that problems were primarily with the orchestration of the scripts (i.e. list of steps for
users to complete using HIRMT during testing). The team found that some users experienced difficulty executing the scripts/steps
and that more time could have been spent practicing the scripts to alleviate this challenge. Over 72 test scripts with over 1,240 steps
were executed.
The business plan item for this activity was to complete UAT by September 30th and generate a user test report. A user test report
was generated, which the team is currently reviewing, therefore this activity is closed. FAA Order 8000.369B is targeted for October
30, 2015 completion and identifies HIRMT as official FAA tool & requires its use for Aerospace System Level (ASL) safety issues.
Additionally, revisions to FAA Order 8040.4 are targeted for June 20, 2016 completion, to require the use of HIRMT. Lona has
accepted a new position and will be handing the activity off to Calvin Ko who will lead HIRMT through implementation and phase
two requirements development. The committee expressed concern moving into phase two without first validating the use of HIRMT
as beneficial.
Moving forward, each LOB will need to:
•
•
•

Identify & send the list of individuals that will be the initial users by Oct 2, 2015.
Ensure identified users sign up for at least one training session, according to their HIRMT role(s).
Establish their own internal business process, policy, and procedure on how they will meet the requirements of the HIRMT
Notice.

Calvin explained that 10-15 users are needed for phase two and requested POCs from each LOB.

September 29, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, October 6, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB lOA Room 840

ATTENDEES:
Name

Demidovich, Nickolas
French, Steve*
Geraghty, Maggie*
King, Sue
Martinez, Paula
Minek, Kristen
Muka, Kelsey
Pokorski, Chris
Robeson, Bob
Scott, Chris*
Shaw, Brian
Toth, Carol*
Van Buren, Scott
Virga, Michael*
Walcourt, Lesley
Ward, Beth --Younossi, Amer
Zimmer, Dawn
•Phone

Organization

-- ____

,

___

AST-004
ANG-B3/Metron
ATO
AVP-300/QED
AVP-300
AVP
AJl-31/GGTI
AVP-310
PO-300
ANG-B3
AVP-300/QED
ASH
AVP-001
AJl-313
ANG-B3/CSSI
__ AOA/SIG_
AVP-300
AFN

---

Email

Phone

Nickolas.Demidovich@faa.gov
Steve. French@metron aviation. com
Maggie.E.Geraghty@faa.gov
Sking@qedllc.com
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
Kristen. Minek@faa.i;i.ov
Kelsey.CTR.Muka@faa.gov
Chris.Pokorski@faa.gov
Bob.Robeson@faa.gov
Chris.J.Scott@faa.gov
Bshaw@Qedllc.com
Ctoth01@verizon.net
Scott. VanBuren@faa.gov
Michael. Virga@faa.gov
LWalcourt@cssi.com
Beth.Ward@faa.gov --·~
Amer.M.Younossi@faa.gov
Dawn.Zimmer@faa.gov

202-267-8437
276-873-0763
202-267-9163
703-855-7885
202-267-7602
2020-267-9379
571-481-2013
202-267-9266
202-267-9509
202-267-2726
703-525-5333 X 1115

--

!

!

N/A
202-494-8417
609-485-8877
202-600-7595
202-267-1035
----202-267-5164
202-2674029

NOTES:
Planned NAS Change Package

Lesley provided each representative with a binder for Planned NAS Changes. Each LOB should brief their executives in advance of
the next Executive Council (EC) meeting on December 2nd . The binder has 10 different tabs that explain the Planned NAS Change
candidate identification process (e.g. scoring, ranking, criteria, candidate descriptions, work plan, etc.). Paula noted that the SSI
discussion at the EC level was very productive because executives were well prepared. Any questions/concerns should be shared in
advance so the team can address them proactively.
This new process and list of Planned NAS Changes completes Risk Based Decision Making (RBDM) sub activity 2A: Develop and
implement processes to identify safety hazards of planned changes in the aerospace system (e.g., acquisitions, procedural changes,
new regulations. The Safety Collaboration Tearn (SCT) and representatives from each LOB made the selections.
Lesley clarified that the remote staffed tower candidate was not the same as the Leesburg remote tower safety analysis being
conducted by the ATO (i.e. the Leesburg remote tower safety analysis is more detailed than the conceptual remote staffed tower
candidate). The SCT manages the safety analyses for all Planned NAS Changes and has already started the safety analyses for
Pathfinder Focus Areas (FA) 1, 2, and 3.

Safety Colloquium Discussion
Greg Won (formerly with the AJI, now with AOV) was the lead organizer for the AJI Safety Analysis Colloquium. The purpose of the
Colloquium is to give people an opportunity to hear about other analytical research and safety management activities within and
outside ATO, to avoid duplication of efforts, and to create synergies. As the name suggests, the Colloquium is intended to be an
opportunity for open, casual discussion. Scott Van Buren noted the SCT had a legacy mission, to share SMS-related information.
However, the SCT has since been overcome with work supporting the Planned NAS Changes.
The Committee emphasized the benefit of such sharing and discussion. It is unclear whether Greg still leads this effort and Paula
took the action to contact Greg to see if the Safety Colloquium is still active. The Committee does not wish to assume Greg's duties if
he is no longer the lead. If possible, Paula recommended that Greg continue to lead the safety colloquium and keep the FM SMS
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committee informed. Or, if Greg is no longer able to the lead the effort, then Paula encouraged LOBs to contribute resources to
continue the effort.
On the topic of sharing, Paula reminded the committee that each LOB is expected to share SMS lesson's learned and best practices.
Additionally, success stories are still needed for the monthly Safety Management newsletter, A template was previously sent to
each LOB to submit these RBOM success stories. Paula noted that the information shared via this newsletter does not need to be
RBDM-specific, but can also include lesson's learned, best practices, or research.

Risk Acceptance and Mitjgation Signatures
There was discussion regarding who should decide who the risk acceptor and the organizations responsible for cross-LOB safety
analyses are. It was recommended at a previous meeting that the decision not rest with the Safety Risk Management (SRM) panel.
The intent of separating this responsibility from the SRM panel is to protect the safety analysis from political influence for high
profile cases. The argument was made that at the FAA-level, the risk acceptor and the organization responsible for implementing
the mitigations (i.e. mitigation owner) are often the same. Within the ATO, there is a subtlety between the two because the enduser (i.e. risk acceptor) is not always the same organization responsible for implementing mitigations. Maggie noted that for ATO
SRM panels, the change proponent (i.e. OPR, signing off on the safety documentation) is not usually involved in the safety analysis
work, but they may send a representative to be on the panel. The ATO is unique because it provides air traffic service and regulates
itself, while other LOBs provide just regulatory oversight.
The FAA SMS committee agreed that:
•
•
•
•
•

There cannot be two Offices of Primary Responsibility (OPRs).
The OPR is responsible for leading the safety analysis effort and interacting with HIRMT.
The rest of the roles and responsibilities associated with the term "OPR" need to be more clearly defined. Note that this is
one of the goals of the FAA Order 8040.4 revision team.
At the FAA-level, the OPR may be in the best position to determine the risk acceptor and the mitigation owners because
they were involved in the safety analysis and have the necessary background information.
The FAA SMS Committee is not in the best position to determine the risk acceptor and the mitigation owners because it was
not involved in the safety analysis.

Maggie took the action to share the ATO SRM panel roles with the Committee.

October 6th, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, October 20, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB 10A Room 840
Attendees:
Name
Organization
i Email
Phone
1
L-----------+--------------------------+---i ADG
i Richard.Bornhorst@faa.gov
202-267-9443

: Bornhorst, Richard
• Broach, Dana

I AAM-520
I AQS-100

f

! Chandler, Suzanne

,-1

Dana.Broach@faa.gov

I AJl-314

Chapman, Scott

I AVP-300/QED

I Crews, April*

405-954-4839

' Suzanne.Chandler@faa.gov
i Scott.Chapman@faa.gov
I

• Daum, James*

! ANG-B3

! Demidovich, Nickolas

I AST-004

Acrews@qedllc.com
i James.Daum@faa.gov
1 Nickolas.Demidovich@faa.gov

I AQS-100

• James.DePillo@faa.gov

f---------

DePillo, Jim
' Derman, Debbie*

• AVP-300/QED

Dumesnil, Chris A.

---

Forrester, Carolina

Dderman@qedllc.com

---

202-267-3092

+------ ------------- ------

i 202-267-9192

______
7_03_-_5_2_5-?}~~~}~02
202-507-2259
~--------~-------~---

t-2_0_2-_2_6_7_-8_4_37_ _____ _

i 202-267-7578
__________ _1_8_14:::_~83-5424
i 405-954-6465

' AMA-900

: Chris.A.Dumesnil@faa.gov

i SIG

i Carolina.Forrester@faa.gov
i Steve.French@metronaviation.com

202-267-2863

f----------------+----------+------------------+----

I ANG-B3/Metron

~_French, Steve*

----

276-873-0763 _______ _

1
King, Sue
_____________i>---A_V_P_-_3_00~/_Q_E_D_ _ _-+_S_ki_ng~@~q_ed_l_lc_.c_o_m___________ _j_?03_-~~5_-_7~~~------ _________ _
~ Lee,-Fanning, Sunny
i AVS
: 202-267-9664
I Sunny.Lee-Fanning@faa.gov

L

Martinez, Paula
Minek, Kristen
Muka, Ke-1-se_y____

I AVP-300
I AVP

I Paula.Martinez@faa.gov

! 202-267-7602

I Kristen.Minek@faa.gov

I 2020-267-9379

-[>---AJ-1--3-1_/_G_G_T_I-------<1-Ke-l-se_y_.C_T_R_._M_u_k_a_@_f_a-a.-g-o-v-------+57-1--481-2__~-l~--------------- - -

Pilj, Gerald*

! AJl-314

1

Robeson, Bob

; P0-300

I Bob.Robeson@faa.gov

Gerald.Pilj@faa.gov

I 202-267-3468
i 202-267-9509

----------+---------~-----------------+----------

Saccomando, Lona*
! Scott, Chris
1

[shaw, Brian

I AVP-300/QED _

I Schlabach, Gina*

I AVP-300/QED

i Smith, Joseph*

--~+------

--+-i_A_V_P_-3_1_0_ _ _ _ _--+-i_L_on_a_._Sa_c_c_o_m_a_n_d__
o_@_f_a_a._g_o_v_______ J_~Q~~~67::_3075
i ANG-B3
: Chris.J.Scott@faa.gov
_L 202-267-2726

- - - - - -- I AQS-500

; Bshaw@qedllc.com
' Gshlabach@qedllc.com
-------------~Joseph.Smith@faa.gov

L--------

i Sweatte, Clifford*

1

i Toth, Carol*

I ASH

: VanBuren, Scott

• AVP-001

AFS-084

I 703-525-5333 x 11~~----' 703-525-5333 X 1116
--------~-f--------------~-----______ ..,.i 405-954-5721

, Clifford.Sweatte@faa.gov

703-230-7664 x 271

Ctoth0l@verizon.net

N/A

Scott.VanBuren@faa.gov

202-494-8417

f---------------+-----------------------------+

r Walcourt, Lesley

1

I

ANG-B3/CSSI

i

LWalcourt@cssi.com

i 202-600-7595

•-------------+----------+------------------+----------

, AOA/SIG

i Beth.Ward@faa.gov

202-267-1035

' Younossi, Amer

I AVP-300

• Zimmer, Dawn

I AFN

: Amer.M.Younossi@faa.gov
Dawn.Zimmer@faa.gov

202-267-5164
202-2674029

!

Ward, Beth

~

*Phone
NOTES:
Progress on Risk-Based Decision Making Activity le

Sunny Lee-Fanning briefed the group on the progress of Risk-Based Decision Making (RBDM) Activity le, develop functional
requirements and competencies for safety data and risk analytics workforce and identify current personnel with relevant
skills. The overarching goal of this activity is to identify and appoint highly qualified individuals to perform safety risk
analyses for the FAA. The main deliverable is a Job Task Analysis (JTA), which will feed human resource functions for
Operations Research Analysts (ORAs) moving forward. The JTA will be available online via the Job Analysis Information
Database and the FAA Cloud during the summer of 2016.
The team charged with the implementation of RBDM Activity le included members from all Lines of Business (LOBs). They
surveyed 176 ORAs and found that activities for each varied considerably. A set of foundational competencies was
developed based on the areas of expertise requested by the ORAs. The activity team met with representatives of American
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Airlines, Inc., The Boeing Company, and Delta Air Lines, Inc. and found that ORAs throughout the National Airspace System
generally perform the same activities as FAA ORAs. Universally, duties assigned to ORAs depend on organizational needs
and available resources. All ORAs perform risk analysis, but safety ORAs put a greater emphasis on this function.
The team performed a gap analysis by comparing the frequency and importance of activities performed by ORAs today with
those that may be needed in the next five to seven years. ORA approaches to data may change as the FAA shifts toward
more proactive methods of Safety Risk Management {SRM). Overall, the team determined that work activities like risk
analysis, collaboration, communications, data management, research planning, and solution development will become
increasingly important for ORAs. Correspondingly, future ORAs will need to be persistent in nature and have skills in office
automation, deductive reasoning, inductive reasoning, data analysis, and interpersonal relations.

Pathfinder Focus Area 3: Unmanned Aircraft System Beyond Visual Line of Sight Rural Safety Assessment

Cliff Sweatte and Chris Scott communicated updated information on the progress of Pathfinder Focus Area (FA) 3. BNSF
Railway will explore the challenges of using Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UASs) to inspect their rail infrastructure beyond
the visual line of sight in isolated areas (e.g., Class G airspace in Arizona). The primary organizations affected are the
Aircraft Certification Service, Flight Standards Service, and the Air Traffic Organization (ATO).
The SRM panel was held in August 2015 with 21 members and 16 observers (including the National Transportation Safety
Board and the Federal Railway Administration). The panel met for three days during the first week of August and
reconvened on August 20 after receiving feedback regarding the definitions of common cause failure and single point of
failure. Cliff noted that during the safety analysis, there were issues regarding the identification of governing documents
and which risk matrices should be used (e.g., SMS Manual Version 4.0 or FAA Order 8040.4).
The comment and adjudication process has concluded and the Safety Risk Management Document {SRMD) is complete.
The National Air Traffic Controllers Association (NATCA) submitted a 131-page list of pilot reports of UAS sightings along
with a dissenting opinion regarding the validity of Notices to Airmen as an existing control for risk mitigation. An agreement
was reached with NATCA, and all documentation of UAS sightings was included in the SRMD to address their concerns.
Following the signature of the SRMD, a Certificate of Authorization will be issued that allows BNSF to use four UASs to
inspect 135 miles of its railway line. Operations are planned to begin on Sunday, October 25. The five hazards that were
identified in the SRMD will be entered into the Hazard Identification Risk Management and Tracking (HIRMT) System.
Because HIRMT will not be available until January 2016, the committee requested that the SRMD be entered into the ATO's
Safety Management Tracking System {SMTS). Scott Van Buren emphasized that once the SRMD is signed and entered into
SMTS/HIRMT, monitoring and tracking is required to confirm that mitigations were implemented and that they are
mitigating the safety risk to an acceptable level. Paula Martinez expressed interest in capturing lessons learned to improve
the SRM process for issues that cross LOBs and asked that Cliff be involved in this effort.

October 20, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, December 1, 2015
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB lOA Room 840
ATTENDEES:
Name

Demidovich, Nickolas
French, Steve*
Giordani, Andrea
King, Sue
Ko, Calvin
Liptak, Mark*
Maillet, Roger•
Martinez, Paula
Minek, Kristen
Muka, Kelsey
Shaw, Brian
Spande, Stuart
Toth, Carol*
i Virga, Michael*
I Younossi, Amer

Organization

Email

Phone

AST-004
ANG-B3/Regulus Group
AVP-300
AVP-300/QED
AVP-300
AVP-310
ASH
AVP-300
AVP
AJl-31/GGTI
AVP-300/QED
AVP-230
ASH
AJl-313
AVP-300

Nickolas.Demidovich@faa.gov
sfrench@regulus-group.com
Andrea.Gordani@faa.gov
Sking@Qedllc.com
calvin.ko@faa.gov
mark.liptak@faa.gov
Roger.Maillet@faa.gov
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
Kristen.Minek@faa.gov
Kelsey.CTR.Muka@faa.gov
Bshaw@qedllc.com
stuart.spande@faa.gov
CtothOl@verizon.net
michael.virga@faa.gov
Amer.M.Younossi@faa.gov

202-267-8437
276-873-0763
Not Available
703-855- 7885
202-267-2942
202-510-8010
202-267-4649
202-267-7602
202-267-9379
571-481-2013
703-525-5333 X 1115
202-267-5008
Not Available
609-485-8877
202-267-5164

i

:

i
'

J

•Phone

NOTES:
Risk-Based Decision Making Activity la: Taxonomy Delivery for Review

During the last year, the RBDM Activity la team has been working to establish common data taxonomies to be used consistently
across the FAA, with industry, and internationally. The team has developed 2 levels of the common taxonomy in an effort to allow
different lines of business (lOBs) to relate their safety data consistently. In developing the 2 levels of common taxonomy, the team
used a rule of mutual exclusivity (i.e. one data point could only fall into one category, or "bucket", instead of several). The RBDM la
team will continue into calendar year 2016 to identify factors down to the next level, representatives were asked to share input
regarding who from each LOB should be involved.
Level 1 consists of 5 categories; events, outcomes, phase, object, and factors. These 5 categories were adapted from those
generated by the Civil Aviation Organization Common Taxonomy Team's (CICTT), though not all categories from CICTT were
accepted. The RBOM la team is currently in the validation phase through level 2 of the common taxonomy. Some committee
members were concerned that the CICTT term "hazard" had been replaced with the term "factor". The team needs feedback from
users to determine whether levels 1 and 2 are acceptable (i.e. useful and descriptive enough). Packets containing the definitions and
2 levels will be provided to committee representatives next week for review and approval.
The objective of the RBOM la effort was not to recreate LOB taxonomies, but rather to create a common taxonomy that all lOBs
could map to. Each LOB would then map their terms based on a shared set of clear definitions for common terminology used
throughout the agency. In other words, current database owners would need to map their current data to the common taxonomy,
but this would occur behind the scenes. New databases would be expected to map to the common taxonomy. Implementation
would likely occur first through the use of the Hazard Identification, Risk Management and Tracking (HIRMT) system. HIRMT uses the
common taxonomy already to "tag" data; this functionality will be available for the January release of HIRMT. However, committee
members agreed that the mandatory use of the common taxonomy would need to be reinforced by adding the requirement within
FAA SMS policy.
Discussion: Feedback on FAA SMS Committee and FAA SMS Executive Council Charters

The committee received very little feedback on the FAA SMS Executive Council charters when they were sent out for review. The
committee will adjudicate the comments that were received and share the adjudications back with the committee. With the
approach of several high profile safety issues, Paula mentioned that the list of invitees for FAA SMS Committee Meetings will be
refined; LOBs should confirm one primary and one back up.
December 1st, 2015
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Discussion: HIRMT Demos for LOB/Staff Office Executives
HIRMT is on track for January release. HIRMT will not be demonstrated at the FM SMS Executive Council level. However, Calvin
mentioned that his team would be willing to offer a high-level demo for executives upon request; those interested should contact
him.

Discussion: POCs for Safety Assurance
Kristen provided a brief overview of the effort to continuously improve FM Safety Assurance (SA) that she is leading. This effort will
complete the requirement in the continuous improvement plan for performing a self-assessment and the end deliverable will be a
set of SA-centric recommendations for improvement. Kristen asked each LOB to identify POCs that are knowledgeable on SA for her
to interview.

General
Committee members are expected to brief their executives and Safety Collaboration Team (SCT) representatives on the list of
planned NAS changes. Paula reminded committee members to reach out for help if they require assistance with briefing their
executives.

December 1st, 2015
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting

Tuesday, January 5, 2016
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB lOA Room 840
ATTENDEES:
Name

Daum, James•
Demidovich, Nickolas
Derman, Debbie*
Forrester, Carolina
Geraghty, Maggie*
Giordani, Andrea
King, Sue

Organization
ANG-83

Email

Phone

202-267-2259
202-267-8437

Martinez, Paula

AVP-300

James.Daum@faa.gov
Nickolas.Demidovich@faa.gov
Dderman@qedllc.com
Carolina.Forrester@faa.gov
Maggie.E.Geraghty@faa.gov
Andrea.Giordani@faa.gov
Sking@qedllc.com
Mark.Liptak@faa.gov
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov

Minek, Kristen

AVP

Kristen.Minek@faa.gov

ATO/GGTI

Kelsey.CTR.Muka@faa.gov
Chris.Pokorski@faa.gov
JPolychrones@QEDLLC.com
Bob.Robeson@faa.gov
Brian. Rushforth@faa.gov
Barry~Schleicher(g)faa.gov
Ch ris.J.Scott@faa.gov
Bshaw@qedllc.com
gschlabach@qedllc.com
Joanne.M.Soliman@faa.gov
5cott.Van8uren@faa.gov
Lesley.CTR.Walcourt@faa.gov
Amer.M.Younossi@faa.gov

Liptak, Mark•

Muka, Kelsey
Pokorski, Chris
Polychrones, Jaime
Robeson, Bob
Rushforth, Brian
Schleicher, Barry
Scott, Chris
Shaw, Brian
Schlabach, Gina•
Soliman, Joanne
Van Buren, Scott
Walcourt, Lesley
Younossi, Amer
"Phone

AST-004
AVP-300/QED

SIG
ATO
AVP-300
AVP-300/QED
AVP-310

AVP-300
AVP-300/QED
APO-300
MS-3000
ATO
ANG-B3

AVP-300/QED
AVP-300/QED
AVP-310
AVP-001
ANG-83/Veracity
AVP-300

814-883-5424

202-267-9690
202-267-9163
202-267-3770
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NOTES:
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Safety Management System [SMS) Executive Briefing Items

The next FAA SMS Executive Council (EC) Meeting will be held on Friday, January 29, 9:00 AM -10:30 AM. Executives should arrive
ready to discuss a variety of topics. The FAA SMS Committee and the FAA SMS EC charters should be provided to executives in
advance so they can be ready to sign them at the meeting. SMS Committee representatives are expected to brief their executives
on the list of planned National Airspace System (NAS) changes. For planned NAS changes, the selection criteria will not be up for
debate, but executives will be expected to provide feedback regarding whether they agree with the order of the prioritized list.
Paula Martinez reminded SMS Committee members to reach out if they require assistance with briefing their executives and to
confirm attendance.
Safety CoUaboration Team Briefing

The Safety Collaboration Tearn (SCT) agreed to remove Operations in Low Visibility from the list of planned NAS changes
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The SCT will postpone its assessment of the highest-ranked change (i.e., Remotely Staffed Tower Setvices) because the Air Traffic
Organization (ATO) is currently facilitating Safety Risk Management (SRM) activities for the implementation of a remotely staffed
tower at Leesburg Executive Airport (JYO). However, the SCT will simultaneously collect data from the Leesburg SRM effort and
leverage it when a cross-organizational SRM panel is convened to assess the planned change. Scott Van Buren explained that the
assessment for Remotely Staffed Tower Setvices will be bound to a specific technology, while the assessment for Low Activity Tower
Setvice Alternatives could include multiple technologies.

Business Plan Targets and Interim Milestones
All Risk-Based Decision Making (RBDM} Business Plan targets are on track. RBDM Sub-initiatives la, Establish common data
taxonomies to be used consistently across the FAA, with industry, and internationally, and le, Obtain greater access to sources of
data and improve the ability to share data both internally and external to the FAA, are merging to align work and conserve
resources. An interim Safety Community of Interest (COi) will be formed to discuss data issues. Executives will be asked if they
support the Safety COi paper sent to them on November 5.

General Discussion
The committee discussed potential FAA SMS Committee goals and improvements for Fiscal Year 2016:
•

Develop a work plan outlining FAA SMS Committee activity and goals over a three-year period.

•

Clearly define how we know FAA safety management is effective (i.e., organizational-level safety management metrics}.

•

Illustrate how the FAA SMS Committee is helping the agency better manage safety.

•

Highlight safety efforts that have been simplified or consolidated (i.e., those that are being done smarter).

•

Improve communication for issues that cross Lines of Business (LOBs) (i.e., recognize organizational safety risk associated
with reduced gaps in communication).

Paula asked each LOB to email additional goals or to share them at the next meeting.
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, January 19, 2016
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB l0A Room 840
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NOTES:
Cross-Organizational SRM Guidance Document

As a result of recommendations generated from the Risk-Based Decision Making (RBDM) Sub-Initiative (SI) 2a/2b and Safety
Collaboration Team (SCT), guidance was developed for Safety Risk Management (SRM) conducted for cross-organizational issues.
The draft guidance will be provided to the FAA SMS Committee for review, with comments due by February 2nd •
The new guidance is more detailed than FAA Order 8040.4, which is in the process of being revised. Once FAA Order 8040.4 is
signed, the guidance will be updated as needed to ensure alignment between the two documents. Brian noted that the new
guidance generally covers pre and post SRM activity, while FAA Order 8040.4 governs the conduct of SRM itself. For example,
templates were included to ensure consistency in the submission of Significant Safety Issues (SSls) and Planned NAS Changes. The
current hazard escalation process will go away, because those concepts are captured in the new guidance.
SSI Process and LOB Processes

Lona clarified SSls were designated based on the Fiscal Year (FY) they were added to the SSI list, not necessarily the year that they
were addressed (i.e. SSls added to the list during FY15, but not addressed until FY16, were designated as a FY15 SSls). Moving
forward, they are changing this, so they will gather the FYl 7 SSls in FY16 and address them in FYl 7. All SSls submitted to the SCT for
consideration must be entered into HIRMT and cannot be removed from the system. In the Acquisition Management System (AMS),
when a program becomes an acquisition it is tracked by ANG in HIRMT. However, Planned NAS changes are not required to be
entered into HIRMT.
Committee members cautioned that the FAA must be very careful about identifying safety issues and then removing, deprioritizing,
or ignoring them. Justification as to why an issue was removed, deprioritized, or ignored should be well-documented. It is possible
for an LOB to submit a safety issue for consideration that they are not the OPR for, but that LOB does not have the authority to force
the OPR to address it. However, if the FAA identifies a safety issue and then does nothing to mitigate it, the agency is accepting the
safety issue by default. Committee members agreed that if an LOB finds that a previous year's SSI submission continues to be a
safety issue, they should be permitted to resubmit the issue to the SCT for consideration on future lists. Maggie mentioned that the
ATO is exploring the idea of a "rolling Top 5" (i.e. issues are worked to completion before new safety issues are added, instead of
generating a new list every year).
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General Discussion
The next FAA SMS Executive Council (EC) Meeting will be held on Friday, January 29, 9:00 AM

10:30 AM .

,_:

Iv:

Provide draft guidance for cross-LOB SRM to the FAA SMS Committee.

Lona Saccomando

Complete

Review draft guidance for cross-LOB SRM and provide feedback to Lona Saccomando.

Committee Members

01/01/16

Provide updated materialr. for the next Executive Council (ECI meetinR to FM SMS Committee.

Paula Martinez

Complete

Brief executives on the list of planned NAS changes and reach out if assistance is needed.

Committee Members

01/29/16

Provide executives with FM SMS Committee charter, FM SMS EC charter, and Safety Community
of Interest (COi) paper.

Committee Members

01/29/16

Confirm executive attendance for next EC meeting.

Committee Members

ASAP

Email Paula with potential FAA SMS Committee Roals and imorovements for Fiscal Year 2016.

Committee Members

ASAP

Collect data the ATO facilitated SRM activities for the implementation of a remotely staffed tower
at Leesburg Executive Airport {JYO) and leverage it when a cross-organizational SRM panel is
convened to assess the Remotely Staffed Tower Planned NAS Change.

SCT Members

Identify individuals to participate on the team that applies the SSI process and develops the FY17
SSI List.

Committee Members

.
Ac:tfons:

January 19, 2016
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, February 2 nd , 2016
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB 10A Room 840
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NOTES:
Brief-out: FAA SMS Executive Council Meeting

Executives were well prepared for discussion during the last Executive Council (EC) meeting. Executives reached consensus on the
Planned NAS Change list and decided that the Safety Collaboration Team (SCT) will move forward with Dependent Parallel
Operations for Runways Greater than 4,300 Feet.
The other Planned NAS Changes have activities already underway; therefore, safety analyses will begin when those changes have
matured. For example, the ATO is facilitating Safety Risk Management (SRM) activity for the use of a remotely staffed air traffic
control tower at Leesburg Executive Airport (JYO). The SCT will leverage data from that effort when a cross-organizational SRM panel
is convened to assess the Remotely Staffed Tower Planned NAS Change. Executives agreed to take ownership of the Safety
Community of Interest (COi) as executive sponsors. One small change will be made to the FAA SMS Executive Council Charter and
then it will be ready for signature.
SSI Process: Lessons Learned and FY17 Schedule

Chris Pokorski provided an overview of the lessons learned from the first round of Significant Safety Issues (SSI). One key lesson
learned from previous SSI activity is to ensure that potential candidates have full management support prior to submission to the
SCT. Paula recommended that committee members share SSI process challenges at the committee meetings so that LOBs can help
each other improve. Lona clarified SSls were designated based on the Fiscal Year (FY) they were added to the SSI list, not necessarily
the year that they were addressed (i.e. SSls added to the list during FY15, but not addressed until FY16, were designated as a FY15
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SSls). Moving forward, they are changing this by gathering the FY17 SSls in FY16 and addressing them in FYl 7. The FM SSI
Identification Process has been revised and will be shared for comment.
Chris clarified that there is no limit to the number of potential 5Sls that each LOB may submit. Last year, the team received 10
candidates and two were selected for assessment. Maggie mentioned that the ATO is exploring the idea of a "rolling Top 5" (i.e.
issues are worked to completion before new safety issues are added, instead of generating a new list every year). Committee
members agreed that if an LOB finds that a previous year's SSI submission continues to be a safety issue, they will be permitted to
resubmit the issue to the 5SI Team for consideration on future lists.
Committee members agreed that finishing the safety assessment is only the beginning and that the agency must diligently monitor
and track hazards to see if they are actually being addressed. More robust business processes are needed for what happens after the
safety assessments are completed. The Hazard Identification Risk Management and Tracking (HIRMT) system can be used to track
hazards, but management action is needed for Planned NAS Changes and mitigations to move forward to implementation (i.e.
activities to be added to business plans). The near term goal is to improve cross-organizational communication and increase overall
promotional efforts (i.e. highlighting of successes).
Updates: FAA Order 8000.369 1 FAA Order 8040.41 and OPRs for Planned NAS Changes

The FM Order 8000.369 Team met this week to address comments received; a revised draft will be shared for comment by COB
Friday. Revisions to FM Order 8040.4 are progressing and the team has been working through sub-team issues to come to
consensus. Representatives on the FAA Order 8040.4 revision team are committed to the concepts that have been presented, but it
has been a challenge to get agreement on the details (e.g. likelihood table ranges). However, the team is on schedule to meet its
target of delivering a revised draft to the FM SMS Committee by the end of June.
For the planned NAS change, Dependent Parallel Operations for Runways Greater than 4,300 Feet, the ATO was identified as the
OPR. However, because the ATO's operation is not ready to move the concept forward, AVP-300 deferred OPR responsibilities to the
SCT. The group agreed that ideally individual LOBs would be identified to fill the OPR role, instead of the SCT. This was also a topic of
discussion at the February 4 th SCT meeting.

Actkms:

for:

Bv:

Review draft guidance for cross-LOB 5RM and provide feedback to Lona Saccomando. Deadline
extended.

Committee Members

02/05/16

Provide committee members with a revised draft of FAA Order 8000.369.

Paula Martinez

Share issues encountered at the LOB level during the 551 process and lessons learned at the
committee meetings.

Committee Members

ASAP

Email Paula with potential FAA 5M5 Committee goals and improvements for Fiscal Year 2016.

Committee Members

ASAP

Identify individuals to participate on the team that applies the SSI process and develops the FYl 7
SSI List.

Committee Members

ASAP

Review the draft FM S51 Identification Process and provide feedback to Chris Pokorski.

Committee Members

03/04/16

5CT Members
Collect data from the ATO facilitated 5RM activities for the implementation of a remotely staffed
tower at Leesburg Executive Airport (JYO) and leverage it when a cross-organizational 5RM panel is
convened to assess the Remotely Staffed Tower Planned NA5 Change.
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, February 16, 2016
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB 10A Room 840
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NOTES:
Identifying and Prioritizing Planned Changes

The Safety Collaboration Team (SCT) met last week and discussed the selection criteria for planned National Airspace System (NAS)
changes. The SCT was in agreement that planned changes need to be identified and prioritized at least annually. Lesley Walcourt
and Chris Scott are leading the development of a strategy for the planned change titled Dependent Parallel Operations for Runways
Greater than 4,300 Feet. Though the SCT is managing Significant Safety Issue (SSI) / planned change activity, the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) Safety Management System (SMS) Committee needs to ensure that all Lines of Business (LOBs) remain
engaged in the process.
Paula Martinez raised concerns with the term "pre-planned change," because it implies that no funding has been committed to a
particular change and the agency has not yet decided to move forward with the activity. The original intent was for the agency to
identify safety issues associated with planned changes before they became SSls. However, the team acknowledged that currently
planned changes are being presented as "pre-decisional" when, in reality, the agency has already decided to move forward with
them (which may not be consistent with Risk-Based Decision Making methodology). Safety work should be a factor in the decision
making process for planned changes; this is the missing piece.
Jim Daum emphasized that safety decisions should be supported with safety information for both SSI and planned change activity
(i.e., identified issues and rationales should be well documented). With system acquisitions, the predicted residual risk is usually
accepted because the safety analysis includes safety requirements to lower this risk to an acceptable level. During the system safety
reviews, safety requirements are validated and verified to mitigate the hazard with the assumption that they will be implemented.
Systems are typically implemented in phases and sometimes safety requirements are modified. In those cases, rationales must be
documented and the agency must ensure that the predicted residual risk is still acceptable. The committee emphasized the
importance of monitoring to see whether safety requirements are implemented and whether they control safety risk to an
acceptable level. Brian Shaw noted that the Hazard Identification, Risk Management and Tracking (HIRMT) system was designed to
track safety hazards/issues that are already in the NAS, not hazards associated with planned changes. Since the team needs a clear
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understanding of monitoring for safety requirements and the FAA SMS Committee's role in the planned change process, these will
be topics of discussion during the next FAA SMS Committee Meeting.
SSI Status

Takeoff and Landing Performance Assessment (TALPA) Lithium Batteries - The Flight Standards Service issued Safety Information for Operators and is developing a surveillance plan to
assess the extent to which operators have completed safety analyses.

Light-Emitting Diode Lighting in Aircraft Operations - Hazard identification is complete. Executives have asked the team to plot the
risk level on the SMS risk matrix and perform further assessment on the hazards that are categorized as red or yellow.
Paula asked that representatives bring their SSI updates to the FAA SMS Committee before raising them in the Executive Council
Meeting. Individuals were identified to participate on the team that applies the SSI process and develops the Fiscal Year (FY) 2017
SSI List. Paula is developing a method for tracking SSls to inform executives.

AcmtN

-.

Share issues encountered at the LOB level during the 551 process and lessons learned at the FAA SMS
Committee Meetings.

FAA SMS Committee
Members

ASAP

Email Paula with potential FAA SMS Committee goals and improvements for FV16.

FAA SMS Committee
Members

ASAP

Review the draft FAA SSI Identification Process and provide feedback to Chris Pokorski.

FAA SMS Committee
Members

03/04/16

Duel>ate

Collect data from the ATO-facilitated Safety Risk Management (SRM) activities for the implementation of SCT Members
a remotely staffed tower at Leesburg Executive Airport and leverage it when a cross-organizational SRM
panel is convened to assess the Remotely Staffed Tower Planned NAS Change.
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, March 1, 2016
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB l0A Room 840
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NOTES:
March FAA SMS Executive Council Meeting
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Safety Management System (SMS) Committee agreed with Paula Martinez's
recommendation that the next FAA SMS Executive Council Meeting should be canceled. Instead, the Safety Management and
Research Planning Division, AVP-300, will prepare material for FAA SMS Committee representatives to brief their executives
individually. Representatives were asked to follow-up with their executives regarding the Committee and FAA SMS EC charters that
were distributed for signature.

Cross-Line of Business Safety Risk Management Guidance
The Safety Performance Management Branch, AVP-310, has adjudicated 147 comments that were received for the draft Cross-Line
of Business (LOB) Safety Risk Management (SRM) Guidance document. Lona Saccomando provided a brief overview of the major
comments and their respective adjudications. None of the comments were "show-stoppers."
Lona clarified that LOBs are not required to bring every cross-LOB safety issue to the FAA SMS Committee. Only those cross-LOB
safety issues that are Aerospace System Level (ASL) safety issues, Significant Safety Issues (SSls), or those cannot be settled at the
LOB level must be presented to the FAA SMS Committee. When a safety issue meets one or more of the ASL criteria, it must also be
reported in and managed through the Hazard Identification, Risk Management and Tracking system.

Unmanned Aircraft Systems SSI Team Membership
The unmanned Aircraft Systems Integration Team, AFS-80, and AVP-310 are putting together a plan and identifying members for the
Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) SSI Team. The FAA SMS Committee members should provide Points of Contact (POCs) from their
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organizations; AVP-310 will send out a formal memo once these POCs have been identified. Chris Pokorski (AVP-310) is leading the
effort.

FAA SSI ldentificatjon Process
The draft FM SSI Identification Process was distributed and comments are due by Close of Business March 5. The deadline for LOB
SSI candidate submission is July 2S each year. Since the Top 5 list is typically not finalized until September 1, it will be difficult for the
Air Traffic Organization to meet this deadline.
The Administrator would like to highlight the agency's Risk-Based Decision Making (RBOM) successes. Paula asked that committee
members share how business practices have been improved to support RBDM. Sue King will send out the Activities Related to RiskBased Decision Making document that the group contributed to last year and representatives should provide updates to Paula and
Sue.

'

.

.

..

'Aililfaee

OueDllte

Review Activities Related to Risk-Based Decision Making document and provide updates to
Paula Martinez and Sue King

All

ASAP

Ac:tlens

.'

.

•·

.·

Notify Terry Biggio of the SSI timeline (specifically, the Julv 25 SSI candidate submission deadline).

ATO

ASAP

Review the draft FAA SSI Identification Process and provide feedback to Chris Pokorski.

FAA SMS Committee
Members

03/05/16

Share issues encountered at the LOB level during the SSJ process and lessons learned at the FM SMS
Committee Meetings.

FAA SMS Committee
Members

Ongoing

Collect data from the ATO-facilitated SRM activities for the implementation of a remotely staffed tower
at Leesburg E)(ecutive Airport and leverage it when a cross-organizational SRM panel is convened to
assess the Remotely Staffed Tower Planned National Airspace System Change.

Safety Collaboration
Team Members

Ongoing
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, March 15, 2016
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB lOA Room 840

ATTENDEES:

- Name

..

~

i Bornhorst, Richard

Chapman, Scott*
Demidovich, Nickolas
i-Forrester, Carolina
" French, Steve*
' Geraghty, Maggie*
'Giordani, Andrea
f
! King, Sue
I Martinez, Paula
Muka, Kelsey
Saccomando, Lona
Scott, Chris
! Shaw, Brian
: VanBuren, Scott
! Virga, Michael
, Walcourt, Lesley*
!

c-

i

:

i
!
•

i
i

Organization

Email

ASH
AJl-314
AST-004
SIG
ANG/Contractor
ATO
AVP-300
AVP-300/QED
AVP-300
ATO/GGTI
AVP-310

Rich ard. Born horst@faa.gov
Scott.Chapman@faa.gov
Nickolas. Dem idovich@faa.gov
Carolina.Forrester@faa.gov
'
sfrench@regu Ius-group.com
•
Maggie.E.Geraghty@faa.gov
.
Andrea.Giordani@faa.gov
Sking@qedllc.com
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
Kelsey.CTR.Mu ka@faa.gov
Lona.Saccomando@faa.gov
Chris.J.Scott@faa.gov
- - - - - - ----·--···
Bshaw@qedllc.com
Scott. Van Bu ren@faa.gov
--·------Michael.Virga@faa.gov
Lesley.CTR.Walcourt@faa.gov

I ANG-B3
AVP-300/QED
i AVP-001
i ATO
' ANG-B3/Veracity
1

Phone

·----

_____

*Phone

NOTES:
Reminders

Paula Martinez reminded the group that the next Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Safety Management System (SMS) Executive
Council (EC) Meeting is canceled. Instead, the Safety Management and Research Planning Division, AVP-300, has provided material
for FAA SMS Committee representatives to brief their executives individually.
The Unmanned Aircraft Systems Integration Team, AFS-80, is working with Safety Performance Management, AVP-310, to create a
plan and identify members for the Unmanned Aircraft Systems Significant Safety Issue (SSI) Team. Chris Pokorski is leading the
effort. FAA SMS Committee members should provide Points of Contact (POCs) from their organizations; AVP-310 will distribute a
formal memorandum once these POCs have been identified.
Lona Saccomando noted that lessons learned from planned National Airspace System (NAS) changes and SSls will continue to be
shared through the FAA SMS Committee.
The Air Traffic Organization's (ATO's) qualitative table should only be used for issues/changes with NAS-wide impact; questions
regarding its use should be directed to the Safety Management Group, AJl-31.
Planned NAS Changes

Paula explained that the original intent was to address significant cross-organizational planned changes prior to any decisions
regarding funding or implementation (i.e., to address these items in a pre-decisional matter). Paula noted, however, that current
planned changes are not pre-decisional; the agency has already decided to move forward with them.
In July 2015, the Safety Collaboration Team (SCT) generated a list of planned changes using various sources, including the NAS
Segment Implementation Plan and NextGen Advisory Committee priorities. The SCT prioritized this list using specific criteria and
presented it to the EC in January 2016. Executives approved the list and asked that the SCT start work for the planned change
identified as Dependent Parallel Operations for Runways Greater than 4,300 Feet. The SCT found that safety risk assessments are
planned or ongoing for almost all of the items on the planned change list. Decision makers do not need input from the SCT because,
by the time they receive this feedback, decisions have already been made. For this reason, including the SCT or the FAA SMS
Committee in existing safety risk assessments does not seem to add value or fill a gap.

March 15, 2016
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SCT leadership is divided about whether to keep a planned change list or not. The group discussed if there is not a planned change
list if the SCT would act as a standing body or an ad hoc body. The Office of NextGen wants to be as proactive as possible with safety
issues. The ATO already involves all of the necessary stakeholders for cross-organizational issues/changes. All attendees agreed that
the SCT played an important role in the safety analysis performed for Pathfinder and that the effort was a success. Paula will bring
the Sub-Initiative 2 Executive Sponsors together to discuss this issue and see if they agree to not have a planned change list, but to
use the SCT for when issues are brought to them. After that, we will need to meet with the FAA SMS EC to talk about our change in
direction.

•

Actloill

All iplM

ec.Oat9

Provide organization point of contact for Midair with UAS SSI team to Chris Pokorski.

All

3/15/16

Use materials provided by AVP-300 to brief executives individually, in place of the next FM SMS EC
meeting.

All

4/15/16

Review activities related to the Risk-Based Decision Making document and provide updates to Paula
Martinez and Sue King.

All

3/29/16

Brief Sub-Initiative 2 Executive Sponsors on proposed path forward on planned changes; brief FM SMS
EC on new direction if agreed to bv Executive Sponsors.

Paula Martinez

ASAP

Share issues encountered at the Line of Business level during the S51 process and lessons learned at the
FAA SMS Committee Meetings.

FM SMS Committee
Members

Ongoing

Collect data from the ATO-facilitated Safety Risk Management (SRM) activities for the implementation of SCT Members
a remotely staffed tower at Leesburg Executive Airport and leverage it when a cross-organizational SRM
oanel is convened to assess the Remotely Staffed Tower planned change.

March 15, 2016
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, April 5, 2016
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB l0A Room 840
ATTENDEES:
I
.

--------------

Name

Email

/ Organization
'ASH

Bornhorst, Richard*

l Demidovich, Nickolas

I AST-004

Daum, Jim*
Forrester, Carolina
French, Steve*
' Geraghty, Maggie*
' Giordani, Andrea
King, Sue
Ko, Calvin
-~-Kramar, Danko
,C- Liptak, Mark*
Martinez, Paula
Penn, Bryant
Pokorski, Chris
Rushforth, Brian
: Saccomando, Lona*
i Scott, Chris*
' Shaw, Brian
Shoemaker, Susan
Strohm, Ann*
'
I VanBuren, Scott
.
, Walcourt, Lesley

! ANG-B3

·----~---

--------

'

SIG

.

Phone

Richard.Bornhorst@faa.gov
202-267-9443
Nickolas. Dem idovich@faa.gov ------- ------------~-----202-267-8437 -James.Daum@faa.gov
202-507-2259
·---- -~-----·-------Carolina.Forrester@faa.gov
202-267-9690
------------ ---- ·---------------,-- ·- Steve.French@metronaviation.com
276-873-0763
-----------------·---·- ----------Maggie.E.Geraghty@faa.gov
202-267-9163
--------- ---·
Andrea.Giordani@faa.gov
202-267-3770
------------------Sking@qedllc.com
703-855-7885
Calvin.Ko@faa.gov
202-267-2731
-------~
Danko.Kramar@faa.gov
202-267-7090
I 202-510-8010
Mark.Liptak@faa.gov
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
202-267-7602
571-777-8197 -------------- --Bryant.CTR. Pen n@faa.gov
T 202-267-9266
Chris.Pokorski@faa.gov
202-267-9617
Brian.Rushforth@faa.gov
• 202-267-3075
Lona.Saccomando@faa.gov
---~---~-202-267-2726
Chris.J.Scott@faa.gov
---------703-525-5333 X 1115
Bshaw@qedllc.com
571-777-8194
Sshoemaker@ggti.com
-------------- ----------703-623-1502
astrohm@qedllc.com
-------···- -------·-202-494-8417
Scott.VanBuren@faa.gov
'
202-600-7595
Lesley.CTR.Walcourt@faa.gov
-

---~-

'

i ANG-B3/Metron
i AJl-31

,

! AVP-300

/ AVP-300/QED

I AVP-300
I AVP-300
• AVP-310
AVP-300
AJl-31/GGTI
AVP-310
AAS-300
AVP-310
, ANG-B3
I AVP-300/QED

,

l AJl-31/GGTI
! AVP-300/QED

I AVP-001

i ANG-B3/Veracity

------

·--------------··--· ---··-------·--- -- --·- ------

-

*Phone
NOTES:
SSI Process Discussion

Chris Pokorski provided a briefing regarding updates to the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Significant Safety Issue (SSI)
identification process. During this presentation, the FAA Safety Management System (SMS) Committee considered how an issue
added to the SSI list may be removed if resources are not allocated to address it. Theoretically, if a topic added to the SSI list is not
planned for the current year, is that topic automatically added to the next year's list? There is currently no policy or guidance that
explicitly addresses this concern. All SSI candidates, regardless of whether or not resources have been assigned, are automatically
added into the Hazard Identification, Risk Management, and Tracking (HIRMT) system. A solution is to propose to the SMS
Committee that the SSI be closed in the HIRMT system with an accompanying rationale. Additionally, Lines of Business (LOBs) and
Staff Offices (SOs) should self-impose their own timelines to address an SSI issue that is unaddressed at the committee level.
HIRMT Rollout

HIRMT rolled out on March 25. SMS Committee members have access to the tool, which is optimized to work with Internet
Explorer. Issues that are have been open since the deployment of HIRMT (March 25) must be entered into HIRMT by May 29. The
SMS Committee encourages the entry of existing issues into the tool as well. Calvin Ko is providing live training, but an electronic
Learning Management System course is being developed. Paula Martinez is curious about how the HIRMT tool is being
communicated within LOBs and sos. Other communication and outreach tools within the Office of Aviation Safety will soon become
available to other sos and LOBs.
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Risk-Based Decision Making
The SMS Committee will provide updates to the document on activities related to Risk-Based Decision Making mid-year and at the
end of the fiscal year.
FAA Order 8000.3698 1 Safety Management System

The order was signed on March 18 by the FAA Administrator. The SMS Committee discussed conducting peer-reviewed
organizational self-assessments with a defined template and criteria and is seeking feedback on ways to measure compliance with
FAA Order 8000.369. The three-fold purpose of the self-assessment is to: provide tangible evidence for compliance with internal
SMS orders, identify gaps in implementation that will inform FAA leadership, and aid in preparation for future SMS audits by
independent oversight organizations (e.g., the Department of Transportation Inspector General, the Government Accountability
Office}.

Safety CoHaboration Team and Planned Changes List
The SMS Committee determined that a list for planned changes is unnecessary. The Safety Collaboration Team (SCT) will remain an
on-demand team should safety issues arise. The executive sponsors are on board.
FAA SSI Status Updates

LED lighting: The team has gone through the first set of Safety Risk Management (SRM). There should be a deeper dive on the risks
that have fallen into the medium level according the FAA Order 8040.4, Safety Risk Management Policy, levels. Those items will be
documented into HIRMT. The full SRM report will be completed in Fiscal Year 2016.

Unmanned Aircraft Systems: This was put on hold, and a team is standing by to reconvene.
~

.......

Duel>al'II

Share issues encountered at the LOB level during the SSI process and lessons learned at the FAA SMS
Committee Meetings.

FAA SMS Committee
Members

Ongoing

Collect data from the Air Traffic Organization-facilitated SRM activities for the implementation of a
remotely staffed tower at Leesburg Executive Airport, and leverage it when a cross-organizational SRM
panel is convened to assess the Remotely Staffed Tower planned change.

SCT Members

Ongoing

Identify FAA SSI Team participants and notify Chris Pokorski.

All

April19
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, May 3, 2016
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB 10A Room 840

ATTENDEES:
'

!

'

~

.
r

I
'

!

:

,_,

Name

I Organization

Email

Arrighi, Jim*
Bornhorst, Richard
Chapman, Scott*
Demidovich, Nickolas*
Fee, Jim*
French, Steve*
Giordani, Andrea
Glasgow, Sharon
King, Sue
Ko, Calvin
Martinez, Paula
McNeil!, (Britt) Donald
Penn, Bryant
Randolph, Warren*
Robeson, Bob

i AJl-15

James.Arrighi@faa.gov
Richard.Bornhorst@faa.gov
Scott.Chapman@faa.gov
Nickolas.Demidovich@faa.gov
James.Fee@faa.gov
sfrench@regu Ius-group.com
Andrea.Giordani@faa.gov
Sharon.Glasgow@faa.gov
Sking@qedllc.com
Calvin.Ko@faa.gov
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
Donald.McNeill@faa.gov
Bryant.CTR.Penn@faa.gov
Warren.Randolph@faa.gov
Bob.Robeson@faa.gov
Lona.Saccomando@faa.gov
Chris.J.Scott@faa.gov
Brian.Skelly@faa.gov
Bshaw@qedllc.com
Joanne.Snow@faa.gov
Stu art.Spa nde@faa.gov
Venessa.Stiger@faa.gov
Amer.M.Younossi@faa.gov
Scott. Van Bu ren@faa.gov
Lesley.CTR.Walcourt@faa.gov

• Saccomando, Lona*
• Scott, Chris
,, Skelly, Brian
· Shaw, Brian
, Snow, Joanne
Spande, Stuart
! Stiger, Venessa*
~ Younossi, Amer
VanBuren, Scott
' Walcourt, Lesley

i ADG-300
' AJl-314
I AST-004
I AJl-15
I ANG-B3/Regulus Group
i AVP-300
I SIG

i AVP-300/QED
! AVP-300

I AVP-300
/ AJl-333
! AJl-31/GGTI
i AVP-220
I APO-300

I AVP-310

i ANG-B3
I AIR-150

I AVP-300/QED
i SIG
I AVP-230

~

1

I AIR-150
i

AVP-300

i AVP-001
i ANG-B3/Veracity

~

Phone

*Phone

NOTES:
Current Safety Issue: Air Carrier Use of Non-certificated Runways in the NAS

There is an ongoing safety issue in which Title 14 of the Code of Federal Regulations (14 CFR) part 121 aircraft could potentially use
runway facilities throughout the NAS that are not certificated under 14 CFR part 139. Use of these non-certificated facilities could
result in catastrophic aircraft damage and/or fatal injuries. There are recommendations associated with this issue meant to address
the risks. The Air Traffic Organization Runway Safety Office is seeking assistance from the Safety Collaboration Team to perform the
Safety Risk Management work.
AIR Briefing: HIRMT Request for Exemption

A briefing file was provided prior to the SMS Committee meeting regarding a request to approve an exemption from the Aircraft
Certification Service (AIR) to use the HIRMT. The SMS Committee should determine whether the existing process and tool that AIR
uses can substitute for following Order 8040.4 and using HIRMT. Specifically, AIR is seeking an exemption for entry of Airworthiness
Directives into HIRMT. AIR uses Monitor Safety Analyze Data (MSAD) as a process and tool for in-service/aircraft fleet operational
safety issues that may require an airworthiness directive. The tool and process are used to mitigate safety risk that may affect the
fleet. The methodology comprises a 15-step process where the issue is initially identified and risk is assessed qualitatively, then
quantitatively by engineers. A group called the Corrective Action Review Board assesses the analyses performed to determine what
to do about the safety issue. The quantitative risk assessment supports the development of a corrective action timeline.

May 3, 2016
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When considering whether the exemption request should be granted, SMS Committee members should keep the following Jn mind:
The purpose of HIRMT is an agency tool to track hazards. How does the executive council look at safety issues across the agency if
some LOBs and staff offices do not input data into the tool?
In general organizations requesting exemptions should brief the FM SMS Committee.
Next year, there will be more discussions regarding integrating/linking HIRMT with existing databases.

804Q,4B Update and Process Bmew
The Order 8040,4 re-write team is finished with its deliberations on the first draft. Its purpose was to ensure consistency with
existing FM policies. Scott Van Buren provided a briefing to the Committee. During the meeting there was brief discussion and
concern about the application of the two risk matrices. SMS Committee members will receive the 8040.4 for review and comment
on May 3.

Hazard Taxonomy Document
Britt McNeil provided a briefing on hazard taxonomy. The taxonomy has been sent out for comments. Currently, the taxonomy
group is not in a position to mandate the data structure for organizations currently collecting/characterizing data. However, it is
requested that LOBs and staff offices be able to map to the taxonomy. There is a plan to design and build a process to evolve the
taxonomy. The end-state should provide a policy document that forces everyone to move toward the new hazard taxonomy.

ss1 Update
Lithium Batteries-Internal SRM project for the issue has begun. They are currently in phases 1 and 2 to determine the initial issues.
LEDs- The safety risk assessment was completed. It was reviewed by the responsible executives "primary stakeholder
organizations" The SSI has been placed into HIRMT as well as all 11 hazards and their initial risk levels.

......

...

. .

0ue·0aai

AIR will submit a memo re: the HIRMT Exemption to the SMS Committee for review

AIR

5/6/2016

Consider the AIR HIRMT exemption request, be prepared to vote on the request at the next
SMS Committee meetirnt

FAA SMS Committee
Member5

5/17/2016

Sign SMS Committee Charter

FAA SMS Committee

Ongoing until
completion

·

. <. ,·: ,, . ,,

Members

May 3, 2016
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, June 21, 2016
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB 10A Room 840
ATTENDEES:

--

-~~--

Name

Bornhorst, Richard
r
: Chung, John
• French, Steve
! Giordani, Andrea
. Glasgow, Sharon
King, Sue
C
Kramar, Danko
Liptak, Mark
f- Luna, Angel
Martinez, Paula
Penn, Bryant
I
~ Robeson, Bob
~ Rushforth, Brian
i Saccomando, Lona
Scott, Chris
r
: Shaw, Brian
Virga, Michael
. Younossi, Amer

! Organization

Email

i ADG-300
i ANG-B3
i ANG-B3/Regulus Group

Richard.Bornhorst@faa.gov
John. Chu ng@faa.gov
Sfrench@regulus-group.com
Andrea.Giordani@faa.gov
Sharon.Glasgow@faa.gov
Sking@qedllc.com
Danko.Kramar@faa.gov
Mark.Liptak@faa.gov
Angel.Luna@faa.gov
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
Bryant.CTR. Pen n@faa.gov
Bob. Robeson@faa.gov
Brian.Rushforth@faa.gov
Lona.Saccomando@faa.gov
Chris.J.Scott@faa.gov
Bshaw@qedllc.com
Michael.Virga@faa.gov
Amer.M.Younossi@faa.gov

AVP-300
APP-400
AVP-300/QED
l AVP-300
i AVP-310

I AJl-313
: AVP-300
! AJl-31/GGTI
I APO-300
i AAS-300
! AVP-310
j ANG-B3
i AVP-300/QED
j AJl-314

~

I .AVP-300

Phone
-202-267-9443 ~-- ---- ~- -----609-485-7896 ---~--~- --276-873-0763
202-267-3770
~

-

1

-

-~-----

1

-

202-267-8739
703-855-7885
202-267-7090
-202-510-8010
202-267-7150
202-267-7602 ·-----571-777-8197
"-----..--------------------202-267-9509 -----------~-,
202-267-9617
---202-267-3075
---202-267-2726
703-525-5333 X 1115
.
609-485-8877
202-267-5164

--

NOTES:
Safety Management System Self-Assessment

AVP provided a briefing on performing SMS self-assessments based on the requirements in Order 8000.369B, Safety Management
System. An assessment tool was developed to support an assessment approach similar to the Civil Air Navigation Services
Organization Model. AVP believes that performing self-assessments would help prepare FAA for any follow-up SMS audits from the
Government Accountability Office (GAO). Additionally, there is an outstanding agreement from the last GAO SMS audit to develop a
method to assess SMS implementation. AVP offers to send the tool out to SMS Committee members for feedback to determine
whether there is a desire to participate in a self-assessment, or FAA peer review of Line of Business and Staff Office SMS
implementation. Danko Kramar and Brian Shaw are the points of contact for the effort.
Safety Performance Management Framework

FAA has an obligation as part of ICAO Annex 19 to determine if its safety management activities are actually improving the overall
safety of the NAS. FAA developed an initial schematic with other ICAO members. In assessing the relationship between safety
outcomes and safety processes, the goal of the effort is to determine what the Acceptable level of Safety Performance is, and how
to determine whether it has been reached. An initial reaction from some SMS Committee members was that the schematic is
complex. It was countered that the schematic would consider FAA's existing approaches and processes to managing safety, and
determine whether they are appropriate and/or effective. SMS Committee members should review the schematic and provide input
on its suitability. AVP-310 will further develop the schematic to provide more specific details on FAA processes. Refer to the briefing
submitted with the June 21 SMS Committee meeting invitation.
Status Updates

AVP-300 is working on a Safety Management Evolution Plan to replace the FAA SMS Implementation Plan. The 2-3-year plan
connects all the FAA safety initiatives, and how they fit within an FAA safety management framework. It will soon be forwarded to
SMS Committee members for review and feedback.

June 21, 2016
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, July 19, 2016
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB 10A Room 840
ATTENDEES:
----·-----~- -~~~---

; Name

' Burke, Stephen
Demidovich, Nick
French, Steve
l Giordani, Andrea
I Glasgow, Sharon
i.- Ivory, Peter
King, Sue
Martinez, Paula
Penn, Bryant
Rushforth, Brian
, Saccomando, Lona

I Scott, Chris
:
:
:
!

Shaw, Brian
VanBuren, Scott
Virga, Michael
Walcourt, Lesley
Younossi, Amer

Organization
AVP-300
AST-004

ANG-B3/Regulus Group
AVP-300
APP-400
APO-300
AVP-300/QED
AVP-300
l AJl-31/GGTI
! AAS-300
1

I AVP-310
ANG-B3

I AVP-300/QED
l AVP-005
AJl-314
ANG-B3
AVP-300

Email

Stephen.P.Burke@faa.gov
Nikolas.Demidovich@faa.gov
SFrench@regulus-group.com
Andrea.Giordani@faa.gov
Sharon.Glasgow@faa.gov
Peter. lvory@faa.gov
SKing@qedllc.com
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
Bryant.CTR. Pen n@faa.gov
Brian.Rushforth@faa.gov
Lona.Saccomando@faa.gov
Chris.J.Scott@faa.gov
BShaw@qedllc.com
Scott.VanBuren@faa.gov
Michael.Virga@faa.gov
Lesley .ctr. Wa lcou rt@faa.gov
Amer.M.Younossi@faa.gov

Phone
202-267-2663
202-267-8437
276-873-0763
' 202-267-3770
202-267-5257
202-267-3314
1 703-855-7885
202-267-7602
571-777-8197
- 202-267-9617
1

------

----j

---

1

202-267-3075
202-267-2726
703-525-5333
202-494-8417
609-485-8877
202-600-7595
202-267-5164

~--+.,-

-----~-•
X

1115

--·-----,

NOTES:
8000.3698 Assessment

Review the 8000.369 assessment tool. Let AVP-300 know if there is benefit to performing a self-assessment. If so, SMS Committee
member organizations are encouraged to do so. Brian Shaw will send out the self-assessment tool to SMS Committee participants
once again.
AVS-1 Meeting with Administrator (July 29)

Peggy Gilligan will be meeting with the FAA Administrator to discuss Risk-Based Decision-Making (RBDM) achievements and
opportunities. It is expected that the FAA Administrator will prioritize any initiatives that are industry facing and deal with
compliance.
To help Peggy Gilligan prepare for the meeting, FAA SMS Committee participants are asked to consider any efficiencies gained from
RBDM or safety management in general. In particular, consider how any compliance related activities pertinent to safety
management have led to achievement of efficiencies. Provide input to Sue King and Andrea Giordani.
FY17 Business Plan Items

Business planning for fiscal year 2017 has begun; language is being prepared. The business plan items will be sent out to FAA SMS
Committee members.
Sharing of SMS Documentation

Air Traffic Organization recently updated, and published its Safety Management System Manual. As other internal policies SMS are
developed for the future, SMS Committee members are encouraged to share their planned SMS policy changes with the group for
input.
Safety Management Evolution Plan

Comments are due on July 28. The plan is scheduled for completion at the end of the current fiscal year.

July 19, 2016
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, September 06, 2016
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB 10A Room 840

ATTENDEES:
Name
Bornhorst, Richard
~ Burke, Stephen
_ Chung, John
i. Demidovich, Nick
-- Derman, Debbie
; French, Steve
Geraghty, Maggie
/ Giordani, Andrea
i Glasgow, Sharon
; King, Sue
Kramar, Danko
! Liptak, Mark
j Martinez, Paula
Penn, Bryant
~Pokorski, Chris
Rushforth, Brian
Saccomando, Lona
rShaw, Brian
Schleicher, Barry
• Strohm, Ann
i Snow, Joanne
VanBuren, Scott
..Virga, Michael
Walcourt, Lesley
· Younossi, Amer

MANAGEMENT

----~----

I Organization

Email

/ ADG-300
! AVP-300
I ANG-B3
J AST-004
j AVP-300/QED

I ANG-B3/Regulus Group
I AJl-31
I AVP-300

I APP-400

·-·

i AVP-300/QED
; AVP-300
i AVP-310
1
AVP-300
i AJl-31/GGTI
i AVP-310
I AAS-300
i AVP-310
i
I

AVP-300/QED
AVP-310

AVP-300/QED
I AOA-001

i

AVP-300
AJl-314
ANG-B3
AVP-300

..

Richard.Bornhorst@faa.gov
Stephen.P.Burke@faa.gov
John.Chung@faa.gov
Nikolas.Demidovich@faa.gov
Dderma n@qedlie.com
Sfrench@regulus-group.com
Maggie.E.Geraghty@faa.gov
Andrea.Giordani@faa.gov
Sharon.Glasgow@faa.gov
Sking@qedllc.com
Danko.Kramar@faa.gov
Mark.Liptak@faa.gov
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
Bryant.CTR.Penn@faa.gov
Chris.Pokorski@faa.gov
Brian.Rushforth@faa.gov
Lona.Saccomando@faa.gov
Bshaw@qedllc.com
Barry.Schleicher@faa.gov
AStrohm@qedllc.com
Joanne.Snow@faa.gov
Scott.VanBuren@faa.gov
Michael.Virga@faa.gov
Lesley.CTR.Walcourt@faa.gov
Amer.M.Younossi@faa.gov

- - - - - ~ -~-

-~---

Phone
-- ~· -; 202 267-9443
202-267-2663
609-485-7896
202-267-8437
----814-883-5424
276-873-0763
202-267-9163
------~- -~--- --202-267-3770
202-267-5257
---------703-855-7885
202-267-7090
-----------202-510-8010
202-267-7602
571 777-8197
"-----202-267-9266
-----202-267-9617
202-267-3075
-------• 703 525-5333 X 1115
202-267-9628
703-525-5333
i
202-267-8930
202-494-8417
609-485-8877
202-600-7595
i 202-267-5164
---·-

NOTES:
FAA Significant Safety Issue {SSI) Candidate List

Chris Pokorski led the discussion about the FAA SSI candidates for fiscal year 2017. The team discussed all the candidates and scored
them. Runway incursions had the highest score of the five SSI candidates reviewed. Converging Runway Operations was submitted
by AOV; however, it is recommended to be removed from the SSI list after discussions with ATO and AOV. Opposite Direction
Operations (ODO) will be the proposed replacement candidate. This issue has not yet been scored, however. With the Unmanned
Aerial Systems {UAS) issue, there are concerns about whether the near-mid-air collision (NMAC) data have been validated. ATO
maintains that only the NMACs that Flight Standards Service confirms have been considered (as opposed to pilot reported NMACs).
In general, there is agreement that there is an issue, but its criticality is uncertain. Thus far, the recommendation is to identify UAS as
an issue and to continue to collect and monitor relevant data. ATO voiced the concern about resource availability due to being listed
as OPR on 4 of the 5 proposed SSls. There was discussion about other FAA organizations that could be considered potential OP Rs for
the identified concerns. In particular, the question is whether Airports has any role with ODO, and whether they could take it on as
the QPR. There was concern as to whether ATO should be the QPR for UAS because this issue is particularly a broad FAA-level issue
as opposed to something that can be addressed only by the ATO and its management processes.
LED Lighting FYlS SSI Debrief

The team developed a Safety Risk Assessment Report using the policy in Order 8040.4A. There were four hazards identified.
Safety Collaboration Team Charter

The charter was recently updated to reflect the on-demand nature of the team. It is ready for team review. The charter is planned to
be finalized and signed by the end of September 2016.

September 6, 2016
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FAA SMS Executive Council Meeting Status and Highlights
•

The meeting will be held on September 7; Peggy Gilligan will not attend.

•

There will be discussion about candidates for the fiscal year 2017 SSls.

•

All the goals for the fiscal year 2016 Risk-Based Decision-Making milestones have been met.

•

There will be a high-level discussion of the FAA safety oversight order. That order affects ARP, AVS, AST, and ASH.

Actions
SMS Committee Chairperson: Communicate with Airports regarding whether the Opposite Direction Operations issue is within their
purview and whether Airports would take on that Significant Safety Issue as the OPR.
SMS Committee Members: Review and provide feedback on the Order 8000.369 self-assessment tool. Provide feedback to Danko
Kramar. The goal is to have feedback from Committee members in the October/November 2016 timeframe.

September 6, 2016
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, January 24, 2017
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB lOA Room 840
ATTENDEES:
Name
Chapman, Scott*
. Davenport, Phil
, Demidovich, Nick
Derman, Debbie*
Kazmi, Hina
· King, Sue
Kramar, Danko
" Lee, Young*
_1.iJ:,tak, Mark*
Luna, Angel
_ Martinez, Paula*
.. Muka, Kelse~
_Pokorski, Chris
· Rushforth, Brian
Schroeder, Jim
Scott, Chris*
Shaw, Brian
VanBuren, Scott
Walcourt, Lesley
Younossi, Amer
~--~~

Organization
AJI-314
AAS-300
AST-004
- - - - - .A VP-300/QED
ANG-Bl
AVP-300/QED
AVP-300
ANG-B3
AVP-310
AJI-31
AVP-300
AJI-31/GGTI
AVP-310
AAS-300
AVP-300
ANG-B3
·-·
AYP-300/QED ------AVP-300
ANG-B3
AVP-300

· · - - -

··--T.

Email
'
Phone*
Scott.ChaQman@faa.gov
·-=-··;e202) 276-9 I?2 _ --- ,
i PhilliQ.DavenQort@faa.gov
(202) 267-7072 __ ··----···
Nikolas.Demidovich@faa.:£O_Y
, (202) 267-8437
.
I (814) 883-5424
-• Dderman@gedllc.com
--~~--•
· Hina.Kazmi@)faa.gov
(202) 267-2681
_____,..,
I Sking(a?qedllc.com
(703) 855-7885
Danko.Kramar(a?faa.gov
(202) 267-7090
"
; Young.J .Lee(a?faa.gov
(202) 267-71 I 6
i Mark.Liptak(a?faa.gov
(202) 510-80 I 0
Angel.Luna@,faa.gov
(202) 267-7150
: Paula.Martinez(a?faa.gov
(202) 267-7602
(571) 777-8194
, Kelse~.CTR.Muka@)faa.gov
I
, Chris.Pokorski@faa.gov
{202) 267-9266
I Brian.Rushforth@)faa.gov
I (202) 267-96 I 7_
(202) 267-4974
• James.Schroeder@faa.gov
i Chris.J.Scott@faa.gov
µ202) 267-2726
354- J 053 X J J J5 •
· BShaw@gedllc.com
__ ··--·~703)
____
I (202) 494-8411
·--•
i Scott.VanBuren@faa.gov
---"
I (202) 600-7595 __ ----·,
_ , Lesle~.CTR.Walcourt@faa.gov
• (202)267-5164 __ -·Amer.Younossi@faa.gov

----··-··+

1

I

1

I

,

"

1

I

NOTES:
Federal Aviation Administration Order 8000.369B, Safety Management System, Self-Assessment
The high-level goal of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Safety Management System (SMS) Self-Assessment is
to provide a snapshot of FAA SMS maturity in the interest of identifying actions that will evolve safety management
across the agency. SMS Committee members were asked to complete a self-assessment on how their Line of Business
(LOB)/ staff office meets the 52 requirements contained in FAA Order 8000.369B. The Office of Airports Safety and
Standards, AAS-001, took a conservative and honest approach in completing the assessment and expressed concern with
how the results of the assessment are presented. The assessment was not intended to be a method for comparison among
LOBs, but a tool to help LOBs identify focus areas of improvement and next steps for further SMS maturation. The SMS
Committee agreed that the end-point (i.e., what constitutes a "top 4" rating) needs to be better defined with objective
criteria for determining when the next level of maturity is reached. Because each LOB plays a unique role (e.g.,
regulatory oversight versus service provider), the end-point and criteria may need to vary for each LOB respectively to be
of value. While the Air Traffic Organization (A TO) owns the operation of air traffic itself ( e.g., employs controllers,
owns Air Traffic Control (ATC) equipment, authors ATC procedures), other LOBs possess a limited, secondary ability to
control A TO operations ( e.g., through writing safety requirements for service providers). The SMS Committee supported
the idea of a recurring self-assessment to demonstrate and map SMS improvement each year. If an outside entity ( e.g., the
Office of the Inspector General) were to audit SMS maturity, the results of the SMS Self-Assessment would be available
for review.

Future Significant Safety Issue Discussion
The discussion from the last SMS Committee Meeting regarding Lessons Learned was continued. The FAA Significant
Safety Issue (SSI) selection process is straight forward and robust but is inherently dependent on internal LOB processes

January 24, 2017
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for detennining candidate issues (which are submitted annually). The process is used to detennine how resources should
be allocated (i.e., which safety issues should receive focus) for Safety Risk Management work (not for 1nitigation). At the
time when c~didate issues are submitted, only a Prelilninary Hazard Analysis can be provided: the agency should explore
ways of makin the SSI selection rocess more data-driven e. ., usin information derived from safet assurance
rocesses).

•

Address issues from a safety risk perspective: support the targeting of resources to mitigate issues with the
highest safety risk.

•

Limit duplication of efforts; unify resources where there is overlap.

•

Collectively assess whetl1er additional actions can be taken for issues that cross LOBs.

en
ty
I m
the SCT is gathering stakeholder resources quickly enough to conduct SRM and/or conduct more than one safety ana ys1s
sinmltaneously. The SMS Committee agreed that tl1e SSI selection process needs to provide flexibility to assess issues in
real time instead of on a calendar-based schedule.
•

t

I

•

I

I I

Actions
AU: Share Lessons Learned and feedback on the SSI selection process with Chris Pokorski by 2/24/17.
AU: Review the SMS Self-Assessment findings and identify steps to advance SMS manirityto the next level by 2/24/17.

January 24, 2017
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Frderal Aviation Administration Safrty Managrmrnt Systrm Committrr Mrrting
Torsday, Frbruary 21, 2017
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB l0A Room 840
ATTENDEES:
Name
Bornhorst. Richard*
Chapman. Scott*
Demidovich. Nick
Giordani. Andrea

Oreanization
ADG-300
AJI-314
AST-004

Email
Richard.Bomhorst@faa.gov
Scott.Chapman/alfaa.gov
Nikolas.Demidovich@faa.gov

Kazmi.Rina

ANG-Bl
A VP-300/QED
AVP-300
ANG-B3
AVP-310
AJI-31
AJI-314
AVP-300
AAS-300
AVP-310
A VP-300/QED
AVP-300
ANG-B3
AVP-300/QED
AJI-31/GGTI
AVP-300
AJI-314
ANG-B3
AVP-300

Hina.Kazmi@faa.gov
Sking@qedllc.com
Danko.Kramar@faa.gov
Yonng.j .lee@faa.gov
Mark.Liptak@faa.gov
Angel.Luna(@faa.gov
Alphonso.McCode@faa.gov
Paula.Martinez(@faa.gov
Brian.Rushforth@faa.gov
Lona. Saccomando@faa.gov
GSchlabach@qedllc.com
James. Schroeder@faa.gov
Chris.J.Scott@Jaa.gov
BShaw@qedllc.com
Tiffany.CTR. Todd(mfaa.gov
Scott. V anBuren@faa.gov
Michael.Virga@faa.goy
Lesley.CTR.Walcourt@faa.gov
Amer.Younossi@faa.gov

King,Sue
Kramar. Danko
Lee, Young*
Liptak. Mark*
Lwia. Angel
McCode. Alphonso
Martinez. Paula*
Rushforth. Brian
Saccomando. Lona*
Schlabach. Gina*
Schroeder. Jim
Scott. Chris*
Shaw. Brian
Todd. Tiffany
VanBuren. Scott
Virga, Michael
Wakourt. Lesley
Younossi. Amer
*Phone

Phone
(202) 267-9443
(202) 276-9192
(202) 267-8437
l

I

(202) 267-2681
(703) 855-7885
(202) 267-7090
(202 267-7116
(202) 510-8010
(202) 267-7150
(202) 267-4596
202-267-7602
(202) 267-9617
(202) 267-3075
(703) 354-1053X1116
(202) 267-4974
(202) 267-2726
(703) 354-1053 X 1115
(571) 777-8186
(202) 494-8417
(202) 267-1753
(202) 600-7595
(202) 267-5164

~OTES:
Frdrral Aviation Administration Safrty Managrmrnt Systrm Exrcutivr Council B1irfmg Rrvirw
The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Safety Management System Executive Council (EC) Meeting was held on
Wednesday. March L 2017. The Office of Primary Responsibility for each Significant Safety Issue (SSI) briefed
executives.

Fiscal Year 2017 FAA SSI Status Update - Current efforts are being reviewed to identify areas of overlap when
addressing safety issues and to provide resources and attention to those not being addressed. The Office of Accident
Investigation and Prevention will assist in entering information pertaining to the Pilot Reports SSI into the Hazard
Identification. Risk Management. and Tracking (HIRMT) tool.
Risk-Based Decision Making FY17 Business Platr -SI-I: The Safety Data Analysis Team (SDAT) charter is being
revised and solidified. HIRMT has been updated and the next step is to ensure it is aligned with the current version of
FAA Order 8040.4. Safety Risk Management Policy.
Actions

February 21, 2017
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The final version of the EC briefing was distributed on February 24, 2017.

February 21, 2017
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FAA SMS Committee Mttting
Tuesday, .March 7, 2017
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB lOA Room 840
ATTENDEES:
Name
Chung. John*
Demidovich. Nick*
Dennan. Debbie*
French. Steve*
Giordani. Andrea
Hawrysko. Mike
King. Sue
Kramar. Danko
Lee. Yom1g
Liptak, Mark*
Maillet. Roger*
Martinez. Paula*
Muka, Kelsey
Saccomando. Lona*
Schlabach, Gina*
Schleicher, Barry
Schroeder. Jim
Scott. Chris
Shaw. Brian
Strohm. Ann*
Supamusdisukul. Tritana
Virga. Michael
Wakowt. Lesley
Younossi. Amer

Oreanization
ANG-B3
AST-004
A VP-300/QED
ANG-B3/Metron
AVP-300
ANG-B3 2/Tetra Tech
A VP-300/QED
AVP-300
ANG-B3
AVP-310
ADG
AVP-300
Ail-31/GGTI
AVP-310
A VP-300/QED
AVP-300
AVP-310
ANG-B3
A VP-300/OED
A VP-300/QED
ANG-B32
AJI-314
ANG-B3
AVP-300

Email
John.Chw1g@faa.gov
Nikolas.Demidovich@)faa. irov
Ddennan@qedllc.com
Steve.French@metronaviation.com
Andrea. Giordani@faa.gov
Michael.L.CTR.Hawrysko@faa.gov
Sking@qedllc.com
Danko.Kramar@faa.gov
Young.J .Lee(@faa.gov
Mark.Liptak@faa.gov
Roger.Maillet@,faa.gov
Paula.Martinez(@faa.gov
Kelsey.CTR.Muka(@faa.gov
Lona.Saccomando@faa.gov
GSchlabach@qedllc.com
Barry.Schleicher@faa.gov
Jaxnes.Schroeder(@faa.gov
Chris.J.Scott@faa.gov
BShaw@qedllc.com
Astrohn1@qedllc.com
Tritana.CTR.Supamusdisukul(@faa.gov
Michael.Virga(ti,faa.go,·
Lesley. CTR. Walcourt@)faa.gov
Amer. Yom1ossi@faa.gov

Phone*
(609) 485-7896

(202) 267-8437
(814) 883-5424
(276) 87 3-0763
(202) 267-3770
(703) 232-4111
(703) 855-7885
(202) 267-7090
(202) 267-7116
(202) 510-8010
(202) 267-4649
(202) 267-7602
(571) 777-8194
(202) 267-3075
(703) 354-1053 X 1116
(202) 267-9628
(202) 267-4974
(202) 267-2726
(703) 354-1053 X 1115
(703) 623-1502
(703) 841-2205
(609) 485-8877
(202) 600-7595
(202) 267-5164

:SOTES:
Saftty Performance Management Framtwork and Risk Picturt
Mark Liptak of the Accident Investigation and Prevention (AVP) Safety Perfonnance Management Branch. AVP-310.
revisited the issue of the Safety Performance Management Framework and Risk Picture, which was presented by Amer
Younossi the year prior. Several documents (e.g., the US State Safe Pro am document necessitate monitorin and
rfonnance.
measurin the US aviation s stem's safe

March 7, 2017
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AVP-310 plans to issue a periodic report upon having material of reportable value that is sufficiently populated with data.
The current task is ro establish the Risk Picture by quantifying safety performance and improving awareness of leading
indicators. Additional work must address other framework components. safety objectives, analyses. and acceptability
criteria. To discuss fi.mding at this time, however, is premature.
Safety Asse-ssment Request for Saff'tv Collaboration Team
At the end of March. the Safety Collaboration Team (SCT) will provide Subject Matter Expertise (SME) and Safety Risk

Management (SRM) support for the panel assessing risk associated with Class B Airspace Excursions. As a follow-on to
that effort, the Office of Next Generation Air Transportation System (ANG) Safety Management Branch, ANG-B32.
recommended that the SCT provide SMEs to support the Integrated System Safety Assessment (ISSA) of the NextGen
On-Demand NAS Information Portfolio Operational Improvement (OI) l O1103 to provide interactive flight planning from
anywhere.
Young Lee, Manager oftbe Enterprise Safety Branch. ANG-B32, explained that while conducting an ISSA is similar to
applying SRM. the main difference is d1at the scope of an ISSA spans multiple systems (i.e .. rather than SR!vl. which
focuses on just one individual system). ANG-B32 applied a refined version of the FAA Significant Safety Issue (SSJ)
I Identification Process and selected 01 IO 1103 from the planned NAS changes for ISSA. ANG-B32 will serve as the
Office of Primary Responsibility and will facilitate the conduct of an ISSA for OI IO 1103. The overall output of this
effort will be an ISSA Report. a living document containing:
•
•
•
•

Hazard information for stakeholders such as Fault Tree Analyses and event sequence diagrams (i.e .. more detail
than the traditional Hazard Analysis Worksheet).
Potential safety risks and how they may impact fatal accident rates.
Feedback to update NAS Enterprise Architecture artifacts (e.g., Requirements Documentation. etc.).
Knowledge for decision makers regarding safety risks/benefits associated with a portfolio to help focus resources.

ANG-B32 is currently developing a skeleton model of the 01 IO 1103 environment and will hold a group session at the
end of April to validate the information. SME support from the SCT will be needed during the summer of 2017 through
the end of the year. The ISSA report for the 01101103 will be completed in August 2017. Paula Martinez requested that
hazard information from the ISSA report be entered into the Hazard Identification Risk Management and Tracking
(HIRMT) tool.
Actions (All)
I. All: Share the "Developing the Safety Performance Management (SPM) Risk Picture for FAA" briefing within

your organization; direct any questions to Mark Liptak before the next meeting.
2. All: Share Lessons Learned and challenges regarding Safety Management System inlplementation at the next
meeting.
3. All: Regarding Executive Council meetings. Lines of Business must provide slide changes and notify A VP of
who will brief material to executives, well in advance.

March 7, 2017
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, March 21, 2017
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB lOA Room 840
ATTENDEES:
Name
:-.Demidovich, Nick*
Derman, Debbie*

Or anization
' AST-004
i AVP-300/QED

----Ph~~;,;;·-··-···,

Email
ov

(202) 267-8437
(814) 883-5424

--·j

-i

_•_Pr_a.._y"-,G_r_e.....
g_ory_,__*_ _ _ ___;.;_A_J_I-_1_4_1______--1-~=:::.L:..::..:.::.c.,;.c=='-'-----------'(,=2=02.l±67-6052 ---·--·· ;
. AVP-300
(202) 267-9628 ·-·-·--- :
. Schroeder, Jim*
AVP-3 IO
ov
(202) 267-4974 ______ _
Scott, Chris*
. ANG-B3
· (202) 267-2726 _ _ _ ,
,_Shaw,Brian
AVP-300/QED
• (703)354-1053x 1115
i
Streeter, Jacob
AVP-210
- · (202) 267-4 705
··---1

i Schleicher, Barry

1

NOTES:
Safety Data and Analysis Team
Outputs from the 2014 Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Strategic Initiative (SI) activities have enabled the
establishment of a cross-organizational team of safety analyst stakeholders known as the Safety Data and Analysis Team
(SDA T). Due to both technical and cultural challenges, the FAA currently has a stove-piped approach to data analysis.
SDAT aims to improve data standardization, access, and integration across Lines of Business (LOBs) to enable more
data-informed and risk-based decision making. SDA T will provide research to facilitate restructuring of the way the FAA
currently collects, organizes, shares, and uses data to understand safety risk. Tactical teams will be available to support
organizations performing safety risk management and safety assurance functions.
The SDA T concept has been approved by the FAA Safety Management System (SMS) Executive Council and SI- I
executive sponsors. A copy of the charter was provided to the FAA SMS Committee members to review and brief to their
executives. The charter will require a signature from both the FAA SMS Committee and FAA SMS Executive Council
members in each LOB. The charter identifies resources and a signature indicates commitment to provide them. Peggy
Gilligan, Associate Administrator for Aviation Safety, has been involved in the development of the SDAT charter and the
goal is to have it signed before she retires on Friday, March 31, 2017.

FAA Order 8000.369, Safety Management System, Self-Assessment
The discussion regarding the FAA Order 8000.369 self-assessment continued from the last FAA SMS Committee
meeting. The FAA SMS Executive Council was briefed on the general results of the self-assessment (i.e., not LOBspecific) and focus areas for improvement, which included mostly safety assurance functions. The committee
acknowledged that LOBs will need to work together to make improvements in the focus areas; possible challenges
discussed included:
•
•
•
•
•

A lack of consistency regarding the way safety data are used throughout the agency,
Each LOB has its own methods for performing safety assurance functions,
The acceptable level of safety performance varies across LOBs,
Safety data does not integrate well across LOBs, and
There is a common hazard tracking system (however, the extent to which it is being used is unknown).

March 21, 2017
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Mark Liptak of the Accident Investigation and Prevention (A VP) Safety Performance Management Branch, AVP-310, is
leading an effort to improve the F AA's capability for safety assurance work at the system-level. The output will help
decision makers establish and monitor clear safety objectives for the US in both the oversight and Air Navigation Services
Provider functions, which is expected to help improve focus areas. Additionally, SDA Twill help fill safety assurance
gaps by improving the validity and consistency of data used to measure safety performance.
Actions (All)
1. Review the draft SDA T charter dated March I 0, 2017; brief executives on content and provide approval
signatures to Paula Martinez as soon as possible.

March 21, 2017
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, April 4, 2017
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB lOA Room 840
ATTENDEES:
Name

~-~-

Bornhorst, Richard
· Demidovich, Nick*
-!)erman, Debbie*
French, Steve*
Giordani, Andrea
King, Sue
' Lee, Young*
, Li12tak, Mark*
Luna, Angel
' Martinez, Paula*
Muka, Kelsey
· Saccomando, Lona
: Schlabach, Gina*
Schleicher, Barry
: Scott, Chris
Shaw, Brian
Strohm, Ann*
' VanBuren, Scott
Walcourt, Lesley

I

Organization

ADG-300
• AST-004
I AVP-300/QED
i ANG-B3/Metron
AVP-300
' A VP-300/QED
'ANG-B3
' AVP-310
: AJl-31
'AVP-300
AJl-31/GGTI
'AVP-310
! AVP-300/QED
! AVP-300
ANG-B3
AVP-300/QED
i AVP-300/QED
I AVP-300
\ ANG-B3

-

Email
Richard.Bomhorst@faa.gov
Niko las.Demidovich@faa.gov
Dderman<maedllc.com
Steve.French@metronaviation.com
Andrea.Giordani@faa.gov
Sking@aedllc.com
Young.J. Lee@faa.gov
Mark.Liptak@,faa.gov
Angel.Luna@faa.gov
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
Kelsey.CTR.Muka@faa.gov
Lona.Saccomando@faa.gov
GSchlabach@qedllc.com
Barry. Schleicher@,faa.gov
Chris.J.Scott@faa.gov
BShaw@qedllc.com
Astrohm@qedllc.com
Scott. VanBuren@faa.gov
Lesley .CTR.Walcourt@faa.gov

Phone*
(202) 267-9443
(202) 267-8437
(814) 883-5424
·•
(2762 873-0763
'
· (202) 267-3770
· (703) 855-7885
i
(202) 267-7116
·1
I (202) 510-8010
I
(202) 267-7150
(202) 267-7602
;
• (571) 777-8194 ------------- --,
(202) 267-3075
(703]354-1053 X 1116
(202) 267-9628
(202) 267-2726
(703)354-1053X 1115 . I
' (703) 623-1502
-~----- .!
(202) 494-8417
(202) 600-7595
I

I

I

I
I

---~--------------~

I

NOTES:
ALR Evaluation Team Update
The anticipated increase in commercial space launch operations (including flybacks to land and barges) has created
unique challenges for both the Air Traffic Organization (ATO) and the Office of Commercial Space Transportation (AST)
with regard to their different methods for risk tolerance and determining the likelihood of catastrophic events. 1 Because
the ATO risk tolerance level is lower than that of AST, a larger Aircraft Hazard Area (AHA) is required during launches,
resulting in an unacceptable impact to efficiency. This is a complicated issue, as the size and location of the AHA is
currently based on an analysis of where the spacecraft is at any given moment and where the debris are expected to fall if
the spacecraft were to explode (i.e., on the ground and/or through the air). Both organizations have been working together
to understand and devise means to mitigate the risk to a level that allows both to operate safely in the National Airspace
System.
As a means to bridge the gap between standards, the ATO proposed the Acceptable Level of Risk (ALR) concept for
commercial space launch operations. The ALR concept allows for an increased risk tolerance (i.e., smaller AHA) for
commercial space launches, until mitigations can be implemented to reduce the risk. The Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) Safety Management System (SMS) Executive Council approved application of the ALR concept
for commercial space launch operations for a period of six months. An ALR evaluation team (under the Safety Data and
Analysis Team [SDA T]) was established to evaluate the ALR approach and develop a long-term solution for commercial
space launch integration. The ALR evaluation team has been exploring mitigations such as limiting the angle or speeds at

1

The maximum acceptable likelihood of AST is "less than 1 occurrence of debris hitting an aircraft requiring hospitalization per
1,000,000 (E-6) individual operations." On the other hand, the ATO recently validated its maximum acceptable likelihood of "less
than 1 fatal accident per 1,000,000,000 (E-9) individual operations" using 30 years of data.
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which aircraft traverse the AHA. Findings and recommendations will be docwnented in a report and briefed to the FAA
SMS Executive Council in June.
Class B Excursions Safety Risk Management Panel Update
The ATO and the Air Traffic Safety Oversight Service approached the Safety Collaboration Team (SCT) to perfonn a
safety analysis regarding the recent smge in detected Class B excmsion events (e.g .. transport-category aircraft operating
\\'ithin Class B airspace unintentionally exiting and re~ntering Class B airspace during their climb or descent). Data and
other reports have shown that a loss of separation typically does not exist since another aircraft is rarely nearby. A safety
risk management panel convened on March 29-31 and identified two hazards for which data to establish likelihood were
lacking. Additional data (i.e .. event data correlated with Air Traffic Safety Action Program reports) are being collected
and the panel will reconvene to assess likelihood before the end of June.

1. On Demand: Risk analyses are conducted on an as-needed basis through the SCT and are not subject to the
annual SSI timeframe. The SCT is able to perform an on-demand risk assessment fairly quickly. which allows the
agency flexibility in reacting to emerging safety issues in real-time.

2. Analysis of Data: Risk analyses are conducted through the SSI process and are subject to the annual SSI
timeframe. By looking at the system. safety issues are identified and submitted annually as SSI candidates,
enabling the agency to prioritize risk assessment and mitigation efforts based on workload. However, the timeline
can limit flexibility to respond to issues that require immediate attention. A centralized entity responsible for
rnonit01ing Agency-level data for safety issues would strengthen this method.
Chris Scott assured the conuninee that the Next Generation Air Transportation System plans to submit safety issues to be
addressed by the SCT. with at least one per year. TI1e ATO Top 5 Program has implemented a continuous, ·'rolling"
approach to hazard identification and mitigation (similar to the National Transportation Safety Board Most Wanted List)
and favors the "On-Demand" option. The committee reached consensus that both methods are needed but agreed that an
evolution of the ATO Continuous Top 5 Program for the Agency-level safety issues would be valuable.
Actions (All)
1. Review the draft SDAT Charter dated March 10, 2017; brief executives on content and provide approval
signatmes to Paula Martinez as soon as possible.

2. Share Agency-level safety issues with the conunittee. even those for which a given member's organization is not
the Primary Office of Responsibility.

April 4, 2017
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FAA SMS Committt>t' Mttting
Tut>sday, May 2, 2017
1:00 PM-2:00 Pl\'[, FOB IOA Room 840
ATTENDEES:
Namt'
DemidO\ich. Nick
Giordani, Andrea
King.Sue
Lee. Young*
Liptak. Mark*
!-.fartinez, Paula
Muka. Kelsey
Pokorski. Chris
Schleicher, Barrv
Schroeder. Jim
Scott. Chris*
Shaw, Brian
Shin. Andy*
Sweet. Chris
VanBuren. Scott
Virga, Michael

Oreanizatlon
AST-004
AVP-300
A VP-300iQED
ANG-B32
AVP-310
AVP-300
AJI-31/GGTI
AVP-310
AVP-300
AVP-310
ANG-B3
A VP-300/QED
ADG-300
AVP-310
AVP-300
AJI-31

Email
Nikolas.Demido,ich@faa.j,!;ov
Andrea.Giordani@faa._gov
Sking@qedllc.com
Young.Lee@faa.gov
Mark.Liotak@faa.gov
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
Kelsey.CTRMuka@faa.go,·
Chris.Pokorski@faa.gov
Barry.Schleicher@faa.gov
James.Schroeder@faa.gov
Chris.J.Scott@faa.gov
BShaw@qedllc.com
Andy.Shin@faa.gov
Christopher.E.Sweet@faa.gov
Scott.VauBuren@faa.gov
Michael. Virga@faa.gov

Phont'*
(202) 267-8437
(202) 267-3770
(703) 855-7885
(202) 267-7116
(202) 510-8010
(202) 267-7602
(571) 777-8194
(202) 267-9266
(202) 267-3166
(202) 267-4974
(202) 267-2726
(703) 354-1053 X 1115
(202) 267-9463
(202) 267-9379
(202) 494-841 7
(609) 485-8877

~OTES:
Significant Saft>ty Issut' and Saft>ty Data and Analysis Tt>am Charter Updatt'
"Safety Issue (SI) .. has replaced the tenn "Significant Safety Issue." Sls will be presented quarterly at the Safety
Management System (SMS) Executive Council meetings; the next meeting is scheduled for Wednesday. Jm1e 7. The
Office of Primary Responsibility for each SI will be expected to brief their respective SI. TI1e committee agreed that
collaborative effort to identify. assess. and mitigate safety risks that cross Lines of Business (LOBs) (e.g., Unmanned
Aircraft Systems) is needed.

The Fiscal Year (FY) 2017 Runway Incursion (Rl) SI panel has been scheduled for Tuesday. May 23. through Thursday.
t,..-fay 25 in Alexandria. Virginia. Approximately 15-20 panel members representing organizations both internal and
external to the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) are expected to an end. and RI data through 2016 has been
gathered. The Air Traffic Organization (ATO) will solicit the assistance of the FAA SMS Col1llllittee if stakeholder
organizations fail to provide representatives for the panel. The FYI 7 In-flight Pilot Report Collection and Dissemination
SI and the RI SI briefings are being reviewed by Safety and Technical Training senior management and will be ready
prior to the deadline of Wednesday. May 10.
At the next SMS Committee meeting. Lona Saccomando with the Accident Investigation and Prevention (AVP) Safety
Performance Management Branch, A VP-310. will deliver a briefing regarding a proposed prototype for next year in how
we identify safety issues at the FAA level.
Signatures for the SDAT charter have been received from the majority of LOBs.

May 2, 2017
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At'tions (All)
I. Review the proposed FY 18 BP targets and submit feedback to Paula Martinez as soon as possible.
2. Verify attendance for the next SMS Executive Council meeting on Wednesday. June 7. and submit to Paula
Martinez as soon as possible.

May 2, 2017
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FAA SMS Committt"t" l\·Ittting
Tut"Sday, May 30, 2017
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB l0A Room 840
ATTENDEES:
Namt"
Burke. Stephen*
Chapman. Scott*
' DemidO\ich. Nick
Giordani, Andrea
King, Sue
Lee. Young*
Liptak. Mark*
McCode.Alphonso
Muka. Kelsey
Rushforth. Brian
• Saccomando. Lona*
Schleicher, Barrv
Schroeder. Ji.n1
Scott. Chris*
; Shaw, Brian
· Solomon. Rhonda
. Virea. Michael
Welsh. Kevin
Younossi. Amer

Oreanization
AVP-300
AJI-314
AST-004
AVP-300
AVP-300/QED
ANG-B32
AVP-310
AJI-314
AJl-31/GGTI
AAS-300
A"VP-310
AVP-300
AVP-310
ANG-B3
A VP-300/QED
AEE-400
AJI-31
APL-014
AVP-300

Email
Steohen.P.Burke@faa.gov
Scott.ChaPtnan@faa.go\·
Nikolas.Demidovicb@faa.onv
Andrea.Giordani@faa.gov
Ski.ng@aedllc.com
Youn2.Lee/@faa.1mv
Mark.Liptak@faa.gov
Alphonso.McCode@faa.gov
Kelsev.CTR.Muka@faa.gov
Brian.Rushforth@faa. 1mv
Lona.Saccomando@faa.gov
BaiTV.Schleicher@faa.gov
James.Schroeder@faa.gov
Chris.J.Scott{tiifaa.gov
BShaw@aedllc.com
Rhonda. Colomon@faa.go,·
Michael. V in,a/@faa.gov
Kevin.Welsh@faa.gov
Amer.M.Younossi(@faa.gov

Phont"*
(202) 267-6663
(202) 267-9192
(202) 267-8437
(202) 267-3770
(703) 855-7885
(202) 267-7116
(202) 510-8010
(202) 267-4596
(571) 777-8194
(202) 267-9617
(202) 267-3075
(202) 267-9628
(202) 267-4974
(202) 267-2726
(703) 354-1053 X 1115
(202) 267-3021
(609) 485-8877
(202) 267-1451
(202) 267-5164

NOTES:
Ft"dt"ral Aviation Administration Order 8040.4 and Cross-Lint" of Business Safety Risk Management Guidance
Accident Investigation and Prevention (AVP) Strategic Management and Planning. A VP-300. is updating the Federal
Aviation Adm.inistration (FAA) Guidance for Coordinating Cross-LOB Safety Risk Assessments document to align with
the latest version of FAA Order 8040.4. Safety Risk .Management Policy (issued on May 2. 2017). Tuey will also update
the other SRM guidance documents on the Intranet site. Based on what comes out of the Acceptable Level of Risk (ALR)
Evaluation Team. 8040 and/or the guidance may need to be updated.
FAA Safetv Managt-mt"nt System Encutive Council Mt"t"ting
The FAA Safety Management System (SMS) Executive Council meeting is scheduled for Wednesday. Jtme 7. 2017. The
Office of Primacy Responsibility (OPR) for each of the three Fiscal Year (FY) 2017 FAA Safety Issues (Sis) will present
an update. Prior to the SMS Executive Cotmcil meeting. each LOB is expected to pre-brief their executives. Scott Van
Buren. A VP-300, is available this week to assist with pre-b1ief executives regarding the ALR topic.
ALR Discussion
During commercial space launches. nearby commercial service airports are forced to shut down to protect the Aircraft
Hazard Area (AHA) (e.g .. launches out of Cape Canaveral. Florida can temporarily close four of the nearby commercial
· rts). Commercial Service Providers (i.e., air carriers) are a ·
user of the National Airs ace S stem

May 30, 2017
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FYl 7 SI Discussion
The Runway Incursion (RI) SI SRM panel convened last week (May 23-25. 2017) and follow-on work includes an
evaluation of Categories A. B, and C Ris to determine contributing factors involving controllers, pilots, and
vehicles/pedestrians. The analysis included all towered airports in the NAS. some of which are non-Part 139 auports.
Proposed safety requirements are expected to produce a safety benefit. but the FAA has a linlited ability to levy
requirements upon non-Part 139 airports. One possible resource to help implement nlitigations is the General Aviation
Joint Stee1ing Committee (GAJSC). a public-private partnersllip working to improve general aviation safety. The SRM
document is still being drafted. The HAWs are out for review. but no comments have been received.
Efforts to address the known deficiency throughout the NAS regarding the solicitation and dissemination of Inflight Pilot
Reports (PIREPs) are continuing and dynanlic. The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) Special Investigation
Report (SIR) adopted March 29. 2017, contains thirteen FAA recommended actions. six of which are already underway.
If the FAA chooses to implement the remaining seven recommendations, the NTSB SIR will help identify resources. An
SRM assessment will only be conducted as necessary. given that an assessment was already conducted through the ATO
Top 5 Program. The safety analysis will be entered into the Hazard Identification and Risk Management Tracking Tool.
The Potential of Carry-on/Checked Consumer Electronics to Cause Fire/Heat/Smoke Incident SI SRM document is
currently out for OPR acceptance and peer-review signanrre.

Class B Airspace Excursion Issue
The Safety Collaboration Team conducted a safety 1isk assessment of the hazards associated with Class B airspace
excursions throu out the NAS. There was a lack of sufficient data to deterinine the likelihood of the hazard's effects.

Actions (All)
I. Submit any changes to the FAA SMS Executive CoWICil briefing to Sue King as soon as possible.
2. Review the proposed FY18 Business Plan targets and submit feedback to Paula Martinez as soon as possible.

May 30, 2017
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FAA SMS Committtt Mttting
Tut'sday, Junt' 20, 2017
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB lOA Room 840
ATTENDEES:
Namt'
Demidovich, Nick*
Derman, Debbie*
Fee. James*
. Giordani. Andrea
Huaruz. Eugene
. King. Sue
Lee. Yow1g
Luna. Angel
Martinez. Paula
Muka. Kelsey
· Pokorski, Chris
Saccomando. Lona
. Schleicher, Barry
Schroeder. Jim
, Scott. Chris*
: Shaw. Brian
• Solomon, Rhonda
Sweet. Chris*
Van Buren. Scott
, Virira. Michael
: W alcourt Lesley
Y ounossi. Amer

Or2anizatlon
AST-004
A VP-300/QED
AJI-14
AVP-300
AVP-310
A VP-300/QED
ANG-B32
AJI-31
AVP-300
AJI-31/GGTI
AVP-310
AVP-310
AVP-300
AVP-310
ANG-B3
A VP-300/QED
AEE-400
AVP-310
AVP-5
AJI-31
ANG-B3
AVP-300

Email
Nikolas.Demido,ich@faa.gov
Ddermanraloedllc.com
James.Fee@faa.gov
Audrea.Giordani@faa.gov
Eugeue.Huang@faa.gov
Skin2@aedllc.com
Y oung.Lee@faa.gov
Angel.Luna(a)faa. gov
Paula.Martinez@faa. l!OV
Kelsev.ctr.Muka@faa.gov
Chris.Pokorski@faa.gov
Lona.Saccomando@faa.gov
Baiyy.Schleicher@faa.gov
James.Schroeder@faa.gov
Chris.J .Scott((Uaa.gov
BShaw(@aedllc.com
Rhonda.Colomon@faa.gov
christopher.e.sweet(a)faa.2ov
Scott. V ailBuren(a)faa. 20v
Michael. Vinza(a)faa. gov
Leslev.ctr.Walcow1@faa.gov
Amer.M. Younossi@faa.gov

Phone*
(202) 267-8437
(814) 883-5424
(202) 267-4572
(202) 267-3770
(202) 267-7577
(703) 855-7885
(202) 267-7116
(202) 267-7150
(202) 267-7602
(571) 777-8194
(202) 267-9266
(202) 267-3075
(202) 267-9628
(202) 267-497 4
(202) 267-2726
(703) 354-1053X1115
{2022 267-3021
(202) 267-9379
(202) 494-8417
(609) 485-8877
(202) 600-7595
(202) 267-5164

1'"OTES:
Saft't)' Issue ldt'ntificatioo Process Discussion
A team led by the Office of Accident Investigation and Prevention (AVP) is developing a new safety issue identification
process for cross-Line of Business (LOB) issues that are not ahead bein addressed via otber means. This on-demand
process is wider development,

I
I

I
I
The team will conduct a "table-top" exercise to test the validity and feasibility of the new process by tbe end of August
20 I 7. The results of this exercise will be presented to the FAA SMS Collllllittee by the end of September 20 I 7. The
ability to analyze safety data and identify issues at the FAA level is paramount to the success of the new process: the use
of the Hazard Identification, Risk Management. and Tracking (HIRMT) tool is being considered to support this function.

June 20, 2017
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Out-Brief of the FAA SMS Exerntive Council Meeting
Discussion during the FAA SMS Executive Council meeting held on Wednesday. June 7. 2017. p1imatily focused on the
application of the Acceptable Level of Risk (ALR) concept. It was the report out for phase 1 of the project-interaction of
commercial space flyback operations with air traffic. Phase 2 is interaction of all commercial space operations with air
traffic and phase 3 is all situations involving two or more LOBs with different standards for acceptable 1isk.

The FA.A SMS Executive Council also discussed the use of separate hazard tracking tools at both the Agency and LOB
levels: they concluded that further discussion regarding the insufficient use of HIRMT at the LOB level is required.
NextGen Safety Day
The second annual NextGen Safety Day will be held at the end of September (tentatively September 20) in Washington.
OC. The target audience is safety practitioners: FAA SMS Committee members are encouraged to attend.
Safety Management-Related Changes
Lona Saccomando will replace Scott Van Buren as one of the ni-chairs leading the Safety Collaboration Team. Amer
Younossi is leaving A VP-300 after nearly 10 years of safety management work to become the Deputy of the Aircraft
Certification Service - International Division. AIR-400.
Actions (All)
1. Review the proposed Fiscal Year 2018 Business Plan targets and submit feedback to Paula Martinez as soon as
possible.

June 20, 2017
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FAA SMS Committee Meeting
Tuesday, Joly 18, 2017
1:00 PM-2:00 PM, FOB l0A Room 840
ATTENDEES:
Name
Bornhorst. Richard*
Burke. Steohen
Chamnan. Scott*
Davenoort, Phil
Demidovich, Nick
King.Sue
Liptak Mark*
Martinez. Paula
.Muka. Kelsey
N1n1yen. Huan*
Pokorski. Chris
Saccomando. Lona
Schleicher. Barrv
Schroeder. Jim
Scott. Chris*
Shaw. Brian
Solomon. Rhonda
Sweet. Chris
Van Buren. Scott
Virga. Michael*
Vu. Yen-K.hanh*
Walcourt Lesley

O1"2anization
ADG-300
AVP-300
AJI-314
AAS-300
AST-004
A VP-300/QED
AVP-310
AVP-300
AJI-31/GGTI
AJI-31
AVP-310
AVP-310
AVP-300
AVP-310
ANG-B3
A VP-300/QED
AEE-400
AVP-310
AVP-5
AJI-31
AJI-31
ANG-B3

Email
Richard.Bom.horst(@faa.gov
Stephen.P .Burke@faa.gov
Scott.Chaoman@faa.gov
Phillip.DavenPort@faa.gov
Nikolas.Demidovich@faa. 11;ov
Skiug(@Qedllc.com
Mark.Liotak@faa. 2.ov
Paula.Martinez@faa.gov
Kelsey.ctr.Muka@faa..20v
Huan.N211ven@faa.go\·
Chris.Pokorski@faa.gov
Lona. Saccomando@faa.gov
Barrv.Scbleicher(a1faa.gov
James.Schroeder@faa.gov
Chris .J. Scott(@faa. e.ov
BShaw@qedilc.com
Rhonda.Colomon(a)faa.gov
Christooher.e.sweet@faa.gov
Scott. V anBuren@faa.gov
Michael.Vinra@faa.gov
Yen-Khanh. Vu@faa.gov
Leslev.ctr.Walcourt@faa.gov

Phone*
(202) 267-9443
(202) 267-6663
(202) 267-9192
(201 267-7072
(202 267-8437
(703 855-7885
(202 510-8010
(202 267-7602
(571 777-8194
(202 267-9340
(202 267-9266
(201 267-3075
(202 267-9628
(202) 267-4974
(102 267-2726
(703) 354-1053 X 1115
(202 267-3021
(102 267-9379
(202 494-8417
(609 485-8877
(102 267-9357
(202 600-7595

I'iOTES:
Wrong Surface Landing Safety Issue
Last week's event at San Francisco International Airport, involving ACA759 nearly landing on an occupied taxiway,
demonstrates the petvasiveness of the wrong surface landing safety issue. Prior to this event, there have been several
other occurrences: From Fiscal Year (FY) 2012 through FY14. there have been 152 events involvinl? an attempted and/or
completed wrong surface landing. TI1e definition of a wrong surface landing excludes simations in which the pilot has
declared an emergency.

During October and November of 2016. the Air Traffic Organization ATO
assess the safe risk associated with wron surface landin s

July 18, 2017
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. The SCT will brief its recommendation

In light of the potential
ava1 a 1 ty o a ttona
ta an
onnatton om e onunercia A viatton Sa ety eam, t e SCT has requested that the
SRM Team pause its safety assessment at severity classifications. All pertinent data collected thus far will be provided to
the Issue Analysis Team (IAT) for consideration. If the IAT elects to share their data (including Flight Operational
Quality Assurance data). the SCT will reconvene the Class B Excursions SRM Team to analyze the additional dataset and
make likelihood detenninations. If additional data are not available/shareable. the SRM Team will 11se previously
obtained data or subject matter expertise to finalize the risk assessment.
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Paula Martinez advised that more discussion is needed to make a determination. In the meantime. the SRM Team should
proceed with their assessment of the issue.

Hazard ldentiffcation, Risk Management, and Tracking Encuttn Council Briefing
A request was made for a presentation to the Executive Council (EC) and Business Council (BC) on the use of Hazard
Identification. Risk Management. and Tracking (HIRMT) system (e.g .. the intended use ofHIRMT. how HIRMT is being
used today. and to what extent executives can use HIRMT). HIRMT continues to be the Agency-wide tool for hazard
identification. risk management. and tracking. Cross-LOB safety issues should be logged as soon as they are identified. as
HIRMIT was designed to support the real-time entry of safety analyses as opposed to post-analysis enay. The EC/BC
briefing has not been scheduled yet. but will most likely take place in September. The next FAA SMS Executive Com1cil
Meeting is scheduled for Wednesday. September 6, 2017. at 10AM. with prep on August 28.
Safety Management News/Issues
The Acceptable Level of Risk (ALR) Tactical Team has begun Phase 2-the use of ALR for the interaction of all
conunercial space operations with air traffic. Phase 2 is more complex than Phase 1 and the September 2017 deadline
may need to be pushed out. In regards to the Office of Hazardous Materials significant safety issue. they are waiting for
the Transportation Security Administration to decide whether it will ban laptops aboard aircraft before moving forward
with finalizing their assessment.
Actions
Michael Virga (ATO) - Provide a status update for wrong surface landing corrective activities and any pertinent
infonnation gathered or developed thus far.
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